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To the Trinity Student
THE HANDBOOK contains information about
the non-academic aspects of life at the College, as well as certain academic information
not in the COLLEGE CATALOGUE. It is designed
to answer many questions which may arise
about the operation of the institution. Students should thoroughly familiarize themselves with THE HANDBOOK's contents.
Each year THE HANDBOOK is revised and updated. The Office for Community Life welcomes suggestions for changes in forthcoming editions.

Published by
the Office for Community Life
Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut
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All bills for Christmas Term 1972-73
must be paid in full
Freshman and New Student Orientation
begins. Residence Halls open
Meal ticket plans begin with dinner
Registration of Upper-Class Students
Registration continues
Christmas Term of 150th Academic Year
begins
Last day to drop meal ticket plan
Last day to change courses
Open Period - no classes
Mid-Term
Last day to apply for readmission for
Trinity Term
Parents Weekend
Last day to drop Christmas Term courses
Last day to finish incomplete courses of
previous term
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All arrangements and clearances from
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Thanksgiving Vacation begins after last
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Classes resume
Pre-registration for Trinity Term
Follow normal Thursday format for
classes
Follow normal Friday format for classes
Last day of classes
Reading Days
Final Examination Period
Christmas Term Ends. Vacation begins
No Food Service
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All bills for Trinity Term 1972-73 must
be paid in full
Meal ticket plan (7-day) begins for
Trinity Term with dinner
Meal ticket plan ( 5-day) begins for
Trinity Term with breakfast
Registration for Trinity Term
Trinity Term classes begin
Last day to drop meal ticket plan for
Trinity Term
Last day to change courses
Open Period. No classes
Last day to apply for readmission for
Christmas Term
Mid-Term
Housing Agreements must be returned
to Office for Student Services (tenta·
tive)
Spring Vacation begins after last class
Meal tickets not honored during Spring
Vacation
Food Service available Mondays-Fridays
Meal ticket plan resumes with dinner
Classes resume
Last day to drop courses or finish incomplete courses of previous term
All arrangements and clearance from
Office of Educational Services for offcampus Open Semesters, Leaves of
Absence and Exchanges for Christmas
Term 1973-74 must be completed
Good Friday. No classes
Easter
Follow normal Friday format for classes
Last day of classes
Reading Days
Pre-registration for Christmas Term
General Examinations for Seniors
Commencement Exercises for the 150th
Academic Year
Final Examinations
Meal ticket plans for Trinity Term end
with dinner
Final Faculty meeting
All Residence Halls are to be vacated by
12 Noon
No Food Service until Summer Session
begins
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General Information
TRINITY COLLEGE, Connecticut's second oldest college, was
founded in 1823 by a group of Episcopal clergy and laymen under the
leadership of Bishop Thomas Church Brownell as a non-denominational
liberal arts college for men. Trinity became coeducational in 1969. Information concerning the history of the College may be found in the Catalogue Issue of the Trinity College Bulletin.

The Campus
When you enter the campus from the parking area through the main
arch in Downes Memorial Clock Tower, you will pass beneath the President's office. One entrance in the arch to the right leads to the offices of
the President, of Career Counseling, of Admissions, of Financial Aid, of
the Director of Personnel and of the College Counselors. An information
desk is located in the main hallway.
Leading from the arch to the left is a cloister which connects Downes
Memorial with the College Chapel, an excellent example of Gothic architecture. Persons, events and activities of the life of the College are
commemorated in the stained glass windows and the many remarkable
carvings. In addition to the main Chapel, the building includes the
Chapel of Perfect Friendship, the Crypt Chapel and the offices of the
Chaplain. The south cloister of the Chapel opens on to the Funston
Memorial Garden.
To the right of Downes is Williams Memorial. Here are the offices of
the Dean of the Faculty, the Vice President, the Registrar, the Treasurer,
the Comptroller, the Cashier, the Business Office, the Dean for Educational Services, the Development Office, Central Services, the office of the
Director of Campus Security and some faculty members.
Turning left in front of Williams Memorial and proceeding down
the Long Walk you have the first seven sections of Jarvis Hall (1878 ),
then Northam Towers ( 1881) and finally Seabury Hall (1878). Jarvis
Hall and Northam Towers are dormitories. In addition to individual
faculty offices, Seabury Hall contains classrooms, recreation room, TV
lounge, dance studio, Community Services offices, the offices of Th e Tripod and The Ivy and the language laboratory.
Continuing down the Walk beyond Seabury you will find at the south
end of the Quadrangle, Hamlin Dining Hall and the Faculty Club in
Cook Lounge. Upstairs are the Cook-A Dormitories and the College
Guest Room. The Offices of the Dean for Community Life and the Dean
for Student Services are located beyond the Cook Arch.
Before you enter the Cook Arch, you will see stairs on your right
leading to a campus laundry. Turning to your left and walking straight,
you will see Cook-B dormitory which houses the campus radio station
WRTC-FM, Cook-C, the Woodward Dormitory and the Goodwin Dormitory and Lounge. Directly in front of you is the Clement Chemistry
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Building which adjoins Goodwin and contains the Krieble Auditorium
( Cinestudio).
The Library, located across Funston Court directly behind the
Chemistry Building, contains more than 460,000 volumes and houses
Trinity's valuable 130,000-volume Watkinson Collection.
Passing through Bancroft Arch, which separates Goodwin Dormitory from the Chemistry Building, you will face the south portion of the
campus.
On your right is William Gwinn Mather Campus Center. It contains
a large student dining hall; a snack bar; student lounges; bowling
lanes; Post Office; Bookstore; student lockers; headquarters for the
Mather Hall Board of Governors; other student meeting rooms; the
Washington Room, a large assembly hall; and the Alumni Lounge.
To the south of Mather Campus Center are two dormitories, Elton
Hall and Jones Hall. Beyond these dormitories are the Wheaton, Jackson
and Smith Dormitories which house 250 students. The Medical Office is
located in Wheaton Hall. Jackson Hall contains a campus laundry area.
The Hallden Engineering Laboratory and the McCook MathematicsPhysics Center are located to the left of Jones Hall as seen from Bancroft
Arch. The Austin Arts Center forms the east side of the Quadrangle.
To the right of the Austin Arts Center and beyond the Hallden Engineering Laboratory are the Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center, the
Department of Buildings and Grounds and the studios of Connecticut
Public Television station WEDH.
Beyond the Austin Arts Center are found the tennis courts and
Trowbridge Memorial, housing the swimming pool, six championship
squash courts and athletic offices.
Adjoining the eastern end of Trowbridge is the Alumni Field House,
which provides facilities for many indoor sports. To the north and west
of the Trowbridge Memorial is located the George Ferris Athletic Center.
Returning across campus from the Field House toward the Chapel,
you will encounter the varsity baseball diamond, practice fields on the
right, the statue of Bishop Brownell on the left at the brow of the hill
and, straight ahead, two fields for soccer and lacrosse. To their right is
Jessee Field.
Beyond the Chapel on Vernon Street is the home of the President of
the College. The office of Public Information and the Alumni Office are
located at 79 Vernon, down the street from the President's home. A student residence is located at 90-92 Vernon Street.
The fraternity houses, with one exception, are on Vernon Street. Situated on the corner of Vernon and Summit Streets is Ogilby Hall, a dormitory building including Haight Dining Hall.
Between Vernon Street and Allen Place are the North Campus Dormitory, the High Rise Dormitory, Allen East and West, and 90-92 Vernon
Street. The High Rise Dormitory contains a campus laundry area. Students are also housed in a College-operated building at 121 Allen Place.
Residence halls are also located at 194-198 and 216 New Britain
Avenue.
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'Neath The Elms
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity,
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity,
Oh it's seldom we'll meet,
In the moonlight so sweet
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity.
College days are from care and sorrow free,
And oft wiJJ we seek in memory
Those days that are past,
Far too joyous to last,
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity.
Then we'll sing to our old Trinity,
To our dear old Alma Mater, Trinity;
We're together today,
And tomorrow away,
Far away from our old Trinity.
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity,
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity,
No more shall we meet,
Our classmates to greet,
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity.

Augustus P. Burgwin '82
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Charter of Trinity College
as Amended and now in Force

him for his
Trustees; and
assistant officer s

WHEREAS sundry inhabitants of this State, of the denomination of
Christians called The Protestant Episcopal Church, have represented, by
their petition addressed to the General Assembly, that great advantages
would accrue to the State, as well as to the general interests of literature
and science, by establishing within the State another Collegiate Institution; therefore,
I. Resolved by this Assembly: That Thomas C. Brownell, Harry
Croswell, Elijah Boardman, Samuel W. Johnson, Birdsey G. Noble,
Samuel Merwin, Nathaniel S. Wheaton, Elisha Cushman, Charles Sigourney, Thomas Macdonough, Richard Adams, David Watkinson, Ebenezer
Young, Jonathan Starr, Jr., Nathan Smith, John Thompson Peters, Asa
Chapman, Elias Perkins, John S. Peters, and Luther Loomis, and their
successors·x· be, and the same hereby are, constituted a body politic and
corporate for ever, by the name of the "TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE,"
and by that name shall and may have continual succession hereafter, and
shall be able in law to sue and be sued, implead and be impleaded, answer
and be answered unto, defend and be defended, in all courts and places
whatsoever, and may have a common seal, and may change and alter the
same at their pleasure; and also shall be able in law to take by purchase,
gift, grant, devise, or in any other manner, and to hold any real and personal estate whatsoever; P1'0vided al1cays, That the clear yearly value of
such real estate to be so acquired shall not exceed the sum of fifteen thousand dollars; and also that they and their successors shall have power to
give, grant, bargain, sell, convey, or otherwise dispose of, all or any part
of the said real and personal estate, as to them shall seem best for the
interest of said College.

v.
their number
twenty-four*;
the members
caney of the place
his or their place
also to make and
himself for any
duly notified;
upon their own
their Chairman
whose seniority
said Trustees
vided al·ways,
Trustee, shall not
thereto in writing,
cause notice of
manner as the T
VI.

II. R esolved, That the said Trustees and their successors shall forever hereafter have full power and authority to direct and manage the
Funds for the benefit of the institution, and also to prescribe and direct
the course of study, and the discipline to be observed in the said College;
and also to elect from their own number or otherwise, a Board or Committee, to be called the Fellows of the College, to whom they may commit
the superintendence of the course of study and discipline; and also to
select and appoint a President of the said College, and such Professor or
Professors, Tutor or Tutors, to assist the President in the Government
and education of the Students belonging to the said College, and such
other officer or officers as to the said Trustees shall seem meet, all of
whom shall hold their office during the pleasure of the Trustees; P1'0vided
allcays, That no President shall be dismissed by the Trustees, without
cause previously stated to him in writing, and a full opportunity allowed
• For current provisions concerning Trustees, see amendment of April 14, 1962.
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for his defense, and by t he concurrence of at least two-thirds of the
; and Pro vided /1t1'ther, That no Professor, Tutor, or other
officer shall be eligible to the office of a Trustee.
R esolved, That any five of the said Trustees, lawfully convened
hereinafter directed, shall be a quorum for the dispatch of all business
for the disposal of real estate, or for the choice of a President, or
election of Tr ustees, for either of which purposes there shall be
least a majority of the whole number of Trustees.

IV. R esolved, That the President of the College shall always be,
officio, a member of the Board of Trustees, and President thereof*;
that a Secretary of the Board shall be elected by the Trustees, to
oft'ice during their pleasure.
V. R esolved, Th at the said Trustees shall have power to increase
number from t ime to time, at their discretion, to the number of
; and they shall also have power, by a majority of votes of
members present, to elect and appoint, upon the death, or other vacancy of the place or places of any Trustee or Trustees, other or others in
or their place or stead, as often as such vacancy shall happen*; and
l1ao to make and declar e vacant the seat of any Trustee who shall absent
himself for any term of two years, or from any four successive meetings
ly notified; and they shall also have power to meet from time to time
upon their own adjournment, and so often as they shall be summoned by
their Chairman or President, or, in his absence, by the Senior Trustee,
whose seniority shall be accounted according to the order in which the
laid Trustees are named in this act, and shall be elected hereafter; ProNed always, That t he said Chairman, or President, or the Senior
Trustee, shall not summon a meeting of the Corporation, unless required
thereto in writing, by three of the members; and PTDvided also, That he
eause notice of the time and place of said meeting to be given in such
manner as the Trustees shall in their by-laws prescribe.
VI. R esolved, That the said Trustees and their successors shall have
power and authority to grant all such literary Honors and Degrees as are
usually granted by any University, College, or Seminary of learning in
this State, or in the United States; and in testimony of such grant, to
Jive suitable Diplomas, under their seal and the signatures of the President and Secretary of the Board, which Diplomas shall entitle the
poasessors respecti vely to all the immunities and privileges which, either
by usage or by statute, are allowed to possessors of similar Diplomas from
any other University, College, or Seminary of learning.
VII. R esolved, That the said Trustees and their successors shall
have full power and authority to make all ordinances and By-Laws which
to them shall seem expedient, for carrying into effect the designs of their
Institution; Provided always, that such ordinances or By-Laws shall not
make the religious tenets of any person a condition of admission to any
• See amendment of April 14, 1962.
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privilege in the said College, and that no President or Professor or other
officer shall be made ineligible for or by r eason of any r eligious tenet that
he may profess, or be compelled, by any By-Law or otherwise, to subscribe to any religious test whatsoever; and P rovided also, that none of
the By-Laws as aforesaid shall be inconsistent with the Constitution and
Laws of the State, or with the Constitution and Laws of the United States.
VIII. R esolved, That the Funds which may at any time belong to
the Institution now incorporated, shall enjoy the like exemptions from
taxation, and the Institution itself, and its officers, shall enjoy the same
privileges and exemptions, as have already been granted, or may hereafter be granted to Yale College, its officers, and its Funds.
IX. R esolved, That whenever Funds shall be contributed or secured
to the said College, to the amount of Thirty Thousand Dollars, and not
before, the Trustees may proceed to organize and establish the said College in such town in this State as they shall judge most expedient.
Approved May, 1823, Vol. 1, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 468
Amended May, 1845, Vol. 2, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 67
Amended June 23, 1857, Vol. 5, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page 79
Amended March 21, 1883, Vol. 9, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page
739
Amended March 7, 1889, Vol. 10, Special Acts, State of Conn., Page
809

AMENDMENT APRIL 14, 1962
Vol. 21, Page 806, Secretary of State's Records
of Specially Chartered Corporations
R esolved: That notwithstanding any provision heretofore contained
in the Charter of The Trustees of Trinity College or the Standing Rules
of the Board of Trustees of Trinity College, the following provisions dealing with the Board of Trustees of Trinity College stall govern the number, term of office, and manner of election of the Board of Trustees of
Trinity College:

SECTION 1. The activities, property and affairs of The Trustees of
Trinity College, a corporation specially chartered by the General Assembly, shall be managed by a board of trustees of not less than twenty nor
more than twenty-seven persons, including the President of the College
while in office.
SEC. 2. The present twenty-two persons who have been elected to
serve for life as Trustees of Trinity College, and the President, shall be
Life Trustees of Trinity College, together with such oth er persons who
may be elected from time to time by a majority of votes of the Trustees
present at a meeting duly warned at which a quorum is present. From and
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after the day next preceding the public Commencement Day of said College in the year 1968, there shall be not more than twenty-one Life
Trustees, including the President while in office.
SEC. 3. The present persons who have been elected to serve as
Alumni Trustees shall be Alumni Trustees of Trinity College, together
with such other persons who may be elected from time to time as hereinafter set forth . From and after the day next preceding the public Commencement Day in the year 1968, there shall be not more than six Alumni
Trustees.
SEc. 4. Any person shall be eligible to serve as an Alumni Trustee
who has the qualifications required for voting for that office as set forth
in section 5 hereof, and whose class has for a period of at least five years
been admitted to a degree in Trinity College.
SEC. 5. All persons who have been admitted to any degree in Trinity
College and all persons who have matriculated at Trinity College in a
class which has been admitted to a degree and who no longer are in undergraduate status at Trinity College, may, on the day next preceding the
public Commencement Day of said College in the year 1962, and on the
day next preceding each subsequent Commencement Day, cast their votes
for an Alumni Trustee of said College, and the person for whom a
plurality of such votes which shall on each of these days be cast shall be
an Alumni Trustee during the following six years; if the same number
of votes is cast for each of two or more persons, one of them shall be
designated by lot conducted by the Board of Trustees to be such Alumni
Trustee. The Board of Trustees may provide for the election of more
than one Alumni Trustee on the day next preceding the public Commencement Day in the year 1962, or in any year subsequent to the year 1962,
in which event any Alumni Trustee other than an Alumni Trustee elected
for a term of six years shall be elected for such terms not in excess of
five years as may be determined by the Board of Trustees of Trinity
College.
SEc. 6. The Board of Trustees, by a majority of votes of those
present at a meeting duly warned at whic.h a quorum is present, may elect,
upon the death or other vacancy of the place of any Life Trustee, another
in his place or stead. Any vacancy of the place of any Alumni Trustee
shall be filled by election on the day next preceding the public Commencement Day after such vacancy and in the manner set forth in section 5 hereof. The Board of Trustees may make and declare vacant the
seat of any Life or Alumni Trustee who shall absent himself for any
term of two years or from any four successive meetings duly notified.
SEC. 7. The Board of Trustees may establish, and at its pleasure
alter, rules and regulations as to the manner in which votes shall be cast,
and such other rules and regulations as it may deem necessary to carry
into execution the provisions of this resolution.
Be it further Resolved : That any provisions of the Charter of The
Trustees of Trinity College or of the Standing Rules of the Board of
Trustees inconsistent with the foregoing resolution shall be suspended for
such time as said resolution remains in effect.
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CERTIFICATE AMENDING THE CHARTER
OF
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THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY COLLEGE
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BY ACTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
1.

The name of the Corporation is The Trustees of Trinity College.

2. The Charter is amended only by the following resolutions of the
Boar d of Trustees acting alone :
RESOLVED : That notwithstanding any provisiOn heretofore contained
in t he Charter of The Trustees of Trinity College or the Standing Rules
of the Board of Trustees of Trinity College, the fo llowing provisions
dealing with the Board of Trustees of Trinity College shall govern the
number, term of office, and manner of election of the Board of Trustees
of Trinity College:
Section 1. T he activities, property and affairs of the Trustees of
Trinity College, a corporation specially chartered by the General
Assembly, shall be managed by a board of trustees of not less than
twenty nor more than twenty-seven persons, including the President
of the College while in office.
Section 2. The present persons who have been elected to serve f or
life as Trustees of Trinity College, and the President while in office,
shall be Charter Trustees of Trinity College, together with such other
persons as may be elected under the provisions of Section 8 of t his
amendment.
Section 3. The Trustees may by majority of votes of the Trustees
present at a meeting duly warned at which a quorum is present elect
not more than eight persons to serve as Term Trustees for such term
of not more than eight years from the date of election as said Trustees may prescribe. The Trustees may fix a retirement age for Term
Trustees upon the attainment of which the term of office of any such
Term Trustee shall end, and may provide a limitation on the number
of terms for which Term Trustees may be re-elected.

Section 8. The Board of
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Section 4. Trustees Emeriti may be elected by the Board of Trustees
in accordance with such provisions as may be prescribed by the
Trustees. The number of such Tr ustees Emeriti shall be at the
discretion of the Trustees, and shall not be counted in the membership limitations of the Board as set forth in Section 1.
Section 5. The present persons who have been elected to serve as
Alumni Trustees shall be Alumni Trustees of Trinity College together with such other persons who may be elected from time to
time as hereinafter set forth. From and after the day next preceding the public Commencement Day in the year 1968, there shall
be not more than six Alumni Trustees.
Section 6. Any person shall be eligible to serve as an Alumni Trustee
who has the qualifications required for voting for that office as set
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fG THE CHARTER

forth in Section 7 hereof, and whose class has for a period of at least
five years been admitted to a degree in Trinity College.

NITY COLLEGE

Section 7. All persons who have been admitted to any degree in
Trinity College and all persons who have matriculated at Trinity College in a class which has been admitted to a degree and who no
longer are in undergraduate status at Trinity College, may, on the
day next preceding the public Commencement Day of said College in
the year 1962, and on the day next preceding each subsequent Commencement Day, cast their votes for an Alumni Trustee of said College, and the person for whom a plurality of such votes which shall
on each of these days be cast shall be an Alumni Trustee during the
following six years; if the same number of votes is cast for each of
two or more persons, one of them shall be designated by lot conducted by the Board of Trustees to be such Alumni Trustee. The Board
of Trustees may provide for the election of more than one Alumni
Trustee on the day next preceding the public Commencement Day in
the year 1962, or in any year subsequent to the year 1962, in which
event any Alumni Trustee other than an Alumni Trustee elected for
a term of six years shall be elected for such terms not in excess of
five years as may be determined by the Board of Trustees of Trinity
College.
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Section 8. The Board of Trustees, by a majority of votes of those
present at a meeting duly warned at which a quorum is present, may
elect, upon the death or other vacancy of the place of any Term
Trustee another in his stead. Vacancies of any Charter Trusteeship
may be f illed in the same manner as that of a Term Trusteeship, except that no such vacancy may be filled until the total number of
Charter Trustees is less than 12, at which time said vacancies may
be fiJled only to the extent that no more than 12 Charter Trustees
shall be on the Board. Any vacancy of the place of any Alumni Trustee shall be filled by election on the day next preceding the public
Commencement Day after such vacancy and in the manner set forth
in Section 7 hereof. The Board of Trustees may make and declare the
seat of any Charter, Term or Alumni Trustee who shall absent himself fo r any term of two years or from any four successive meetings
duly notified.
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Section 9. The Board of Trustees may establish, and at its pleasure
alter, r ules and regulations as to the manner in which votes shall
be cast, and such other rules and regulations as it may deem necessary to carry into execution the provisions of this resolution .
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Be it f urther RESOLVED: That any provisions of the Charter of
The Trustees of Trinity College or of the Standing Rules of the
Board of Trustees inconsistent with the foregoing resolution shall
be suspended for such time as said resolution remains in effect.

;o serve as an Alumni Trustee
· voting for that office as set

VOTED : It was moved and unanimously voted by those present to approve the Amendment to the Charter, to be effective as of the Commencement meeting of the Board, 1971.
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Advisory Services
There are several administrative officers who are directly
for the welfare of Trinity's students. Some of these the Freshmen
come to know during their first few weeks on campus. Others they will
come to know when they need advice or help in specific areas.

Vice President of the College
The Vice President of the College is Thomas A. Smith. The Vice
President supervises and coordinates the work and planning of the follow·
ing offices: Admissions, Alumni, College Counselor, Community Affairs,
Community Life, Financial Aid, Security, and Student Services. Mr.
Smith is available to consult with individual students or with student
groups. His office is located in Williams Memorial.

Office for Community Life
This office concerns itself with student relations within the student
body and with student relations to the institution and its non-student
subdivisions. Its object is to encourage the development of an environ·
ment in which academic pursuits can be conducted freely and with dignity
and in which students' non-academic interests can be directed, to the
greatest possible extent and in a very broad sense, to educational ends.
Pursuant to its responsibility for the student's overall intellectual
and social development, the office provides academic counseling and help
with personal problems not requiring the services of a clinician. It also
administers the Medical Office, the Student Health Insurance Program,
and the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dispute,
as well as conducting such programs as the orientation of new students.
The Dean for Community Life is J. Ronald Spencer and the Assist·
ant Dean is Mohamed J. Jibrell. Their offices are located in Hamlin Hall.

Office for Student Services
The Office for Student Services is responsibile for the services and
programs in Mather Campus Center, in the dining and food service areas,
and in the residence halls. The staff coordinates the Resident Assistant
Program and supervises the Bookstore, Post Office, Game Room and
Bowling Alley. It operates the student identification system, provides
advice for coordination of student activities, and maintains the Master
Activity Calendar. The staff is also available for counseling on student
problems of a personal nature.
The Dean for Student Services, Del A. Shilkret, maintains his office
on the second floor of Hamlin. Ellen Mulqueen, Associate Dean, and
David Lee, Assistant Dean, have offices in Mather Campus Center.

Dean for Educational Services
Dean for Educational Services, Robbins Winslow, is available to
consult with students concerning Open Semesters, the Trinity-High School
Seminar Program, the Washington Semester Program, and all off-campus
programs including Junior Year Abroad. His office is on the first floor of
Williams Memorial, and he maintains a reading room with information on
many off-campus and overseas programs.
Those interested in the 12-College Exchange Program and other exchange programs should consult with Dean Winslow. The Dean for
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Registrar
The Registrar, Ralph L. Maddry, and the Assistant Registrar, Lewis
J. Goverman, maintain student records and direct registration, mid-year
and final examinations. Their offices are in Williams Memorial.

Director of Career Counseling
The Director of Career Counseling, Paula I. Robbins, whose
office is in Downes Memorial, is available to students and alumni to discuss all aspects of career planning. A vocational interest test may be
taken free of charge. The office handles part-time off-campus and summer jobs, and supplies application blanks for graduate school admissions
tests, civil service exams, Peace Corps, etc. The office maintains a vocational library with occupational information and graduate and professional catalogs. Representatives from graduate schools, business and government agencies visit the Career Counseling Office to talk with students.

Pre-Medical Advisory Committee
The Pre-Medical Advisory Committee counsels students in careers in
medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, and other related fields. The
Committee serves as the liaison between Trinity and the medical school
admissions committees by providing composite letters of recommendation
and other information about the applicants. The Committee cannot
guarantee admissions to medical school, nor act as an advocate for any
one student. Freshmen considering the health professions should consult
with one of the members of the Committee regarding course selection;
they are: Professor Edward Bobko, Professor Richard Crawford, Paula
Robbins, and Professor Karl Haberlandt .

Pre-Law Advisory Committee
A Pre-Law Advisory Committee has been appointed by the President
as a response to the increasingly stiff competition for admission to law
schools. The Committee hopes to be able to give law school applicants
advice on their application procedure and will send to the law schools a
composite letter of recommendation for individual students. The Committee cannot guarantee admission to law school but hopes that its services will enable students to apply more wisely and that its letter will
present the student in as favorable a light as possible. Members of the
Committee are Professor Robert Battis, Professor George Cooper, Professor Samuel Hendel and Paula Robbins.

Pre-Business School Advisory Committee
A Pre-Business School Advisory Committee has been set up to aid
students who are planning to apply to business schools. A composite
letter of recommendation will be written by the Committee for applicants.
Members of the Committee are Harry Bartlett, Professor Ward Curran,
Paula Robbins, and Professor August Sapega.

College Counselors
The College Counselors, Dr. George C. Higgins, and Dr. Randolph
M. Lee, whose offices are on the second floor of Downes Memorial, have
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special training and experience in dealing with emotional problems and
are available to all students who desire assistance in coping with difficulties in personal, emotional and social relationships. Under their supervision all students are given the opportunity to utilize psychological tests
of interest, motivation, aptitude, ability and achievement. Both counselors
are licensed by the State of Connecticut as clinical psychologists and all
contact with them, both formal and informal, is legally confidential and
no information will be given out by them to anyone without the student's
consent.

Chaplain

I

The Rev. Dr. Alan C. Tull, College Chaplain, is available for conversation or confidential counseling with any student at any time. Chaplain Tull may be reached in his office adjoining the Chapel garden, or at
his apartment #2, 86 Vernon St.

Medical Office
The Medical Office is on the first floor of Wheaton Hall. Dr. Izard,
the Medical Director, visits the office each weekday morning, Monday
through Friday, and is on call for medical emergencies the remainder of
the day and night, as well as on weekends. Monday through Friday a
nurse will be on duty in the office throughout the day and night except
for meal times, 12-1 and 6-7 p.m. Please ring the door bell for service
during the night. Nine a.m. to 12 Noon on Saturday morning a nurse
will be on duty in the Medical Office. The remainder of the weekend she
may be contacted through Mather Campus Center Office.
.
In an emergency, prompt notification of parents is made; but, If
parents cannot be reached, the college authorities reserve the right to
act as seems best for the welfare of the student concerned. Students on
a meal ticket plan receive their meals while in the Infirmary. Students
not on a meal ticket plan are charged on a per meal basis.
All students enrolled during the academic year are automatically
covered by an Accident and Health Insurance Plan underwritten by the
Aetna Life and Casualty Insurance Company of Hartford, Connecticut.
This policy provides coverage for the nine months of the academic year;
the coverage can be extended to the remaining three months by the payment of an additional fee directly to the agency writing the policy. Read
and keep the Student Accident and Health Insurance brochure for information about the liberal benefits and other provisions of the plan.
Claims for benefits under this program must be made on forms
obtainable at the Medical Office. Such claims should be filed immediately
when possible and no later than 20 days after date of the accident or the
commencement of the sickness.

Physical Examinations
All entering and re-entering students will be required to submit the
completed prescribed medical examination form.
All intercollegiate sport team candidates will be screened each year
by the college physician.
It will be the implied responsibility of each student to determine
his or her contraindications for participation in club, intramural, physical education, and recreational sport activities.
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Director of Financial Aid
The Director of Financial Aid, Robin J. Wassersug, is located in
Downes Memorial. All scholarships, loans, and on-campus employment
are administered by her office. She acts as the counselor for all students
in matters pertaining to financial aid.

Director of Campus Security
Alfred A. Garofolo, Director of Campus Security, has his office
in Williams Memorial, Room 112. He is available there weekdays from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Evenings and weekends security officers can be
reached by calling the Mather Campus Center desk.
Security officers stand ready to assist in almost any serious emergency, and they should also be notified in the event of offenses against
persons or property on the campus.
In a serious emergency, should a security officer not be immediately
available, it is r ecommended that the Hartford Police Department be
notified by telephone (522-0111 ).

Hartford Community Affairs
One of the great advantages of Trinity College is its location in the
heart of an urban center. To enable members of the college community
to become involved in the life of the City of Hartford, and to gain experience and insight into urban problems, Trinity College has established an
Office of Community Affairs, under the direction of Ivan A. Backer.
The Office of Community Affairs will assist any student wishing to gain
experience in the city.
There are opportunities in Hartford for student volunteers to assist
in a variety of service programs: Big Brother, tutoring, c-:m nseling,
teachers' aides, recreation, youth clubs, arts and crafts, and working with
the elderly.
Students may work with public and private social agencies, governmental agencies, and neighborhood groups. Research projects can be
conducted in relation to these activities. Under Trinity's curriculum
some of these pro.iects may qualify as assignments in connection with
specific courses, others may be undertaken as independent study for
course credit. and some qualify for the open semester.
Mr. Backer is available to consult with any student wishing to
volunteer his services, or seeking projects for academic credit.

Reporting of the Selective Service Status of Students
The Selective Service Act of 1967 and the Selective Service Regulations, part 1641.7, make it the responsibility of every registrant to report
any change of status to the Draft Board. A student who is enrolled in an
institution of higher education and obtains certification of that status is
obliged to report to his Draft Board within 10 days that he has completed
his degree requirements, is no longer attending classes or enrolled at the
institution. The College, as a service to you and at your specific request,
will notify the Draft Board of your change in status. We will not undertake this action automatically. Under the law it is your obligation to inform the Draft Board of any change of status; the SS 109 issued by the
College at your request meets this legal obligation.
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Drug Effects
The College Counseling Office has a number of pamphlets and research reports available on the effects of so-called "student drugs." These
are available for students to peruse or borrow if they want further information about drugs such as marijuana, LSD, psylocybin, mescaline, etc.
Attitudes about student drug usage are very polarized at the present
time in this country. On the one hand, many look upon the use of drugs
by students as a form of pernicious evil which threatens to debilitate
and destroy all of the youth of the country. On the other hand there are
those who feel the use of drugs leads to states of "cosmic joy" and "mind
expansion" which are higher quality human experiences than any other
experiences available to man. The observations of student drug use by the
Counselors at Trinity College confirm neither view.
It seems important to point out to students that in our experience in
the counseling office, while there have been individuals who firmly believe that their lives have been enhanced immeasurably by the use of
drugs, it is still clear that there are precise dangers inherent in drug use.

In the recent past there have been at least a dozen individuals who
have had prolonged psychological disturbances precipitated by the use of
marijuana. We have observed a number of students who have suffered
acute psychotic episodes and other serious psychological disturbances for
a period of time after using such drugs as LSD and mescaline. Many have
had to enter into ongoing intensive therapy; a few have had to be hospitalized and some of these for periods ranging up to a year or more.
It may be true (althou gh no one knows for certain) that such psychological disturbances are due not to drug use pe1· se, but to the personality of the drug user. But the central point is that the drug user who is so
affected never knows prior to using the drug that he has such a personality predisposition. The grave problem is that once such a psychological
condition exists, cessation of the drug does not cure it.

One other observation should be made about the use of "psychologically active" drugs and addictive narcotics such as heroin. It is the belief
of the Counselors that there is some evidence of the possible presence of
diffuse irreversible brain damage in some people who have used drugs in
large quantities over long periods of time or who have used especially
"strong" drugs. One of the problems with all use of non-commercially
manufactured drugs that any user should be aware of is that there is no
guarantee of the quality, nature of the substance, or quantity of the drug
used. For example, such additives as rat poison, insecticide, and strychnine have been found in what purport to be innocent doses of marijuana.
The college physician has emphasized the extreme medical hazards
of self-prescribed "antidotes." Because the human metabolic system is a
complicated mechanism, with many individual variations, it cannot always
be accurately predicted how a given drug will affect a given individual.
Hence, there is always a danger that additional medication will compound
medical problems. Adverse interactions of the original drug and its
alleged antidote (s) occur frequently, thus converting minor medical problems into major hazards. The possibility of acute respiratory depression
and circulatory collapse is greatly heightened when an alleged antidote is
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added to other drug-induced states. Death can occur. Or, to phrase it differently, when the initial drug causes an adverse reaction, subsequent
medication multiplies the risk. Thus "bad trips" deserve professional
management rather than "home remedies."
In summary, many students will be confronted by the need to make
decisions on drug usage; they should be aware that there are risks involved and that these risks should be considered with the advantages
which they expect to receive from drug usage. The College Counselors are
available to all students at any time for strictly confidential counseling
concerning pr oblems with drug use.

Student Life
The Trinity College Council
The Trinity College Council is an elected body, composed of eight
faculty members, seven undergraduates, three administrators, a member
of the Board of Fellows (or a person designated by the Board), and one
representative of the Parents Association, each selected by his own con·
stituency, which is advisory to the President of the College, the faculty,
the student body, and to appropriate College Bodies. The Council may
advise the Trustees through the President of the College.
It shall have the responsibility to issue recommendations on ques·
tions, on conditions, and on activities which, in its collective judgment,
are of moment to the institution. Such recommendations may be directed
to the constituencies represented on the Trinity College Council or to
their subdivisions or to the President.
Regular meetings of the Council are held fortnightly on Wednesday
at 4:00 p.m. They are open to public attendance and participation ac·
cording to established procedures.

STUDENT FACILITIES
College Residence

~I

Trinity is primarily a residential college. The daily associations of
student with student and student with faculty are an important part of
the educational process at Trinity. The College residences, lounges, dining
halls, and other student facilities are available for students during their
years at Trinity in order to promote these associations. It is to this
end and that of the well-being and safety of the college community that
the following provisions for college residence have been made.
Rooms are assigned to freshmen by the Office for Student Services in
cooperation with the Office of Admissions. Upperclassmen select their
rooms according to a priority system which gives seniors first choice,
juniors second, and sophomores third. Permission to change rooms must
be obtained from the Dean for Student Services. Dormitory rooms are
available for occupancy at the beginning of Freshman Week.
Basic furnishings are provided in dormitory rooms. Students may
make arrangements with the telephone company for telephone installa·
tion.
Existing building and occupancy regulations imposed on the College
by the State of Connecticut and the City of Hartford stipulate that all
decorative wall coverings must be rendered "flame resistant." If deco·
rative wall coverings have been rendered flame resistant, the owner
should have a dated certificate of flameproofing or evidence of the
material used in the process. Cooperation by dormitory residents is necessary in order to permit the College to operate its multiple occupancy
dwellings.
Students are urged to lock their rooms in their absence. The College
cannot accept responsibility for loss or damage to students' property. A
security officer will assist students who are locked out of their rooms
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when janitors are not on duty. Lost keys can be replaced through the
Office of Student Services.
Rooms should be kept reasonably clean and neat. Particular effort
should be made to ensure leaving rooms in good order prior to departure
on vacations during the school year and at the end of the year.
Bicycles must be parked outside in racks provided. They may not be
broul!"ht into or left in college buildings.
Students are not allowed on roofs of the buildings.
Solicitors, canvassers, salesmen, peddlers and unauthorized persons
are not permitted to enter the college buildings. Students should not negotiate with such persons or admit them to their rooms, but should report
their presence to a security officer or to an officer of the College. (See
Student Business.)
Requests for repairs and other matters pertaining to college residences will be handled through the Dean for Student Services and t he
Director of Buildings and Grounds.
The deadline for vacating and cleaning dormitory rooms is the Monday following Commencement. Storage space is provided for the students'
convenience, but the College assumes no risk. It is the student's responsibility that the fully identified article is actually placed in the storage
area. Abandoned property will be subject to disposition by the College
at the student's expense.

The Resident Assistant
The position of Resident Assistant offers an undergraduate student
the opportuni ty to work with other students in a counseling, advising, and
administrative capacity. The Resident Assistant works with the Office
for Student Services as well as other administrative offices, and has some
responsibility for the entire residence program with specific emphasis
given to the student on the floor where he/ she lives .
The Resident Assistant will be available to students within his residential unit. Each new student will be assigned to a Resident Assistant
on or before the day of arrival in September.
The Resident Assistant will help orient students to the college environment and will attempt to answer any questions concerning the student's stay at the College.

HOUSING AGREEMENT
Academic Year 1972-73
An agreement between the undersigned, a student at Trinity College, and Trinity College to rent the undersigned accommodations, to be
specified below, in the residence halls of Trinity College. This agreement
will be in force only as long as the undersigned individual is enrolled as
a student at Trinity College. An individual terminated as a student will
vacate the premises within 48 hours of the date of his separation. The
undersigned resident agrees to the following:
1. To respect the rights of other residents to privacy and to the
conditions necessary for study.
2. To pay half the annual rental for the accommodation before the
start of each semester.
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3. To remain in the assigned accommodation unless approval by
the Office of Student Services to change to other campus ac·
commodations is granted.
4. To take the accommodations as they are at the opening of the
Christmas Term and to leave them in the same state and condi·
tion as reasonable use and wear will permit.
5. To make no alterations, including painting, without written con·
sent of his Resident Assistant or of the Office of Student Serv·
ices.
6. To reimburse the College for the cost of repairing any damages
to the assigned accommodation, damage to or loss of furniture,
and for a proportional share of the cost of repairing any dam·
ages done to multiple use facilities including collection costs
when such damage or loss is caused by the resident(s) or their
guest(s). The burden of proof is upon the resident, not the
College.
7. To hold the College harmless for the loss, theft, or destruction
of any personal property located either in the room or in a
storage area.
8. To allow to reside in this accommodation those students as·
signed there by the College, occasional guests of the residents,
and none others.
9. To allow the overnight accomodation of no more individuals
than the capacity of the room as determined by the College at
the time of room assignment.
10. To have no weapons, explosives, or fireworks in the residence
halls.
11. To have no kitchen appliances, hot plates, heaters, or any
units with exposed heating surfaces in the assigned accommoda·
tion unless such accommodation is provided with a kitchen.
12. To install no outside antenna, or other exterior devices on the
residence hall.
THE COLLEGE AGREES:
A. To maintain the residence halls in a reasonable state of repairs.
B. To supply custodial service for public areas.
C. To have the accommodations available by September 1, 1972 for
Christmas Term and by January 12, 1973 for Trinity Term
and for 48 hours after the close of the Trinity Term.
D. To allow residents the opportunity within appropriate rules and
procedures, to fill vacancies in their rooms.
E. To notify residents of a particular room in advance, whenever
possible, under normal circumstances, of the assignment of in·
dividuals to fill vacancies.
F. To respect the rights of the residents to privacy, with the under·
standing that the College reserves the right to allow staff mem·
bers to enter accommodations as outlined in the College State·
menton the Privacy of Individuals.
G. To release, under appropriate procedures, a resident from this
Agreement if a student not in college housing and otherwise
eligible is found to replace the resident.
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H. To release a resident from this Agreement with no penalty if
one month before the start of any semester he terminates as a
Trinity College student or enters an approved program of study
requiring the resident to live off campus.
I. To release a resident from this Agreement for appropriate reasons not covered by G or H above with the understanding that
any such request is subject to approval by the Office for Student Services .
Any violation of this Agreement by the undersigned resident will allow
the College to terminate the Agreement, take possession of the accommodation indicated below, and hold the resident responsible for the remainder of the rental.

Ferris Athletic Center
Use of the Ferris Center by all elements of the campus community
and alumni has continued to exceed the College's most optimistic expectations. Programs involving neighborhood and disadvantaged youngsters
have also been accommodated in the new facilities.
The Athletic Center is, however, beginning to experience serious
problems in connection with its evening and weekend operation. Use of
the facilities by a burgeoning number of unauthorized persons has resulted in two unfortunate consequences. First, there has been serious
overcrowding so that Trinity students and faculty are often without play
space; and second, there have been recurrent instances of malicious vandalism and theft. In the interest of preserving priority rights to these
facilities, controls have been instituted upon admission to the Center ·on
evenings and weekends. They are as follows:
1. The only door which will be open is the one facing west toward
the walk up to the Austin Arts Center. This is the door which is
immediately adjacent to the wrestling room, and below the
locker room complex.

2. There will be a student worker at this door who will request
identification of all who enter. Students must produce their ID
cards, and faculty and administration members should show
their Athletic ID cards (Note: if any member of the faculty, administration, or member of his family has not received his
Athletic ID card, we will issue one immediately upon notification.) No one will be admitted who cannot produce proper
identification.
3. Faculty and administration members or students who wish to
bring a guest, other than family, may do so, but they must
secure written permission from a member of the Physical Education Department in advance, and present it upon admission to
the Center.
4. Faculty and administration members or students who wish to
bring a group in on the weekend, or at any time, must make
arrangements to do so through Director of Community Affairs
Ivan A. Backer.
5. The special exercise room (weight room), wrestling room, and
crew tanks will not be open for use on evenings and weekends.
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These measures are being taken not to discourage use of the Ferris
Center, but rather to protect the rights of the campus community for
optimum use and to minimize the need for added security costs.
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The Library
The College Library is open daily during term time Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 12 :00 midnight, and on Saturday from 9 :30
a.m. to 12:00 midnight. On Sunday, the library is open from noon to
midnight.
Library orientation consists primarily in inviting Freshman Seminar
instructors to bring their classes to the library for a talk on the library
materials available for the particular topic which the Seminar is investigating. Students may, of course, individually consult the library staff
regarding their information and research needs.
The library resources are particularly strong in the following areas:
European and American history, Asian studies, philosophy, religion, economics, literature and art history. A depository collection of Federal
documents is located on the library's B floor. The Microfilm Center on
the second floor holds the New York Times from 1851 and the recent
years of the more popular magazines.
The Watkinson Library, a collection of special collections, is housed
on the third floor. Notable collections in the Watkinson Library are
those dealing with graphic arts, the Afro-American experience, maritime
history, and witchcraft. Because few materials in the Watkinson Library
are listed in the main card catalog at this time, the card catalog in the
Watkinson Library should be consulted.
Trinity's Library is the largest academic library in the Greater Hartford area, and consequently attracts many persons not associated with
Trinity College. For this reason it has become necessary to institute certain policies to insure that Trinity students and faculty receive the service to which they are entitled. Trinity students are requested to show
their ID cards upon entering the library. This card is also used for charging library books. Students from other schools and colleges are permitted
reference privileges upon presentation of letters from their librarians
explaining their needs.
Trinity students wishing to use other academic libraries should
obtain a letter from the Chief of Readers' Services. Such a letter should
be requested twenty-four hours in advance to permit time for the preparation of the letter. Trinity students may obtain borrower's cards at
the Hartford Public Library upon payment of a deposit. Reference and
borrowing privileges are available to Trinity students at the Case Memorial Library, Hartford Seminary Foundation. Reference privileges are
available at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Graduate Center Library
and the University of Connecticut Health Center Library.
Fines are assessed for overdue books at the rate of ten cents per
day for books from the stacks and twenty-five cents per day for Reserve
Books, except two-hour and overnight Reserve materials which are one
dollar per hour or a fraction thereof. A maximum of $5.00 for stack
books and $10.00 for Reserve Books is charged. Although notices are
sent for overdue books, the responsibility for the return of a book rests
with the borrower and the fine commences at the time the book is due
at the library. Failure to return library material can result in the withholding of a student's registration.
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Study Areas
Study areas generally available throughout the night are located in
Jones Hall Lounge, Elton Hall Lounge, and in the Ante-Crypt in the
College Chapel. Students are expected to maintain these facilities in good
order.

William Gwinn Mather Campus Center
Mather Campus Center is the focal point of student activity on the
Campus. The building is open from 7 :00 a.m. until 1 :00 a.m. except during vacation periods, or when College is not in session.
The Office for Student Services is responsible for scheduling all
campus activities and special catering requests.
DINING FACILITIES

Meal tickets are available to all students. Dining hours in the Dining
Halls are: Monday through Friday, 7:30 to 9:00 a.m., 11:30 a.m. to
1.15 p.m., and 5 :00 to 6 :30 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, brunch will be
offered from 11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and dinner from 5:00 to 6:30p.m.
Meal tickets will not be honored during Thanksgiving Vacation,
from the end of exams until the first day of the following semester, and
during Spring Vacation.
A snack bar, the Cave, will be open from 7:30 a.m. until 11:00 p.m .
Monday through Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Friday, 8:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. Saturday, and 10:00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m. Sunday.
There will be no food service provided during Thanksgiving Vacation,
during Christmas Vacation, and during the month of June.
Shoes must be worn in the dining halls and the snack bar.
Public Health Code Regulation 19-13-1342 states:
"No live birds or animals shall be allowed in any area used for
the storage, preparation or serving of food, or for the cleaning or
storage of utensils, ... or in any other area or facility used in the
conduct of food service establishment operations, provided guide
dogs accompanying blind persons may be permitted in dining rooms."
LOST AND FOUND

Articles that are found are usually turned in to
Mather Campus Center. Often, valuables are turned in
Security.
Any thefts must be reported to the Director of
assist with insurance claims and in the notification of
ment officials.
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POST OFFICE

The Post Office, under the superviSion of the Dean for Student
Services, is located on the lower level. The office is open for all postal
services between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
Post Office is equipped to handle money orders, special delivery, certified,
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insured and registered mail, parcel post and the sale of postage stamps.
(See section of The Handbook, "Guide to Services of Mather Campus
Center," for more information.)
Mail arrives on campus at approximately 9 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m. on
Monday through Friday and 9:00 a.m. on Saturday. The outgoing mails
are at 12 noon, 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday from
the mailbox in the basement of Mather Campus Center. Parcel post comes
in only once a day in the morning Monday through Friday and is not delivered on Saturday. No general stuffing of mailboxes is permitted. Ar·
rangements for special return boxes for questionnaires, volunteer work,
etc., should be made with the Associate Dean for Student Services. Gen·
eral publicity for activities should be placed on the distribution table,
Mather foyer.
Each student is assigned a postal box for the four-year stay on the
Trinity campus. It is essential that all mail, parcel post and express be
addressed in care of the postal box number, not the dormitory room.
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THE TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

The Bookstore, on the lower level of Mather Campus Center, is regu·
larly open on Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. During the first week of each semester, and on certain Saturdays, there will
be special hours. Check the weekly calendar.
The store is operated by the College to make available the required
textbooks and classroom supplies for all courses. These are supplemented
by a large selection of scholarly paperbacks as well as reference books,
gifts and basic drug items.
Checks up to $50 may be cashed at the Bookstore. ID cards must be
shown. Any student cashing a "bad check" will not be permitted to cash
any checks in the Bookstore thereafter.

2. Each person using a ·
3.
4.

LOUNGE AND RECREATIONAL AREAS

5.

ThE> Bowling Lanes and the several lounges are operated under the
supervision of the Office of Student Services. The Game Room has ping·
pong tables, pool tables, and is open seven days a week. A small fee is
charged for the use of the equipment in the Game Room. The Bowling
Lanes are completely automatic with Brunswick equipment. The lanes
are open seven days a week. The charge for bowling is 40¢ per string
and there is a shoe rental service. On Saturdays and Sundays there is a
special rate: 25¢ per string. There is an opportunity for competitive
bowling through the Intramural Council.
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II.

RESTRICTIONS: APPLICABl
TION, STAFF AND VISITORS.

THE LAUNDRY

1. Do not park on cam

There is a ticket-operated laundromat open 24 hours a day located in
three areas: Cook A, High Rise Dorm, and Jackson Dorm. Laundry
tickets are available in the Bookstore and from a vending machine in the
basement of Mather Campus Center. A contract linen service is offered
supplying students with fresh sheets and towels in individual lockers.
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roadways or as pari
3. Parking is forbidde
forms, service road:
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Trinity College appreciates the cooperation and courtesy shown to
one another by students, staff, faculty and friends who observe the established rules and regulations.
Rules and regulations have been put into effect to control use of
limited parking facilities and to eliminate inconvenience and dangers to
members of the community.
Due to an ever increasing flow of traffic through our campus, students are requested to cooperate by keeping the use of motor vehicles on
campus at an absolute minimum.

I. GENERAL: APPLICABLE TO ALL STUDENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY,
STAFF AND VISITORS.
1. All vehicles used on or in the immediate vicinity of the campus
by students, faculty, administrators and staff must be registered
with the Director of Campus Security of Trinity College and
must display a college decal. Students must display one of two
college registration decals - either a campus parking permit or
an off-campus registration.
Registration is essential so that the Security Office can
assist in cases of theft, fire, vandalism, motor vehicle accidents
and in the control of traffic on campus.
2. Each person using a vehicle on or near the campus should know
and abide by the rules and regulations stated herein.
3. Trinity College assumes no responsibility for vehicles parked or
operated on College property; the risk remains fully with the
operator and/ or the owner of the motor vehicle.
4. It should be understood that from time to time blocks of parking
spaces will be reserved for special events.
5. One is responsible for on-campus parking of any vehicle registered in one's name even though it is driven by another person.
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6. Cars found abandoned or improperly parked or without a state

registration may be towed at the owner's expense.
7. All personnel and students should respect the "Stop" signs

which are installed in front of Mather Campus Center for safety
of pedestrians in front of the Student Center. The speed limit
on any College roadway is 15 M.P.H.

II.

RESTRICTIONS: APPLICABLE TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION, STAFF AND VISITORS.

1. Do not park on campus roads or driveways at any time.

2. Sidewalks, lawns, or cultivated areas are not to be used as
roadways or as parking areas.
3. Parking is forbidden at all times in delivery areas, loading platforms, service roads and in front of any doorway or Fire Exit.
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4. Do not park under any archways, South Campus Lounges, or on
any quad area.
5. Do not park in such a manner that you are blocking other
vehicles.
6. Motor vehicles must never be brought into any dormitory or any
other college building.

III.

decal will be checked fj

departments to ascertai~

V.

STUDENT PARKING

The following reg~
College is in session or 11

FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF REGISTRATION

Faculty, administration and staff must register with the Director of
Campus Security, Room 112, Williams Memorial, extension 264. They
may park in any authorized parking lot.

1. Freshmen and l
ing permit an1
lot or in the
either of these

IV.

2. Seniors and J?A

STUDENT REGISTRATION AND CAMPUS PARKING PERMITS

Student registrations and campus parking permits must be obtained
each academic year prior to the first day of classes or within 72 hours
of the time the car is brought to Hartford. If, for any reason, one must
operate a vehicle that is not registered with Trinity College, he should
contact the Security Office within 72 hours and give the necessary infor·
mation so the vehicle will not be tagged for failure to register.
Campus parking permit decals may be obtained at the Office of the
Director of Campus Security in Room 112 in the Williams Memorial
Administration Building.
The fee for undergraduate campus parking permit is $20 a year and
is renewable in September of each academic year. Students obtaining a
decal after the close of the first semester will be charged $10 for the
second semester.
Off-campus registration decals are issued for those who will use fra·
ternity parking lots and to others who wish to use off-campus parking
facilities near the College. Such vehicles may not be parked on any of the
College owned parking areas at any time. The registration fee is $2.00.
Due to lack of space the above restrictions must be observed, and the
cooperation of all will make it possible for each motor vehicle owner in
the Trinity Community to have a suitable place in which to park.
In order to obtain a campus parking permit decal, the year, make,
model and plate number of the vehicle is required. No decal will be issued
until the fee is paid.
Failure to register will result in a $15 fine.
Special stttdents must also register with the Director of Campus
Security in order to receive a campus parking permit. The registration
fee is $5.
Gmduate and summer school students shall register with the Grad·
uate Office in order to receive a campus parking permit. The fee is $5.
A Trinity College motor vehicle campus parking permit decal will be
issued upon registration and must be displayed on the lower right hand
side of the front windshield or on the right front vent window.
Motorcycles, motorbikes, and scooters are defined as motor vehicles
for the purposes of these regulations. ( Note: They are also defined as
motor vehicles by the State of Connecticut.) They should display the
sticker on the rear fender.
Vehicles seen on campus and not bearing a Trinity parking permit
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V.

STUDENT PARKING

The following regulations are in effect year round whether the
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1. Freshmen and Sophomores will be issued a special campus parking permit and may park only in the Broad and Vernon Street
lot or in the Field House lot at all times. They may park in
either of these lots, depending upon which is more convenient.

2. Seniors and Juniors may park at any time, 24 hours a day, only
in the following authorized student parking areas and within
the designated white lines.
North Campus Lot
South Campus Lot
Field House Parking Lot
South End of Life Sciences Building
High Rise Lot
West Side of Ferris Gym
Broad and Vernon Street Lot
Allen East and Allen West Lot
3. No undergraduate student parking is permitted in the Chemistry-Library lot from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily except Saturdays and Sundays. This area is highly congested and must be
left open to handle special events on campus, evening classes and
other evening affairs.
4. Upperclassmen may use the Jarvis or Chapel lots from 5:00 p.m.
to 8:00 a.m. Monday through Thursday and from 5:00 p.m.
Friday to 8 :00a.m. Monday.
5. There are several 15-minute parking spaces in the Mather
Campus Center- Elton-Jones complex area. These spaces are intended for 15-minute parking at all times by everyone.
6. Students who wish to park on the city streets do so at their own
risk and are subject to the parking laws and ordinances of the
City of Hartford. One of the City's regulations is that there
shall be no unreasonable parking on the City streets. (Three
hours or more constitutes "unreasonable" parking.)
7. Graduate and special students must follow the parking rules and
regulations applicable to all students during the hours of 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily. After 5:00 p.m. they may use any lot
which is most readily available to them.
WARNING: The Boardman Circle, west of Austin Arts Center,
and the roadway in front of the Life Sciences Building are
not authorized parking areas.
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VI.

PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO ALL PARKING ON CAMPUS

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

I

Failure to register
Failure to display sticker
Parking in "No Parking" areas or overtime
Blocking doors or Fire Exits
Other improper parking
Speeding or reckless driving on campus
Other improper driving
Parking on campus roads or access areas

$15
$5
$ 2
$5
$2
$10
$10
$2

All members of the Trinity College Community are expected to
familiarize themselves with the College Regulations in The Handbook,
Section III, Regulations items #15 and #20 which pertain to serious or
repeated violations of parking and driving regulations. Penalties apply to
all members of the Trinity College Community.
Payments are to be made in cash or by check to the Security Office.
The indicated fine must be paid within 10 days of the dated violation.
Responsibility for receipt of payment rests with the violator. Failure to
pay within 10 days will double the fine and result in charges through
the appropriate disciplinary mechanism.
Any person who accumulates four tickets during the academic year
will receive a warning. All violations received after the fifth ticket may
necessitate action by the designated board.
Responsibility for prompt payments rests with the violator.
VII.

Each bicycle in the
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tration may be made
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No student may
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paid.

APPEALS

Anyone questioning the validity of a parking violation may appeal to
the Director of Campus Security. The appeal must be made within 5 days
of the dated violation - Saturday, Sunday, and holidays excluded. Appeals denied by the Director of Security may be brought before a desig·
nated board.
VIII.

can get to the location and
an escort.
This service will be
a.m. and only from the
parking lots.

REPLACEMENT OF PARKING DECAL

Any transfer of ownership such as purchase, sale, or exchange of a
vehicle which bears a Trinity registration decal must be reported prompt·
ly to the Security Office.
If the registration decal is damaged or fails to adhere properly, it
may be exchanged for another permit by applying at the Security Office.

Escort Procedure
In an effort to encourage students to use peripheral parking lots,
the Security Office has established the following escort procedure :
The individual seeking an escort should stop at the Mather Center,
contact the person on duty and ask that a Security Officer meet him at
the Broad & Vernon, Field House or South Campus lot. He should give
his name, the make of car and registration number. An ID should be
presented upon request of either Mather Center or the Security Officer.
Mather Center will contact the Security Officer, ascertain how soon he
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This service will be provided every evening from 11 :00 p.m. to 5 :00
a.m. and only from the Field House, Broad & Vernon, and South Campus
parking lots.

Bicycles
Each bicycle in the City of Hartford must be registered with the
Chief of Police. Any person who violates this rule may be fined $5.00.
Bicycles must be registered and display the number plate. The registration is free. Registrations expire June 15. Arrangements for this registration may be made through the Director of Campus Security.

The Business Office
(Payment of College Bills)
The Business Office is concerned with the handling of college bills,
student emergency loans and student organization accounts. All inquiries
about bills and fees should be made to this office on the first floor of
Williams Memorial.
Term bills are payable at least one week before the opening of each
semester on the dates shown on the College Calendar. A charge of fifty
dollars is made for late payment. Supplementary and miscellaneous bills
are payable within ten days.
No student may receive his grades and course credits, degree, or an
honorable dismissal until this office certifies that all his bills have been
paid.

Student Businesses
Soliciting, buying and selling on the campus is open only to Trinity
undergraduates who may act as agents of outside firms.
There are two groups of concessions: closed and open. (1) Closed those which have such a limited market that one person is granted the
right of monopoly. ( 2 ) Open - all other concessions which are general in
nature. The question of open or closed concessions is left to the discretion
of the Associate Comptroller and the Dean for Student Services.
These concessions are open solely to the Trinity College undergraduates.
Written permits must be obtained from the Treasurer's Office in
order to conduct business. These permits must have the approval of the
Associate Comptroller and the Dean for Community Life. Permits must
be renewed annually. Failure to obtain a permit before conducting business or failure to adhere to the rules herein will result in administrative
action. Concessions may not be sold.
Fraternities shall handle the problem of solicitation in any manner
they see fit.

Student Activities Budget for 1972-1973
Income for the Student Activities Budget comes from the $60.00 Student Activity Fee charged each student.
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Activity

Activity

Allotment

ALA (Latin American
$ 175
Students)
1,700
Band
800
Cerberus
A. Christmas
semester : $400
B. Trinity semester : 400
100
Chess Club
2,700
Concert Choir
A. Orchestra: $1000
B. Christmas
semester : 850
C. Trinity semester: 850
Corinthian Yacht Club
135
225
Draft Counselors
500
Fencing Club
250
Folk Dance Group
150
Gay Liberation
Hillel
600
A. Jewish studies: $300
B. Services: 300
Human Relations
250
Committee
Ivy
6,200
J esters
800
A. Plays: $800
Mather Hall Board of
Governors
12,000
A. Concerts: $7,000
B. Small Activities: 5,000
Trinity Community Action
Center
6,900

Trinity Coalition of
3,000
Blacks
A. Black Awareness
Week: $2,000
B. Christmas
semester : 500
C. Trinity semester: 500
Trinity Coalition of
Black Women
A. Sewing Class: $250
B. Dance Class: 250
Trinity REVIEW
Trinity Women's
2,700
Organization
A. Women's Week: $1,800
B. Christmas
semester: 450
C. Trinity semester: 450
15,000
Tripod
10,200
WRTC
135
Young Democrats
50
Young Republicans
Activities Reserve Fund 19,030
A. Scholarship
Fund $15,000
B. General Reserve
Fund 4,030
2,500
I. D. Cards
2,500
Speakers Fund
Total

c.

Allotment

2. The money in the
student commitment to provide
This money is to be credited
Endowment at the Office of
mitment be discontinued, this
ties Account and its use shall
3. Money from the
Committee to any Trinity
speaker to Trinity College for
strict ions shall also apply :

A.

B.

c.
All organizations are
It should be considered a
Activit ies Account.
efficient operation of the
receivin g funds shall be su
established by the Budget
mittee.

$90,900

BUDGET CATEGORIES :

The money shall be
T rinity College.
member, or admin

GUIDE TO SERVI

If an organization's budget has been divided into specific categories, the

I.

organization must use the money accordingly. Each expenditure by the
organization must be charged to one of the categories. Each category is
considered to be a separate budget, and an organization must request a
budget transfer from the Budget Committee if it wishes to redistribute
its allocation.

A. Master Calendar
events scheduled on
dar of events (Master
quests and to aid in avoiding,
The Master Calendar is
Center . All events, whether a
whether scheduled to be held
campus, are to be cleared
food service, su ch as
as well. Check the
facility is available.
:Mondays through Fridays
Any club or organizati
pending upon the a ·
scheduled. When an n"""""i'• 4
be in charge of making all

ADDITIONAL INCOME :

If more than $90,900 is collected from the Activities Fee, the excess

money will be placed in the Activities Reserve Fund as the funds become
available.
1. The Activities Reserve F und shall be completely under the control of the Budget Committee. The purpose of this fund is:
A.

to serve as a source of funds for new organizations,

B.

to serve as a source of additional funds for budgeted organizations,
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lctivity

Allotment

Trinity Coalition of
3,000
Blacks
A. Black Awareness
Week: $2,000
B. Christmas
semester : 500
C. Trinity semester: 500
Trinity Coalition of
500
Black Women
A. Sewing Class: $250
B. Dance Class: 250
1,800
Trinity REVIEW
Trinity Women's
2,700
Organization
A. Women's Week: $1,800
B. Christmas
semester : 450
C. Trinity semester : 450
15,000
Tripod
10,200
WRTC
135
Young Democrats
50
Young Republicans
19,030
Activities Reserve Fund
A. Scholarship
Fund $15,000
B. General Reserve
Fund 4,030
2,500
I.D. Cards
2,500
Speakers Fund
Total

$90,900
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shall be completely under the conrpose of this fund is :
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ional funds for budgeted organiza-

C.

to cover any costs incurred by the Budget Committee or the
Student Activities Committee.

2. The money in the Scholarship Fund shall be used to meet the
student commitment to provide scholarships for disadvantaged students.
This money is to be credited during the year to the Student Scholarship
Endowment at the Office of Financial Aid. Should the scholarship commitment be discontinued, this money shall remain in the Student Activities Account and its use shall be determined by the Budget Committee.
3. Money from the Speakers Fund may be awarded by the Budget
Committee to any Trinity College group which desires to bring a specific
speaker to Trinity College for a speaking engagement. The following restrictions shall also apply :
A. The money shall be used only for speakers coming to speak at
Trinity College. Furthermore, no Trinity College student, faculty
member, or administrator shall receive money from this fund.

B. These speaking engagements must be publicized well in advance
and must be open to all members of the College community.
C. No admission may be charged or donations solicited without the
written approval of the Budget Committee.
All or ganizations are encouraged to apply for money from this fund.
It should be considered a privilege to receive money from the Student
Activities Account. Therefore, in order to provide for the effective and
efficient operation of the Student Activities Account, all organizations
receiving funds shall be subject to the rules, regulations, and penalties as
established by the Budget Committee and the Student Activities Com-

mittee.

GUIDE TO SERVICES OF MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
USE OF COLLEGE FACILITIES

A. Master Calendar and Policy: With an average of over 2,000
events scheduled on campus each year, it is necessary to maintain a calendar of events (Master Calendar) at one location to coordinate all requests and to aid in avoiding, when possible, all conflicts.
The Master Calendar is located at the Front Desk of Mather Campus
Center. All events, whether a meeting for six or a dance for six hundred,
whether scheduled to be held in Mather Campus Center or anywhere on
eampus, are to be cleared through the Master Calendar. Any request for
food service, such as coffee hours or dinners, is handled at the Front Desk
u well. Check the Master Calendar before planning an event to see if the
facility is available. Make reservations early. Scheduling is to be done
llondays through Fridays from 9:00a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Any club or organization may sponsor an activity on campus, depending upon the availability of a facility and other events already
ICheduled. When an organization plans an event, assign one student to
be in charge of making all arrangements.
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Most inquiries concerning activities from both the campus communi·
ty and off-campus individuals are received by the staff of Mather Cam·
pus Center. Give all details (name of lecturer, title of event, special
equipment needed, etc.) when scheduling the event. If an event is cancelled or postponed, notify the staff at the Front Desk. All facilities must
be left in good order.
The staff of Mather Campus Center will aid in planning, presenting,
and evaluating all programs. Staff offices are located next to the Front
Desk.

I

B. Types of Facilities Available: The College offers a wide variety
of facilities that are open for use. Check with Mather Campus Center for
assistance in selecting the best facility for your event.
Dormitory lounges are used primarily as study halls and social centers of dormitories. Normally these lounges cannot be reserved by clubs
for closed meetings or activities. They may be used by groups within the
dormitories for social activities. Planned programs should be listed at the
Front Desk of Mather Campus Center to avoid conflicts and to answer
inquiries. Events must be registered at Mather Campus Center at least
seventy-two hours prior to the event. All parties on campus in public
areas imd fraternity houses must end no later than 1 :00 a.m.
Some classrooms may be available for meetings in the evening. Inquire about classroom use at Mather Campus Center.

II.

PUBLICITY

POSTAL SERVICES

A.

General Info1·mation

1.

Use Postal Box numbers on all inter-campus mail for student&
Notify your friends, relatives and magazine publishers of your
box number.

2.

Collect your own mail. Postal employees are not permitted tAl
give mail to anyone but the addressee.

3.

Local express companies will not deliver to individual dormitory
rooms. Address such packages c/ o postal box of student. The
student is responsible for picking up such merchandise in the
Post Office.

4.

Parcel Post delivery is made to the Post Office each afternoon.
Notices will be placed in addressee's mail box. Pick up parcels
during the afternoon only.

5.

Special Delivery mail arriving after the Post Office is closed
will be delivered to the Front Desk of Mather Campus Center.
The student on duty will make every attempt to deliver such
mail. If the addressee is not reached, the mail will be processed
through the College Post Office during regularly scheduled
hours of operation.

6.

Themes, term or test papers cannot be accepted fc:Jr distribution
through the campus mail unless put in an envelope and addressed.
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7. When the College is closed for vacation or semester breaks,
notify magazine and newspaper companies since the Post Office
has no facilities to store newspapers or magazines. First class
mail will be forwarded.
I

8. When going on Open Semester or the Exchange Program, notify
all correspondents of the new address.
B. Post Office Stuffing Policy
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1.

2. Questionnaires or other notices that are to be filled out and returned to a certain individual cannot be handled by the Post
Office unless the returning information is in envelopes with box
numbers. Special boxes are available at the Front Desk of
Mather Campus Center to any student or organization for such
returns. Make arrangements at the Front Desk.

A. General Information
1.

inter-campus mail for students.
nd magazine publishers of your
:mployees are not permitted to
ssee.
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No blanket stuffing of mail boxes is permitted. A distribution
table on the first floor of Mather Campus Center should be used
for flyers, publicity, etc.

All publicity, including posters and flyers to be posted in Mather
Campus Center, should be left with the secretary at the Front
Desk.

2. Since there are adequate bulletin boards and publicity facilities
in Mather Campus Center, please refrain from posting anything
on walls and doors throughout the building. This will help to
limit damasre caused by Scotch tape or similar gummed tape to
painted and stained surfaces.
3. Because of the large number of activities and publicity required for them, there is a limit of one poster per activity in
Mather Campus Center.
4. Special advertising requests that cannot be handled on existing
space allotted for the use should be cleared with a staff member
of Mather Campus Center before the project is begun.
5. A weekly calendar is published by the staff of Mather Campus
Center from information gathered for the Master Calendar. The
Weekly Calendar, covering the period Monday through Monday,
contains the list of meetings, lectures, etc. for one week with
detailed information (title of lecture, name of speaker, etc.).
Deadline for inclusion in this calendar is the Tuesday prior to
the week of the event. This calendar is available on Friday afternoons at the Distribution Counter in the foyer of Mather Campus Center. The calendar is also published in the Tripod.
6. Calendars of Events in Connecticut are posted on the Bulletin
Board near the Front Desk.
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7.

The Public Information Office will be notified by the staff of
Mather Campus Center of all events with the exception of general
meetings. For any off-campus publicity, contact the News Bu·
reau, Public Information Office. They are well equipped to help
you, and they have a thorough knowledge of personnel and procedures for both local and non-local newspapers.
Bear in mind the capacity of the facilities scheduled when
determining whether or not to open an activity to the general
public. The College Community has first priority for all event&

B. Bulletin Boards: There are various bulletin boards in Mather
Campus Center and throughout the campus.
With the large number of publicity requests, notices, etc., it hal
become necessary to allocate some bulletin boards in Mather Campua
Center for specific purposes. This has been an aid to all students since
posted material can be located easily at specific places throughout the
building. It would be appreciated if all would cooperate by becomi111
familiar with the bulletin board scheme and would post material in the
proper places. Since new material is posted regularly, please check bu~
tin boards as often as possible.
C. Poster Making: Requests for posters may be made at the Froat
Desk of Mather Campus Center. Allow one week for preparation time.
Charges: Used poster board for "do-it-yourself"
New poster board- $0.25
Posters to be made - $0.50
Rush orders - $1.00 extra per poster
The charges cover the cost of material and labor. To prevent
sary billing, only organizations that have money allocated by
activities funds to a college account may charge for this order. All
organizations and individuals are requested to pay cash.

All vending
companies. Notify
chines are out of
at the Front Desk,

Tickets for
a vending machine
Bookstore Manager
all out-of-order or

Over the years
requests for use of
and agencies in the
Therefore, the

D. Ditto S ervice: A ditto machine is available for use. A
worker will run off material for you. Make all requests for ditto
and duplicating at the Game Room, Seabury Hall.
For a large run of ditto material, please give the staff an
amount of time.
Charges:

5¢ per master
25¢ per 50 sheets
(minimum charge 25¢)
Charges are based in increments of 50.
Only organizations that have money allocated by the Student
ties Fund to a college account may charge for this service. All
organizations and individuals are requested to pay cash.
Read the sections on Publicity and Stuffing before preparing
ditto.

IV.

LOCKERS

Lockers located in Mather Campus Center are for student use.
are a few lockers available in the Bowling Alley for bowling
The charge is $1.00 per academic year or any part thereof. Make
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All lockers must be vacated the Friday before Commencement.
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Tickets for these machines are available in the Bookstore and from
a vending machine in the Mather Campus Center basement. See the
Bookstore Manager if your ticket does not operate the machines. Report
all out-of-order or damaged machines to Buildings and Grounds.
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V.

VENDING MACHINES

All vending machines on campus are owned and operated by private
companies. Notify the Front Desk of Mather Campus Center when rnachines are out of order or have been vandalized. Refunds are available
at the Front Desk, Monday through Friday from 9 :00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
AUTOMATIC WASHERS AND DRYERS

Public Use of College Facilities
Over the years the College has received an increasing number of
requests for use of facilities from people representing various groups
and agencies in the area. It is impossible to honor all such requests.
Therefore, the following guidelines have been developed:
The term "the public" is understood to mean any individual, group,
or agency not connected with the College.
Requests will be considered and granted, whenever possible, in the
following priority:
a. Nonprofit and tax-exempt educational efforts both individually
and organizationally sponsored.
b. Neighborhood groups and associations in Hartford, priority according to their proximity to the College and their degree of need
for the use requested.
c. The City of Hartford school system, other governmental agencies,
various state and federal agencies with special responsibilities in
urban and educational affairs.
d. Groups which make direct contributions to the cultural development of the region.
No requests for use can be considered when they come from individuals or organizations which are not tax-exempt and nonprofit, which
seek to use facilities for fund raising not connected with Trinity,
which are political parties, and which are not centered in the
Capitol Region.
Public use of college facilities will not be granted when such use
might conflict with or intrude upon normal activities of the College
or might cause excessive wear upon or damage to the facilities.
Most college facilities and areas are available for public use with the
exception of residence halls and their lounges, areas set aside for
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faculty, administrative and staff use, the Quad and other areas
adjacent to the residence halls, laboratories and any other areas not
considered safe or suitable.

College Reg

6.

When a request for continuing use is made, it may be granted for
no more than one semester and never for more than one year. Any
further use beyond that must be approved by the President of the
College based upon a recommendation of the Vice President:

7.

As with campus organizations, any costs incurred for special services
will be paid for by the public group using college facilities.
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8.

The Library has its own policy on its use by the public.
Requests for use of college facilities should be directed to Mather
Campus Center.
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College Regulations
The regulatory system of a residential college such as Trinity should
contribute to the creation and to the maintenance of an environment in
which teaching, learning, research and other activities related to these
pursuits may be undertaken freely and responsibly. In order to provide
this environment, it is imperative that each member of Trinity College
shall have concern for himself, for others, and for the welfare of the
community.
The College Charter provides that the disciplinary responsibility and
authority of Trinity College reside in the Board of Trustees. The Board
of Trustees charges the President of the College as its chief executive
officer to see that both order and justice prevail, and also. to keep the
Board of Trustees closely advised if problems arise in either of these
areas which would call for action by the Trustees.
Complaints arising under College Regulations are handled through
the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dispute
(see below).
The following Regulations are presented for the information of
members of the community, who are expected to be familiar with them.

A.

Offenses applicable to faculty, administrators, students, and
their respective organizations, including among others:

1. Abuse or physical assault of any person.
2. The unauthorized use or unauthorized possession of weapons such
as firearms, air rifles, ammunition, explosives, or fireworks of all
kinds.
3. Turning in a false fire alarm.
4. Tampering with or rendering inoperable any structures, equipment or supplies that are for the common safety and welfare.
5. Dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, forgery, or unauthorized
alteration or theft of College documents.
6. Misuse of instruments of identification.
7. Knowingly furnishing false information to or of the College.
8. Disturbance of the peace or disorderly or indecent conduct.
9. Interference with members of the College community in the performance of their duties.
10. Interference with free and open discussion, including the disruption of invited speakers.
11. Interference with entrance to or egress from the College or any
College facility.
12. Discrimination against a member of the College community on
the basis of race, creed, color, sex, or national origin.
13. Theft or willful destruction, damage, defacement, or misuse of
College property or of the property of others.
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14. Unauthorized entry into College buildings or storage areas.
15. Repeated violation of campus regulations
parking of vehicles.
16. Interference with authorized recruitment.
B.

Offenses applicable to special groups or special occasions, inclucJ.
ing among others :

17. a. Violation of administrative regulations concerning dances,
parties, and organized social affairs.
b. Violation of the special administrative regulations in foree
during vacation periods.
c. Violation of the special administrative
the conduct of fraternity affairs.
18. The uses of alcoholic beverages:
a. Students are expected to observe the Connecticut law prohibiting the purchase of alcoholic beverages by a minor and the
serving of alcoholic beverages to a minor by a person other
than his parent or guardian:r.·
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c. Students 21 years of age may consume alcoholic beverages on
campus only in their fraternity houses or dormitories.*
d. No member of the community shall be required to contribute
to any arrangement for the purchase of alcoholic beverages as
a condition of his membership in any college-associated organization or activity.
e. Common courtesy requires that non-alcoholic beverages be
available at all social functions at which alcoholic beverages
are served.

b.

Public display of drinking is not permitted on the Trinity
campus.

1)

g. Intoxication in no way releases an individual from full responsibility for the consequences of his actions.

2)

f.

·»The legal age for the purchase and consumption of alcoholic bever·
ages is expected to become 18 on October 1, 1972, as part of the 18-year·
old-majority-law which becomes effective on that date. Students are
advised to confirm this in the fall, since it is not definite at this writing.
19. Essential to any ordered community is the right of individuals to
regulate their own personal lives without undue interference or
intrusion. Thus it is sensible that Trinity College strive to protect the interests of its community members in upholding the
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principle of privacy while expecting compliance with those regulations that govern the corporate life of the College. The preservation of this principle and the accompanying respect for these responsibilities are integral parts of the College's general concern
for the quality of life on campus.
Each individual must make decisions which involve moral judgments and which often affect others as well as himself. It is recognized that no set of regulations can enforce morality, but the College has an obligation to assure an environment in which members
of this community can work out a system of values appropriate
to the dignity of the human person. The community expects its
members to strive toward a quality of human relations which
inspires a high regard for one another as mature persons. As
long as there is manifest support of this ideal by the members
of our community, actions in private that do not violate the law
or do not abuse the rights of others, will be protected against
official intrusion. The maintenance of this principle assumes a
climate of collective responsibility and a genuine continuing concern for the welfare of all.
In accordance with these considerations, the following regulations apply :
a. When a member of the police or of another government
agency seeks permission of the College to search a student's
room, such permission will not be granted without a warrant.
When a College official seeks access to a student's room to determine compliance with College regulations applicable to
that living unit, the student should be notified in advance of
such planned entry and should be permitted to be present. If
the student is not present, then a disinterested person will be
sought to accompany the official. In emergencies, where danger to life, safety, health or property is reasonably feared, entry does not require advance notice. In all cases entry should
be signalled by a knock on the door. Whenever a student's
room has been entered by a College official, and the occupant
was not present, then the occupant will be notified as soon as
possible thereafter by the appropriate official.
b. Students may entertain guests in their rooms at their own discretion. In such cases, students should recognize that the following provisions must be upheld:
1) federal, state, and local laws and such College regulations
as apply shall be observed;
2) no disturbance which constitutes a public nuisance or infringes upon the rights of others in the building shall be
condoned;
3) no exploitation or coercion of any other person shaH be

aHowed; and
4) the CoHege does not condone overnight visits by members
of the opposite sex;
5) appropriate arrangements for the comfort and safety of
guests shaH be provided.
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Individual freedom in a residential community can exist only
when people conduct their lives with ordinary prudence. Collee·
tive responsibility requires action by offended parties. Therefore
complaints by a community member should be made promptly
to the appropriate official.
20. Motor Vehicles: Motor vehicles shall be operated in a manner
which regards the safety of the members of the Trinity commun·
ity and the larger community. As improper parking of motor
vehicles on campus may infringe upon the rights of other persons,
endanger the common safety, and interfere with the orderly con·
duct of College business, published and/ or posted parking regula·
tions are effected for the welfare of the community, and are to
be strictly observed. See section on Motor Vehicle Regulations.
PENALTIES

Penalties authorized by the College are fines, pensums, admonition,
censure, restriction, suspension, dismissal, and expulsion.

Fines are imposed, for example, for parking violations, damage to College
property, and the like.
Pensums are assignments of extra work, often imposed in an effort to give
punishment a constructive or rehabilitative function.
Admonition is a formal warning of the incurrence of serious blame.
Notice of admonition is sent to a student's parent or guardian, a faculty
member's chairman, or to the President in case the warning involves an
administrator.
Censure is the result of more serious blame than that for which admoni·
tion is given. Notice of censure is published for the College community.
Censured persons are not in good standing, are not eligible for honorable
dismissal, and may be automatically suspended if they receive a second
censure.
Rest?·iction is imposed upon an individual to prevent him from partici·
pating in some aspect of the College's operations and life.
Suspension is a temporary separation from the College and may involve
the performance of specified tasks.
Dismissal is the permanent separation of a member from the College.
Expulsion is dishonorable dismissal.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES IN MATTERS
OF DISCIPUNE & DISPUTE
Whenever any member of the student body, of the faculty or of
the administration believes that a student has violated the published
Reg-ulations of the College or that conditions necessary to a proper
academic environment have been impaired, he should bring a complaint
before the Dean for Community Life. Initially, complaints may be either
verbal or in writing.
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One may bring a complaint on one's own behalf, on the behalf of
some other member of the community, or on behalf of what one considers
the interests of the institution. (When a complaint is brought to tl:e Dean
by a group on its own behalf, the complaint will be presented by two
persons designated by the group as its representatives. Once a complaint
is brought to the Dean, and after he has verified that they have been
designated by a group as its representatives, these two persons, or
replacements designated by the group, will be expected to continue as
would any other complainants involved in these procedures.)
Within a reasonable time after a complaint is made, the Dean will
discuss it with the complainant and determine what course to follow.
When the Dean determines that the complaint does not involve a
possible violation of a published Regulation, he will hold a conference
with the complainant and the person complained against, giving whatever
advice seems appropriate and seeking to arrange a solution acceptable
to all parties concerned. If no solution is possible, the Dean may, at his
discretion, refer the matter to a Board of Inquiry, composed of a student,
a tenured faculty member and an administrator chosen from the ninemember Board of Inquiry Panel, for advice or arbitration.
When the Dean determines that the complaint does involve a possible
violation of a published Regulation, the following procedures will be
followed :
I ) After discussing the matter with the complainant, the Dean will
arrange a conference with the complainant and the person complained
against, referred to hereafter as the respondent. (The Dean will attempt
to determine the identity of the person who caused the complaint, if it
is not known to the complainant.) At the conference the Dean will attempt
to work out a resolution of the matter that protects the interests of both
parties and is acceptable to all concerned. Resort to formal hearings will
be avoided whenever possible. When, however, either the complainant or
respondent is not satisfied with the resolution suggested by the Dean,
he may so state in writing and request a hearing before a Board of
Inquiry.
II ) Whenever a complainant or respondent requests a formal hearing, the Dean will ask the complainant immediately to provide him with a
formal written statement of the complaint, complete with a bill of particulars regarding the nature of the alleged offense, its consequences,
its date and location, witnesses and so forth. This statement will also
include a pledge by the complainant that he will attend and participate in
any subsequent hearings stemming from the complaint.
III ) Within 24 hours of receiving a formal complaint, the Dean
will provide a copy of it to the respondent. Within 48 hours after the
Dean sends him a copy of the complaint, the respondent shall reply in
writing to the Dean that :

A) He acknowledges the validity of the complaint, in which
event the Dean will take whatever disciplinary action he deems
appropriate;
or
B) He denies the validity of the complaint. In this event he
will include a summary of his reasons for denying the complaint's
validity, name witnesses on his behalf, and state that he will attend
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and participate in any subsequent hearings stemming from the
complaint.
If the respondent does not reply within 48 hours, or if he does
not pledge to attend and participate in the hearing, the Dean may
proceed to conduct the necessary hearings himself and take whatever
action he deems appropriate.
IV) If the respondent has denied the validity of the complaint,
and if, after a final conference, it is still impossible to reach a resolution
acceptable to all concerned, then the Dean will empanel a Board of
I nquiry, composed of one student, one tenured faculty member and one
administrator chosen from the nine-member Board of Inquiry Panel. The
Dean will also confer with the complainant and the respondent in order
to inform them of the date of the hearing, to review the procedures to
be followed, and to provide other pertinent information. The Board of
Inquiry will then proceed to conduct the necessary hearings.
V)

The following rules and procedures will govern all hearings:
A) Neither a complainant nor a respondent may peremptorily
disqualify a member of a Board of Inquiry, but if either party
objects to one of the Dean's selections for the Board, he may state
his reasons in writing and the Dean shall have the authority to
replace the person objected to with another person of the same
status from the Board of Inquiry Panel.
B) At the outset of each case, the Board will choose one of
its members to act as presiding officer throughout the hearing.
C) The complainant and the respondent are required to attend
all sessions of the hearing, except that either may be excused at
his own request by the Dean for Community Life. No hearing session
will be held without the complainant and the respondent having
been given ample notice and opportunity to attend.
D) The Dean for Community Life will summon all witnesses,
and any member of the student body, the faculty or the admin·
istration is expected to respond to such a summons. From t ime to
time other members of these groups may be called for consultative
purposes, and they too are expected to respond.
E) The Dean will attend all sessions of a hearing and he will
provide such assistance and services as are required by the Board
of Inquiry's presiding officer. The Dean will serve to initiate 1
hearing, to summon all parties to it, to summon witnesses and, when
needed, consultants. The Dean will also advise the Board on correct
procedures and see that fair treatment and an opportunity for civil
and orderly participation are accorded to all parties.
F) The Dean will keep a full and accurate
hearing sessions.
G) The complainant and the respondent may be accompanied
by an advisor during all hearing sessions. Advisors may not participate directly in the hearing, but they may consult freely with the
person whom they are advising. Ordinarily, the advisor will be 1
member of the College; but an outside advisor may be present at tbl
request of the complainant or the respondent if the Board of Inquiry's presiding officer agrees.
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H) Hearings will be private and the proceedings kept confidential. Witnesses will appear individually, as will consultants;
and the latter may appear at any time in the proceedings that the
presiding officer thinks proper. When a consultant is called to
provide medical or psychological information about one of the
parties to a case, that consultant may, with the concurrence of the
presiding officer, exclude from the hearing room the complainant,
the respondent, or both.
VI)

Ordinarily, the hearing will follow this sequence:
A) At the outset, the Dean will read aloud the complaint and
the response, written copies of which will be provided to the members of the Board of Inquiry and the complainant and respondent.
The Dean will also specify the College Regulations involved in the
matter and the alleged actions by the respondent that would constitute a violation of these Regulations. ( If the Board subsequently
determines that Regulations other than those specified by the Dean
are involved, it will promptly inform all parties of this fact in
writing.) The Dean will then offer the complainant and the respondent time to comment on the statements he has read and to
ask questions based on them. At the conclusion of these comments
and questions, members of the Board of Inquiry may question the
complainant and the respondent. During this phase of the hearing
only the complainant, the respondent and their advisors shall be
present.
B) If witnesses have been summoned, they will next appear,
one by one and in an order determined by the Board of Inquiry's
presiding officer. Each witness will be questioned first by the members of the Board, then by the complainant and finally by the
respondent. Witnesses may be recalled to the hearing as required
by the Board of Inquiry.
C) After all witnesses have appeared and been questioned,
the Board will resume its questioning of the complainant and the
respondent, each of whom shall be provided an opportunity to crossquestion the other.
D) The hearing will then recess for a reasonable period of
time to permit the complainant and the respondent each to prepare
a summary of his position, or such statement as he thinks appropriate. Ordinarily, this summary or statement will be written.
E) The hearing will then resume with the presentation of the
summary or statement of, first, the complainant and, then, the
respondent. After the Board has had an opportunity to ask final
questions, the hearing will adjourn.

VII) Within a reasonable time after the hearing adjourns, the
Board of Inquiry will report its findings of fact to the Dean, together
with any additional information or explanation it thinks necessary; and
it will recommend penalties or other actions where appropriate. After
such study as he finds necessary, the Dean may concur with and implement the Board's recommendations; or he may reconvene the Board,
state that he does not concur, specify the action he thinks appropriate
and attempt to reach an agreement with the Board. If agreement is not
reached, the Dean may then implement the decision he deems appropriate,
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pr oviding the Board with a written statement of his reasons for doing
so. This written statement will become a part of the r ecord of the
proceedings and will be forwarded to the Board of Reconsideration if
either the complainant or the respondent requests reconsideration.
At the same time that the Board reports its find ings to the Dean,
it may also make general policy recommendations suggested by the case
at hand. The Dean, who may a lso make such recommendations at this
t ime, will forward any such recommendations to the President of the
College fo r consideration.
At the conclusion of each case heard by a Board of I nquiry, the
Dean will issue a public statement setting forth: 1) the nature of
the complaint heard and the College Regulations that were involved; 2)
t he names of the members of the Board of Inquiry who heard the
matter ; 3) a summary of the Board's findings an d recommendations; 4)
the decision finally implemented by the Dean. Ordinarily this statement
will not identify the complainant and the respondent by name.
VIII) If the complainant or the respondent wishes a reconsideration of tre Dean's final decision, that person will so inform the Vice
P resident of the College in writing within 48 hours; and that officer
will empanel a Board of Reconsideration, composed of one member of the
senior class, one tenured faculty member and one administrator chosen
from the Board of Reconsideration Panel.
T he Vice President will furnish the Board with all pertinent evidence, records, findings and statements for review; and if it thinks it
necessary, the Board may rehear a case in its entirety, following the
procedures outlined above, except that the Vice President will have
the responsibilities of the Dean for Community Life.
The Board will have the authority to recommend to the Vice President modifications of the Dean for Community Life's decisions or actions,
or it may recommend that the Dean be upheld. Within a reasonable time
after the Board reports its recommendations to the Vice President, he
will either concur and implement them, or he will reconvene the Board
and proceed in a manner identical to that followed by the Dean for
Community Life in a case of nonconcurrence with a Board of Inquiry.
IX)

Other pertinent information:
A) At any time between the initial receipt of a complaint
and the start of hearings, the Dean may suspend temporarily (i.e.,
for no more than 72 hours when classes are in session) any party
to a case whose continued presence he believes would constitute a
danger to the person himself, to other members of the community,
or to the well being of the institution. Such t emporary suspensions
will not be entered on the student's permanent record.
B) Disciplinary action under these administrative procedures
will be taken only when the complaint involves a published Regulation of the College.
C) The Board of Inquiry Panel, from which the Dean for
Community Life will select members of Boards of Inquiry, shall
consist of three students drawn from the junior and senior classes,
three tenured faculty members and three administrators. The Board
of Reconsideration Panel, from which the Vice President will select
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members of Boards of Reconsideration, shall consist of two members
of the senior class, two tenured faculty members and two administrators. The student and faculty members of these Panels are to be
elected at the start of each academic year by the groups they represent; the administration members are appointed by the President.
D) The relation of the Vice President to a Board of Reconsideration will be the same as that of the Dean to a Board of
Inquiry.
E ) Boards of Inquiry will fu nction only during those periods
when classes are in session at the College. During vacations and
examination periods the Dean will either hold a complaint in
abeyance until classes resume, or he will take whatever other actions
seem necessary. During the summer, the Dean or in his absence,
an appropriate officer designated by him, will hear any complaints
and take such disciplinary action as may be warranted.
F) Requests for reconsideration of a disciplinary action may
be submitted to the Vice President during a vacation or examination
per iod, but a Board of Reconsideration will not be convened until
the College is in regular session.
G) The Dean for Community Life will be available to assist
complainants and respondents to prepare their written complaints
and responses, and to provide other pertinent advice.
H) It must be recognized that the above administrative procedures are not capable of application to instances arising out of
complaints caused by the concerted action of sizable numbers of
students. Should such an action occur, the Dean for Community Life
will retain authority to act in the best interests of the College and
to invoke summary suspension. He may also seek the aid of the
civil authorities and take action under the law. Following such an
instance, should College disciplinary procedures be employed, they
will be similar to those described herein.

COMPLAINTS AGAINST FACULTY &
ADMINISTRATION
A student who believes that a member of the faculty or administration has violated a published Regulation of the College may bring a
complaint to the Dean for Community Life. The Dean will then confer
with the officer of the College immediately superior to the person
complained against. If it is not possible to bring about a resolution of
the complaint informally and to the satisfaction of all concerned, the
Dean may empanel a Board of Inquiry, composed of one student, one
tenured faculty member and one administrator chosen from the Board of
Inquiry Panel, to hear the matter. The hearing will be governed by the
same rules and procedures that apply when a student is the respondent.
At the conclusion of its deliberations, the Board of Inquiry will
report its findings and recommendations to the officer of the College
immediately superior to the respondent. That officer may concur with
and implement the Board's recommendations; or, if he does not concur,
he will then proceed in a manner identical to that of the Dean for Community Life in a case of nonconcurrence with a Board of Inquiry.
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If either the complainant or the respondent is dissatisfied with the
final decision, that person may appeal for a reconsideration to the
President of the College, who shall have final authority in such cases.
The application of these Procedures to faculty members shall be
limited to those cases in which the complaint would lead to a maximum
penalty of fine or admonition. If at any time in the proceedings against a
faculty member it should appear that more serious action might be
considered, such action should be pursued in light of provisions in The
Faculty Manual and of American Association of University Professors
guidelines.

ARBITRATION OF DISPUTES
When students or groups of students find it impossible to settle
or terminate disputes, either party may address the Dean for Community
Life and request arbitration. In most instances the Dean will attempt
to settle such disputes in his own office, without resort to formal hearings. When such a settlement appears unlikely, however, the Dean will
convene a Board of Inquiry, composed of one student, one tenured
faculty member and one administrator chosen from the Board of Inquiry
Panel, and ask it to hear both sides.
After such hearings and deliberations as it finds necessary, the
Board will hand down the settlement it believes proper. It may also
establish penalties to be imposed should either party fail to adhere to the
settlement.

COLLEGE POLICY ON FEWNIES
1) In the event that a student has been charged by any public prosecutor, grand jury, or in any court with a felony, there shall be a private
hearing by a Board of Inquiry, consisting of two students, two tenured
faculty members and two administrators chosen from the Board of Inquiry Panel, to advise the Dean for Community Life as to whether the
student should continue in student status, or whether he should be suspended until the issue is resolved in the courts because his continued
presence is considered a threat to the physical safety of himself and/ or
others, or a threat to College property. The Dean, who shall attend all
hearings, may concur with and implement the Board's recommendation,
or he may, after conferring with the Board, state his nonconcurrence
and implement the decision he thinks appropriate. (If the President or
his deputy has found it necessary to invoke summary suspension, the
hearing will occur as soon as practicable, and not later than 72 hours
after the original suspension when classes are in session.)
2) Whenever convicted of a felony, a student shall be suspended
indefinitely.
3) If convicted of a felony and then released on probation, or if
convicted and imprisoned for any period of time and then released on
parole, or if convicted and released on bond pending appeal, or if convicted and released after serving his sentence, the student may petition
the Dean for Community Life for readmission. A panel of six persons -
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two students, two tenured faculty members and two administrators will then conduct a private hearing to advise the Dean as to whether
the student should be readmitted to the College, or whether he should be
denied readmission because he is considered potentially harmful to himself or to others in the College or because his presence would be detrimental to the College. The panel may also propose special conditions
under which readmission would be permitted. The Dean for Community
Life, who shall attend all hearings, may concur with and implement the
panel's decision or he may, after conferring with the panel, state his nonconcurrence and implement the decision he thinks appropriate.
4) In cases where felony charges are held in nolle prosequi, a student
who had been suspended pending court disposition of the case may
petition the Dean for readmission in accordance with the procedures
outlined above. If the student had not been suspended pending court disposition of his case, he shall retain student status if the charges are
held in nolle prosequi.
5) In all hearings the person being heard may have counsel, but
may not have counsel act directly for him at the hearing. The person
being heard may call witnesses and may question witnesses called by
others. The person being heard may not challenge panel members. All
hearings shall be conducted with scrupulous regard for fairness and
equity. All hearings will be private and the proceedings confidential. All
pertinent documents and exhibits and all notes on the hearing will be
transmitted under seal to the Vice President's office at the conclusion
of the hearing, and they shall not be a part of the student's regular College file.
6) In any case where it is unclear whether the charge is a felony
or a misdemeanor, the Dean for Community Life will seek clarification,
and whenever he deems the charge sufficiently serious, he shall invoke
the procedures outlined above.
7) Nothing in this policy shall nullify a student's right to appeal
to the President of the Colle~rP..

REGULATIONS ON DRUG USAGE
The use of drugs has become so widespread a danger in society that
no college or university can ignore the problem. Thus, certain members
of the College staff are available to those who become involved so that
they may obtain appropriate confidential counseling and medical assistance. Their services have been effective, and the College encourages their
use by students who find need for them. The College is concerned with
preventing the serious difficulties which arise for the individual from
illegal drug usage and from illegal drug distribution.
There are, however, other aspects to illegal drug usage and distribution. The College community should be fully informed of the possible consequences. Therefore, the following regulations apply. Members of the
community should be aware of the deleterious effects which drugs and
the traffic in drugs may have upon the individual and upon the welfare
of the academic institution.
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Regulations
1. Students are expected to be aware of and to observe the Connecticut and Federal statutes concerning the illegal possession, distribution, sale, manufacture, prescription, and/ or administration of those
drugs which "contain any quantity of a substance which has been
designated as subject to Federal narcotic laws, or which has been
designated as a depressant or stimulant drug pursuant to Federal
food and drug laws, or which has been designated by the public
health council and commissioner of consumer protection pursuant to
section 19-451 as having a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic
effect upon the higher functions of the central nervous system and
as having a tendency to promote abuse or psychological or physiological dependence, or both. Controlled drugs are classifiable as
amphetamine-type, barbiturate-type, cannabis-type, cocaine-type,
hallucinogenic, morphine-type and other stimulant and depressant
drugs. Specifically excluded from controlled drugs are alcohol, nicotine and caffeine."
2. Although the College wishes to counsel, aid, and advise individuals
and groups who are having difficulty with drugs, the College may
find itself obligated to apprise the appropriate public agencies when
it has knowledge of violations, because the possession, use, sale,
manufacture, prescription or distribution of illegal drugs is an
offense against Connecticut and Federal laws.
3. Students charged with and/ or convicted of felonious possession,
use or sale of drugs will be subject to the College Policy on Felonies
(see above).
Nothing in these regulations alters the concern of the administration
and faculty to help those individuals who wish counseling on drugs. The
hope is that we can maintain a healthy campus community, a prospect
severely jeopardized by the use of dangerous drugs and by certain activities related to drugs. The welfare of Trinity College requires frank recognition of the risks involved and continuance of a search for effective
means to solve this problem.

Connecticut Statutes
§

19-480 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY STATUTES

§ 19-480 Penalty for illegal manufacture, sale, prescription, administration

a) Any person who manufactures, sells, prescribes, dispenses, compounds, transports with the intent to sell or dispense, offers, gives, or
administers to another person any narcotic drug, except as authorized in
this chapter, for a first offense, shall be imprisoned not less than five
years nor more than ten years and may be fined not more than three
thousand dollars; and for the second offense, shall be fined not more than
five thousand dollars; and for any subsequent offense shall be imprisoned for twenty-five years.
b) Any person who manufactures, sells, prescribes, dispenses, compounds, transports with intent to sell or dispense, offers, gives or administers to another person any controlled drug other than a narcotic
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drug, except as authorized in this chapter shall, for the first offense, be
fined not more than one thousand dollars or be imprisoned not more than
two years or be both fined and imprisoned, and, for each subsequent
offense, shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars and imprisoned
not more than ten years.
(1967, P. A. 555 § 36, eff. Oct. 1, 1967)
§

19-481 Penalty for illegal possession

a) Any person who possesses or has under his control any quantity of
any narcotic drug, except as authorized in this chapter, for a first offense,
shall be imprisoned not more than ten years and may be fined not more
than three thousand dollars; and for a second offense, shall be imprisoned
not more than fifteen years, and may be fined not more than five thousand dollars; and for any subsequent offenses shall be imprisoned not
more than twenty-five years.
b) Any person who possesses or has under his control any quantity of
any controlled drug other than a narcotic drug, except as authorized in
this chapter, shall be fined not more than one thousand dollars, or be
imprisoned not more than one year, or both. (1967 P. A. § 37, eff. Oct. 1,
1967)

Fed.eral Statutes
U. S. CODE TITLE 21 SECTION 841
§ 841. Prohibited acts A -Unlawful acts
a) Except as authorized by this subchapter, it shall be unlawful for any
person knowingly or intentionally 1. to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or possess with intent to
manufacture, distribute, or dispense, a controlled substance; or
2. to create, distribute, or dispense, or possess with intent to distribute or dispense, a counterfeit substance.
(PENALTIES)

ATUTES
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(i) Narcotic drug - not more than 15 years and/or fine of not more
than $25,000.
(ii) Other control drug - up to 5 years and/or fine of not more than
$15,000.
U. S. CODE TITLE 21 SECTION 844
§ 844. Penalty for simple possession; conditional discharge and expunging
of records for first offense

a) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly or intentionally to
possess a controlled substance unless such substance was obtained directly,
or pursuant to a valid prescription or order, from a practitioner, while
acting in the course of his professional practice, or except as otherwise
authorized by this subchapter or subchapter II of this chapter. Any
person who violates this subsection shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not more than one year, a fine of not more than $5,000,
or both, except that if he commits such offense after a prior conviction
or ~nvictions under this subsection have become final, he shall be
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sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not more than 2 years, a fine of
not more than $10,000, or both.
U.
§

S. CODE SECTION

845

845. Distribution to persons under age twenty-one

a) Any person at least eighteen years of age who violates section 841
(a) (1) of this title by distributing a controlled substance to a person
under twenty-one years of age is (except as provided in subsection (b)
of this section) punishable by (1) a term of imprisonment, or a fine, or
both, up to twice that authorized by section 841 (b) of this title, and
(2) at least twice any special parole term authorized by section 841 (b)
of this title, for a first offense involving the same controlled substance
and schedule.

Pets
Students are permitted to have a dog or a cat at the College. Each
dog or cat must be registered with the College and must wear the identification tag that is provided. Registration is conducted by the Pet
Friends Association, a voluntary organization open to all members of
the community. The annual registration fee is $40 and is not refundable.
Owners of dogs and cats are required to keep their pets leashed
or otherwise under · their immediate and constant control, except in the
owner's dormitory room. They are also expected to observe all other
regulations established by the Pet Friends Association in collaboration
with the Office for Community Life. Complaints about violations of the
regulations on pets will be referred to the Pet Friends Association for
action. A student's right to have a dog or a cat on the campus will be
revoked by the Dean for Community Life if the owner repeatedly violates
the regulations on pets or treats the pet inhumanely.
Dog and cat owners are also expected to conform to all state and
municipal laws and ordinances regarding the licensing, conduct and care
of pets.
In deference to the health, safety and convenience of members of
the community, other types of pets- e.g., monkeys, snakes, birds- are
strictly forbidden.

Statement On In-Loco-Parentis
In matters not involving the immediate physical well-being of a student, neither the faculty nor the administration assumes what has been
generally referred to as an in-loco-parentis role. A student is expected to
conduct his life with ordinary prudence. When his conduct on campus or
at college-sponsored events falls significantly short of this expectation,
the College can rely on its own disciplinary and judicial procedures to
obtain the necessary correction or redress. For misconduct off campus,
each student must accept the consequences of action taken against him
by civil authority. In such cases, the College does not shield him from the
consequences of his actions. The College believes this position to be
proper, not only with regard to his education and development as a person,
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but also because a college student should not enjoy a status of special
privilege. The College will not arrange bail or provide legal service to
students in difficulty with the law. In these rare cases of incarceration,
the College will expect a student to arrange his own r elease either
through his own or his parents' efforts. The College will, however, advise
a student who is seeking legal assistance.

Age of Majority
On October 1, 1972, a new Connecticut law becomes effective making
18 the age of majority. At this writing the implications of this law
for College policies and procedures appear to be limited to a few areas.
The College will issue a statement of clarification in the fall should that
prove necessary.

Social Affairs
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Trinity College expects that all social events shall be conducted in
an orderly fashion with due regard to the rights and sensitivities of the
guests and the neighbors in the surrounding areas. With this in mind, the
College requires that all dances, house parties and other organized student social affairs held on College property or in the fraternity houses be
registered at the Mather Campus Center front desk at least three days
prior to the proposed event.
1. All parties must end at 1 :00 a.m.
2. The proper conduct of a party is the responsibility of the officers
of the sponsoring organization or social club.
3. When liquor is served at a party, it can only be served until
12:30 a.m. It is expected that Connecticut law against serving
liquor to under-age persons will be observed.
4. State law forbids gambling.
5. The officers in charge of each party will make themselves known
to any guests.
6. At the close of each party it is the responsibility of the officers
in charge to persuade the departers to leave quietly and expeditiously.
In an emergency the officers responsible for the evening have full
right to end a party at any time they see fit. Such action should be
reported as soon as possible to the Office for Community Life.
When a member of a college organization in its designated facilities
or function exceeds reasonable limits of conduct the president of that
organization (or his designated deputy at the time ) will be responsible
for corrective action. The College holds the organization president directly
responsible for the conduct of members at organizational events. If the
membership is not responsive to his directives, he should resign. Unless
a new president can be elected to whom the membership will be responsive, the organization will lose College recognition and not be allowed to
use college facilities or function at Trinity College.
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Academic Procedures and Regulations
Registration
Toward the end of each semester students designate the courses they
intend to take the following semester. This process, pre-registration, involves selecting courses, obtaining the approval of faculty adviser and instructors, and checking out with the Registrar, usually in Mather Campus
Center.
Registration occurs just prior to the beginning of classes and is,
essentially, a confirmation of the information submitted at pre-registration.
The first two weeks following registration are designated Change of
Program period (10 days for Physical Education), and during this time
students may drop or add courses with the permission of their faculty
adviser and the instructor of the course added. Courses dropped during
the Change of Program period are not entered on the permanent record
card. Following the Change of Program period, and for the first twothirds of the semester, courses dropped are entered on the permanent
record card and are marked Drop. Courses may not be dropped during
the final one-third of the semester.
The Pass-Fail option may be used for one academic course each
semester, provided the course is not required for the major. (Physical
Education courses may be taken Pass-Fail in addition to the one academic course.) Those teaching Student-Taught courses, those taking StudentTaught courses, and those teaching for academic credit in the Trinity
High School Seminar Program are graded only on a Pass-Fail basis, and
the option may not be used for one of these courses and for another
academic course in the same semester.
Graduate courses may be taken by undergraduates with the permission of the faculty adviser, the instructor, and the Graduate Office.
Students who register for six course credits are charged an additional
fee. Courses may be audited by degree candidates with permission of the
instructor. No examinations or credit are given for audited courses, and
no entry made on the permanent record.
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A.

B.

Student-Taught Courses
Information for Students Preparing Proposals
I.

Draw up a proposal according to the format below.

B.

Obtain a Faculty Supervisor to assist in developing the proposal and to oversee the teaching of the course.

C.

Obtain an Outside Examiner to evaluate the work of the students
enrolled in the course.
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P1·ocedU1·es and Deadlines [o1· application: A student who desires to
offer his own course as provided by the curriculum (see Catalogue)
should take the following steps:

A.

Course descriptiom

C.
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Number of cb
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Submit a copy of the proposal to each member of the Curriculum
Committee. Deadlines: October 16, 1972, for a course to be
taught in the Trinity Term, 1972-73; March 1, 1973, for a
course to be taught in the Christmas Term, 1973-74.
E. Submit to the coordinator of the Student-Taught Courses:
1. A written statement from the Faculty Supervisor indicating
his approval of the course as proposed and the way in
which he intends to supervise it.
2. A written statement from the Outside Examiner indicating
his willingness to evaluate the students who take the course.
II. Fo1·mat of the proposal: This proposal should be specific and detailed in its presentation, for the Curriculum Committee will only
approve courses which combine worthwhile subject matter, carefully
conceived structure, and thorough preparation of the teacher.
Date:
N arne of student:

Class:

Campus address :
Title of proposed course :
Name of Faculty Supervisor:
Name (and address) of Outside Examiner:
A.

B.

Course description
1.

Objectives of the course

2.

Outline of the course including a timetable

3.

Conduct of the course (lecture, seminar, etc.)

Materials and resources
1.

Books and/ or projects to be assigned

~osals

2.

Special assignments (labs, field experiences, trips, etc.)

lent who desires to
1m ( see Catalog'Ue)

3.

Special lecturers and/ or consultants

Materials to be used by student-teacher in preparation of the
course including a bibliography.
Careful account should be taken of the adequacy of the College
facilities to support the course and any expenses which the College might be expected to sustain. In addition, regard should be
given to expenditures required of students.
4.

below.
,eveloping the pro·se.
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C.

Arrangements
1.

Number of class meetings and their length

2.

Limits of student enrollment
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3.

Amount of course credit recommended for students successfully completing the course.
D. Justification
1. Why do you want to teach this course?
2. What would this course contribute to the curriculum of
Trinity College?
Signature of the student:
Signature of the Faculty Supervisor:
Signature of the Outside Examiner:

Responsibilities of the student-teacher: Once a course is approved,
the student-teacher is solely responsible for all aspects of that course,
other than final evaluations, including:
A. Arrangements for meeting time and place (see the Recorder).
B. Preparation of book lists for library reserve and the ordering
of library books, if necessary, at least two months before the
course is to be offered (see the Librarian).
C. Submission of book orders to the Bookstore at least two months
before the course is to be offered (see the Manager of the Bookstore).
D. Signing of permission slips for pre-registration.
The coordinator of the Student-Taught Courses is Professor Gettier
of the Religion Department. All questions concerning the procedures for
application and the preparation of a proposal may be directed to him.

The
preparation should
Request for
Date:
Title of proposed
N arne of faculty
I.

Objectives

II.

III.

Individually Tailored Interdisciplinary Majors
A student wishing to construct his own interdisciplinary major must,
in consultation with a f aculty sponsor and with the advice of the department chairmen of the disciplines involved in the program, prepare a
program of study which would constitute his major. (See the appropriate
pages in the College Catalogue.)
Such a major should be initiated only when it is clearly directed
to the achievement of objectives which cannot reasonably be approximated by any existing major. It mu st encompass a body of interrelated
courses which enable achievement of the learn ing objectives, and should
be unified by a synthesizing agent such as a carefully devised thesis
project and/ or appropriate comprehensive examination. Fulfillment of the
major should not be possible simply by means of perfunctory completion
of a certain number of assorted courses in several disciplinary areas.
A student, together with his faculty sponsor, must submit his proposal to the Curriculum Committee for its approval. Thi s should be done
by following the format given below. A copy should be sent to each membe?· of the Committee. This should be done by October 16, 1972, for action
in the Christmas Term and by March 1, 1973, for action in the Trinity
Term of the 1972-73 academic year. All procedures necessary to establish
the major should be completed prior to pre-registration in the spring of
the student's freshman year or prior to pre-registration in the spring
of his sophomore year.
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The coordinator is Dean Robbins Winslow, and questions concerning
preparation should be directed to him.
Request for an Individually Tailored Interdisciplinary Major
Date:
N arne of student :
Class:
Title of proposed interdisciplinary major:
N arne of faculty sponsor :
I.
II.

tce a course is approved,
111 aspects of that course,
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Title of course

Instructor

IV.

Synthesizing agent (unifying project; e.g. thesis, comprehensive
examination)

V. Further comments or explanation
Signature of student
Signature of faculty sponsor

Open Semester Procedures
1)

2)

it is clearly directed
reasonably be approxia body of inteTrelated
· objectives, and should
:arefully devised thesis
.tion. Fulfillment of the
perfunctory completion
.I disciplinary areas.

3)

, must submit his proal. This should be done
d be sent to each m ember 16, 1972, for action
r action in the Trinity
; necessary to establish
~ation in the spring of
stration in the spring

5)

:J.

Course No.

How these courses are interrelated and enable achievement of the
learning objectives

ary Majors
lisciplinary major must,
1 the advice of the dethe program, prepare a
Jr. (See the appropriate

Courses
Department
Freshman year
Sophomore year
Junior year
Senior year

III.

!ill).

tore at least two months
1e Manager of the Book-

Objectives

4)

6)

Define clearly and commit to writing your educational objectives in
undertaking an Open Semester.
Discuss your program with a faculty member who will be your Open
Semester Advisor. Decide with him on a method of evaluation of
your work. Whether or not you have an Off-Campus Advisor, your
Faculty Open Semester Advisor is finally responsible for the evaluation of your work for academic credit.
Meet with the Dean for Educational Services to discuss your Open
Semester and any off-campus contacts necessary to your program.
Seek the approval of the appropriate department chairman if you
wish Open Semester course credits to be counted toward your
major requirements. An Open Semester applicant should make sure
he can fulfill all of the requirements for his major either through
using course credits from the Open Semester or through completing
enough courses in his other se':'en semesters.
Consult with the Director of Financial Aid if you receive financial
aid and if you will live off campus during your Open Semester. Any
earnings gained during Open Semester will be taken into account in
awarding financial aid.
Consult the Office of Student Services if you wish Trinity housing
for part of your Open Semester. Open Semester students desiring
housing for the entire term of their Open Semester retain the
eligibility they would have as students enrolled in four individual
courses.
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7)

Observe the following deadlines for discussion with the Office of
Educational Services:
Off-Campus Open Semesters for Trinity Term 1972-1973 Preliminary notification: October 16, 1972
Student's final decision made and communicated to Office of Educational Services: November 15, 1972
Off-Campus Open Semesters for Christmas Term 1973-1974 Preliminary notification: March 1, 1973
Student's final decision made and communicated to Office of Educational Services: April 10, 1973
On-Campus Open Semesters must be completely set up prior to the
conclusion of the term immediately preceding the term during
which the Open Semester will be taken. Consult the Dean for Educational Services before pre-registration.

b)

Some contact ,
and your Open

c)

Time for a re~
is to be a wri
lished for this)

d)

Copies of assl
campus super
mester Faculty!

e)

An understand
work will be o
the exercise of
responsibility.

8)

Every student participating in an Open Semester will pay full
tuition and fees.

Procedure to Ap~
Summer CourSI

9)

Register for the Open Semester during the regular pre-registration
period by writing "Open Semester" and the title of your Open
Semester on your registration card. In addition, you should confirm
your Open Semester registration with the Registrar's Office, either
in person or by mail during the two weeks prior to the beginning
of the term, but no later than the first day of class. If, after you
have registered for an Open Semester, you decide to enroll in regular courses instead, consult the Registrar for the procedure you
should follow.

10)

Make sure your Open Semester Advisor has a course card for your
Open Semester.

11)

An Open Semester is taken for four course credits. Other courses
are not to be enrolled in concurrently without special permission
obtained through the Dean for Educational Services.

An Academic Leave
voluntary absence to und
versity (or in a study-al
with which Trinity doe
Catalogue, "Academic Le
Colleges" under "Acadet
Academic Leave of Absen
All arrangements fo
Term 1972-73 must be
ments for an Academic I
year or the Christmas TE
Students on an Aca<
for financial aid from or
The application to U
as the application for an

12)

Open Semester grading is Pass/ Fail. The Open Semester Advisor
has the option of awarding a Pass for 1, 2, or 3 courses if the Open
Semester is less substantial than planned.

13)

The Open Semester application - reflecting objectives, program
and evaluation - will serve as a "catalogue course description" and
will be placed in the student's folder . In addition, the title you
provide for your Open Semester will be entered on the Permanent
Record Card. At the conclusion of an Open Semester, this application may be rewritten (with the Open Semester Advisor's approval)
to reflect more closely the work of the Open Semester.

14)

15)

Final eligibility is contingent upon the elimination of all incomplete
grades prior to the start of the Open Semester period. Approval
for an Open Semester will be withdrawn by the Office of Educational Services if the student has not met this eligibility standard.
The following elements ought to be included as part of your Open
Semester proposal :
a) Structured, periodic contact of some sort with your Open Semester Faculty Advisor.
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1.

Obtain a catalogue
Some representativE
available in the 01
information on stu
Institute of Internat

2.

Fill out the TrinitJ
sence or Summer C
eluding the specific
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major ). Obtain you
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major requirements.

3.

Present your applic
Assistant Registrar
acknowledgement oJ
on transfer of work
Request that an of:
to the Registrar of ~

4.

·ith the Office of
972-1973 Prelimi-

b)

Some contact between any off-campus advisors or supervisors
and your Open Semester Faculty Advisor.

c)

Time for a rewriting if the culmination of your Open Semester
is to be a written exercise (there should be a due date established for this).

d)

Copies of assignments. done under the direction of an offcampus supervisor should be sent or given to your Open Semester Faculty Advisor.

e)

An understanding with any off-campus supervisor that your
work will be of substance and will include the possibility for
the exercise of your own initiative, creativity, imagination, and
responsibility.

to Office of Edn 1973-1974 Preto Office of Ed~t

up prior to the
the term during
he Dean for Eduter will pay full

Procedure to Apply for an Academic Leave of Absence or
Summer Courses at a College Other Than Trinity

r pre-registration
Je of your Open
m should confirm
1r's Office, either
to the beginning
ass. If, after you
to enroll in regule procedure you

An Academic Leave of Absence is defined by Trinity College as a
voluntary absence to undertake academic work in another college or university (or in a study-abroad program of another college or university)
with which Trinity does not have a formal Exchange Program (see
Catalogue, "Academic Leave of Absence" and "Credit for Work in Other
Colleges" under "Academic Standards and Regulations"). Normally, an
Academic Leave of Absence is taken for one or two terms.
All arrangements for an Academic Leave of Absence for the Trinity
Term 1972-73 must be completed by November 15, 1972. All arrangements for an Academic Leave of Absence for the entire 1973-74 academic
year or the Christmas Term 1973-74 must be completed by April 10, 1973.
Students on an Academic Leave of Absence are not normally eligible
for financial aid from or through Trinity College.
The application to take summer courses is made in the same manner
as the application for an Academic Leave of Absence.
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1.

2.

3.

art of your Open
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4.

Obtain a catalogue of the college or program you wish to attend.
Some representative catalogues and brochures on study abroad are
available in the Office of Educational Services. Also available is
information on study in foreign universities as compiled by the
Institute of International Education.
Fill out the Trinity application to take an Academic Leave of Absence or Summer Courses and discuss your proposed program, including the specific courses you will take, with your faculty advisor
(and with your major department chairman if the courses are in your
major). Obtain your advisor's signature approving your participation in the program you have chosen and ask your major department
chairman to designate any specific courses that will fulfill your
major requirements.
Present your application and a catalogue of your program to the
Assistant Registrar, and he will add to your written statement an
acknowledgement of the academic credit to be given you at Trinity
on transfer of work completed with a C- or better .
Request that an official transcript of your completed work be sent
to the Registrar of Trinity College.
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The Trinity-High School Seminar Program
Students wishing to devise and teach their own course to a group of
high school students through the Trinity-High School Seminar Program
may receive one course credit for carrying this out. Interested students
should consult with Dean Winslow by November 15 (for the Trinity
Term) or April 10 (for the Christmas Term) in order that a prospectus
for high school students may be prepared. Each student teaching in this
program must secure a faculty advisor willing to visit several class meetings and discuss the format of the proposed course in order to evaluate
the Trinity student who is teaching.

Voluntary Withdrawal

ACADEMIC

LEAV~

An approve
take approved
versity with wh

EXCHANGE PRoq
A formal ~

colleges to inte11
terms.

TRANSFER STUD.

A student ,
order to comple~

CROSS REGISTRA~

1)

A student in good academic standing who believes that he might
benefit from an interruption of his academic progress, or who otherwise wishes to discontinue his enrollment, may voluntarily withdraw.

Concurrent
basis) at anothel
has a formal coc

2)

Such a student is expected to inform the Registrar of his withdrawal
at the time he withdraws.

ACADEMIC PROBAI

A student who voluntarily withdraws shall be automatically readmitted to the College provided that he informs the Registrar of his
intention to return not later than March 1 or November 1, whichever
immediately precedes the semester in which he intends to return.
It is understood, however, that in extraordinary cases, where the
Registrar has reason to believe that the student's proposed return would
jeopardize the welfare of the College, he may petition the Academic Affairs Committee to deny the student readmission. In such cases the Registrar would be expected to present evidence in behalf of his petition at a
formal hearing before the Academic Affairs Committee. Such a hearing
would be conducted in accordance with the standards of due process developed by said Committee.
Students considering a voluntary withdrawal are urged to discuss
the matter with their academic advisor and/ or the Dean for Community
Life.
3)

Directory of Terms Used in the Administration of Education
at Trinity Colleg·e
INDEPENDENT STUDY

An individually tailored program of study, for 1 or 2 course credits, arranged between a student and an instructor. Sometimes known
as a tutorial.
VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL

A discontinuance of all classes, through written notification to the
Registrar. Students on Exchange or Leave of Absence remain affiliated
with the College and therefore do not withdraw.

The student
nated "Academic

REQUIRED WITHDI

Suspension J
mended by the 1
faculty.
TUTORIAL

See lndepenc

The student,
tual honesty. He ,
conclusions and 1
must do his work
turns for inform1
instructor, a writ
credit it deserves,
To avoid inti
ful. To avoid unir
remember that "]
the work, or the c
due credit to othc
whether he quote
or uses "the sequ
of thought [or th1
be sure to acknow
instructor, a rela1

OPEN SEMESTER

A full term of independent work or internship, either on campus or
away, supervised and evaluated by a member of the Trinity faculty.
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ACADEMIC LEAVE OF ABSENCE

An approved absence from Trinity for 1 or 2 terms in order to undertake approved academic work abroad or in an accredited college or university with which Trinity does not have an Exchange program.
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

A formal program arranged between Trinity and 1 or more other
colleges to interchange students from one college to the other for 1 or 2
terms.
TRANSFER STUDENT

A student who withdraws from one college and enters another in
order to complete his bachelor's degree in the second college.
CROSS REGISTRATION

s that he might
;s, or who otherttarily withdraw.

Concurrent enrollment at Trinity and in a course (on a commuting
basis) at another of the colleges in or near Hartford with which Trinity
has a formal cooperative arrangement.

f his withdrawal

ACADEMIC PROBATION

:omatically readRegistrar of his
ber 1, whichever
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1ses, where the
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1e Academic Afcases the Regishis petition at a
Such a hearing
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r 2 course cred)metimes known

>tification to the
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inity faculty.

The student status caused by unsatisfactory scholarship and designated "Academic Probation" on the permanent record card.
REQUIRED WITHDRAWAL

Suspension from the College. Required withdrawal is normally recommended by the Academic Affairs Committee and must be voted by the
faculty.
TUTORIAL

See Independent Study.

Intellectual Honesty
The student, in all his college courses, should maintain his intellectual honesty. He should be willing, and in fact proud, to abide by his own
conclusions and beliefs. To maintain his intellectual honesty, a student
must do his work himself, in and out of class. When in writing a paper he
turns for information or ideas to another person - another student, an
instructor, a writer - he should give that person's work and thought the
credit it deserves.
To avoid intentional plagiarism, a student must be honest and careful. To avoid unintentional plagiarism is more difficult. The student must
remember that "Plagiarism means presenting, as one's own, the words,
the work, or the opinions of someone else."t In order to insure his giving
due credit to others, the student should also keep in mind the fact that
whether he . quotes directly or paraphrases the words of another person,
or uses "the sequence of ideas, the armngement of mate?"ial, the pattern
of thought [or the observations and opinions] of someone else"2 he should
be sure to acknowledge his debt (to a book, a newspaper, a columnist, an
instructor, a relative, a fellow-student, or whatever) in a footnote or a

1 Genevieve B. and Newman P. Birk, UnderJianding and Using English (4th ed. ; New Y ork:

Odyssey Press , I 959). p. 696.
2 Birk and Birk,

Under~tanding

and Using English, pp. 696-697 ,
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parenthesis, or should refer precisely to the source in the body of his
paper, speech, or examination.
Students sometimes find it difficult to avoid plagiarizing, unintentionally, when they paraphrase material from a printed source. To illustrate this difficulty, let us take a passage from H. L. Mencken's The
Ame?·ican Language:
The American, probably more than any other man, is prone to be apologetic
about the trade he follows. He seldom believes that it is quite worthy of his
virtues and tal en ts ; almost always he thinks that he would have adorned something far gaudier. Unfortunately, it is not always possible for him to escape, or
even for him to dream plausibly of escaping, so he soothes himself by assuring
himself that he belongs to a superior section of his craft, and very often he invents a sonorous name t;, set himself off from the herd. Here we glimpse the
origin of a multitude of characteristic American euphemisms, e.g., mortician
for undertaker, realtor for real-euate agent, electragist for electrical contractor,
... and so on.l

If the student were writing a research paper on some aspect of the Ameri-

Mencken explains the
American's vanity; the
sion, but since he cannot
him.l

This sentence, which
about these euphemisms,
pressed, but it is a true
tion. It still requires a
or not, the student is inde
the debt.2

I.

can language and wished to use Mencken's explanation of the origin of
the euphemisms for professional cccupations, but wished to draw examples from another source, he might write thus:

Whereas, state an
terventionist role to
of college and universi

As Mencken says, "The American, probably more than any other man, is prone
to be apologetic abou t the trade he follows."2

Whereas, the ju
assumption that all
guaranteed the

The student may, of course, wish to quote even more from Mencken,
which he is quite free to do, but as long as he uses Mencken's exact words,
he must put them in quotation marks (and acknowledge his source in a
footnote, of course).

Whereas, the
for adjudicating cases
and will continue to
faculty and students

Often, however, the student will prefer to paraphrase and in doing
so may run into difficulty. The most important point to remember is that
paraphrasing means putting into different words and phrases the material
expressed in the printed source. The following "close paraphase" is not
a satisfactory paraphrase:

Be it Resolved,
vidual faculty
said Committee for
individual instructor
demic freedom to d
punitive grade and
tiona! work. The
of such cases by the
rules of due process,
and the faculty m
hood of court I
cases by a single
meted out for similar

As Mencken says, the American believes that he would have adorned something gaudier, so he soothes himself by inventing a sonorous name to set himself off from the herd.3

Technically, this is plagiarism, despite the reference to Mencken; if the
student had written this sentence, he would have been using verbatim the
words of his source without fully acknowledging the fact - even if he
had used a footnote reference to the text (as he should even with a
paraphrase). When the student wishes to paraphrase, he should absorb
the material he reads and then restate it "in other words," in his own
diction and style, not in that of the original. An acceptable paraphrase
might read:

1 H. L. Mencken, The American Language: An Inquiry into the D evelopment of English in
the United States (4th ed.; New York; Altred A. Knopf, 1936), p. 284 ,
2 Mencken, The >American Language, p. 284.
3 Mencken, The American Language, p. 284.
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II.

A Motion to Establi
We ask the
Affairs Committee's j
its use of procedures
in considering such
nually, at the time of

1 Mencken, The American
2 The regula tion on
Freshman English (Fifth edition;

Mencken explains the ongm of these professional euphemisms as lying in the
American's vanity; the American feels that he is really better than his profession, but since he cannot escape it, he tries to make it at least sound worthy of
him.l

in the body of his

This sentence, which assumes that the student has already been talking
about these euphemisms, embodies accurately the ideas that Mencken expressed, but it is a true paraphrase rather than an unacknowledged quotation. It still requires a footnote; whether he mentions Mencken by name
or not, the student is indebted to him for an idea and should acknowledge
the debt.2

lagiarizing, uninten.ted
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Academic Dishonesty
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Whereas, state and federal courts have taken an increasingly interventionist role to insure the observance of due process in matters
of college and university discipline; and
Whereas, the judicial system at Trinity College is based on the
assumption that all members of the college community are to be
guaranteed the benefits of due process; and
Whereas, the Academic Affairs Committee, which is responsible
for adjudicating cases of alleged academic dishonesty, has developed
and will continue to develop procedures to protect the rights of
faculty and students involved in such cases,

pect of the Ameriof the origin of
ed to draw exam1

Be it Resolved, That the faculty of Trinity College urges individual faculty members to bring cases of academic dishonesty before
said Committee for adjudication. The faculty recognizes that the
individual instructor has the prerogative under the canons of academic freedom to dispense with such cases through the issuance of a
punitive grade and by such other means as the assignment of additional work. The faculty believes, however, that formal adjudication
of such cases by the designated comm ittee, operating under accepted
rules of due process, will best protect the rights of both the student
and the faculty member, avoid contentiousness, and lessen the likelihood of court litigation. Furthermore, the adjudication of all such
cases by a single body will guarantee consistency in the punishments
meted out for similar offenses.
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A Resolution Regarding the Responsibility of the Academic Affairs
Committee in Cases of Academic Dishonesty

A Motion to Establish an Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board
We ask the faculty of Trinity College to reaffirm the Academic
Affairs Committee's jurisdiction in cases of academic dishonesty, and
its use of procedures of due process as developed by that Committee
in considering such cases, and we request that the faculty elect annually, at the time of regular faculty elections, four faculty members

1 Mencken, Th e Americ4n Langu4ge, p. 284.
2 The regulation on I TELLECTUAL HONESTY is taken from the Manu4/ for EngliJh 101 :
Fmhman EngliJh (Fifth edition; Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., 1965), pp. 5·7.
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and two faculty alternates, the four to serve with two student members (and two student alternates ) as an Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board, members of this Committee to be elected on a rotating
basis.
INFORMATION FOR THE FACULTY ON PROCEDURES ALREADY ESTABLISHED BY
THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

I.

Procedures of Due Process Followed by the Academic Affairs Committee in Cases of Academic Dishonesty
a)

The professor who believes that there has been plagiarism (or
other academic dishonesty ) shall provide the Committee with a
written charge (s ) and specifications. The professor will be invited to attend the hearing. He may be questioned.

b)

The charge and specifications will be studied by the Committee
and upon study and agreement by the Committee that the charge
deserves a hearing it will discuss with the professor t =e handling
of the case. If · the Committee agrees to handle the case the
charges will be prepared and presented in writing to the
party(ies) accused in the charge. A date for the hearing will
be set by the Committee.

c)

The Committee shall grant the accused adequate time to prepare
his defense. The student may have counsel.

d)

All of the students charged will be invited to appear in person
before the Committee.

e)

All of those charged may be present when any of the respondents are addressing the Committee.

f)

The respondents may call witnesses and may interrogate them.

g)

The Committee meeting may be opened at the request of the
respondents. All respondents must agree to having the meeting
opened.

h)

Committee members, if involved in the case, will disqualify
themselves for this case.

i)

The Committee, in following faculty rules, may act on its own,
recommend penalties and/ or penalty grades to the faculty member who has presented the charge, or make recommendation to
the whole faculty where faculty rules demand.
Though not explicitly stated in the procedure, it was the understanding of the Committee that a student accused of academic dishonesty
would have the right to cross examine and to keep records of the
procedure, at his own expense.
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Grades
At the close of each term the student and his parents, or guardian,
will receive grade reports.
Passing grades are A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+ , D, D-.
Grades below C- are unsatisfactory. F denotes failure . In computing a
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student's average, a numerical value from zero to twelve is substituted
for each letter grade from F to A+.
At the end of a semester an instructor may, if circumstances warrant, grant a grade of Incomplete. The instructor will set a date for
the completion of the work and communicate it to the student; in no
instance will this date extend beyond two-thirds of the following semester in which the student is enrolled. If the work is not completed
by the deadline, a final grade of F will be recorded.

Transcripts
Requests for transcripts should be made to the Transcript Secretary
in the Office of the Registrar. Official transcripts will not be given to
students, although they may secure unofficial copies of their records for
their own personal needs.
All requests must be made in writing. Requests from third parties
will not be honored except in certain cases involving a student's application for admission to another college, or for financial assistance or employment.
All financial obligations to the College must be met before transcript
service will be provided.
The first transcript is provided free. Thereafter, the cost is $1 each,
except for orders of several copies, in which case the cost per transcript
is reduced. One day service is provided for $1.50.

Letters of Recommendation
Seniors are strongly urged to see that three ( 3) letters of reference
from faculty or administration have been sent to the Career Counseling
Office for their permanent file before graduation. They may then request
that their dossier be sent out whenever needed. Letters are only sent at
the request of the individual, or when it is clear that he is actively seeking employment, admission to graduate school, or a fellowship . General
statements regarding character, college standing, date of graduation, etc.,
are handled by the Career Counseling Office; requests for academic information or transcripts are the responsibility of the Registrar.

Spouses of Undergraduates
, may act on its own,
es to the faculty memke recommendation to
and.
it was the understand£ academic dishonesty
o keep records of the

Spouses of undergraduate students may audit courses without having
officially registered for them. This would only require permission of the
instructor in a particular course. If spouses should wish to take courses
for credit, they can be admitted as special students and charged the same
rate as special students are charged for individual courses.

College Policy on the
Cunfidentiality of Student Records,
Faculty Records, and Guides to the

parents, or guardian,
+, C, C-, D+, D, D-.
ailure. In computing a

College on the Matter of the
Confidentiality
(Approved as a College policy by the Trinity College Council on
November 6, 1968 and September 16, 1970.)
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Introduction
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available to
the express
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Dean for

The Board 6f Trustees provides two guides to the Faculty on the
matter of records. These follow:
Title XI, Section 1, of the Statutes of Trinity College: "The Faculty shall keep a record of the progress in study, punctuality in attendance, and general conduct of students."
Title XI, Section 2, of the Statutes: "The students shall be ranked
in the several classes according to their progress in study. At the
close of each term an account of the scholarship of each student shall
be transmitted to his parent or guardian."
The policy and guides which are set forth below on record maintenance, on confidentiality, and on guides in the matter of confidentiality
are quite consistent with the Board's directions.
This statement of policy was prepared by an ad hoc committee of
the Trinity College Council which was charged with the task of proposing
to the Council a policy on the confidentiality of student records. From
the beginning of its work it became clear to the committee and to the
Council that no such policy, or administrative directive, could be made
without reference to the manner in which records are maintained by the
various College offices. Confidentiality, in other words, is dependent not
only upon the good judgement of persons who keep information but also
upon the kinds of information kept and upon the manner in which information is kept. For this reason, therefore, the policy on the confidentiality of student records begins with specific guides to the keeping of those
records; in most instances these recommendations are consistent with
the guides on retention of records published by the American Association
of Collegiate Registr~rs and Admissions Officers.

c.

D.

E.
1. Except for
pondence held
his graduation
withdrawal.
2. All forms

I

A.

B.

Guides to the Keeping of Student Records
It is essential to the purposes and to the business of the College
and to the interests of individual students that a variety of institutional records be maintained in connection with each student who
enrolls. Of these many records, two will be kept permanently:
the form used as an application for admittance
the academic record form
All other records, kept for varying lengths of time, are considered
to be of an impermanent nature, their periods of "activity" dependent upon their usefulness to the academic purposes and business of
the College and to the student, the alumnus, or the alumna to whom
they pertain.
The records of disciplinary actions, and the details thereof, shall be
maintained on a form separate from the permanent academic record.
Disciplinary records shall be destroyed when a student receives his
degree, or in the event he withdraws before he receives it, five years
after the date of his withdrawal. It is, however, to be understood
that the permanent academic record will show, when applicable,
suspension or expulsion from the College as the result of a disciplinary action. The permanent academic record will not, in such
cases, carry the details of the action but merely a notation such as:
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The following schedule of retention should be observed with the
records mentioned:
1. Except for the original application form, all forms and correspondence held in the student's central file should be retained until
his graduation or, if he does not graduate, for five years after his
withdrawal.
2. All forms and records connected with a student's registration,
housing, etc., should be destroyed as soon as possible after these
are not useful to the Registrar, Recorder, and Dean for Community
Life in the regular business of their offices. In most cases "usefulness" is considered to be nil after one year from the close of the
last term in which the form or record was active.
3. Financial aid applications, parents' confidential forms, correspondence in financial aid files, etc., shall be retained until a student
graduates, or, in the event he does not graduate, for no more than
five years from his withdrawal.
4. Medical records shall be retained until a student graduates, or
in the event he does not graduate, for no more than five years from
his withdrawal.
5. Information provided voluntarily by a student or by a graduate
to the Career Counseling, Alumni , Development, and Public Information Offices is to be retained for such periods as is deemed necessary to the officers in charge.

F.

A designated member of the College staff will have access to the
central files of students at the time those files are scheduled for destruction, and he will have a period of up to one year in which to cull
from them material of historical value to the College. Such material
as is removed from an individual file will not be entered into the
archives without the specific approval of the President of the College.
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suspension, 10/ 17/ 68, discipline. Disciplinary files shall not be
available to unauthorized persons from on or off the campus without
the express consent of the student involved, except under legal compulsion or in cases where the safety of persons or property is involved. Persons authorized to examine disciplinary files shall be: the
Dean for Community Life and College officers of superior rank, the
chairmen of the Committees on Academic Affairs and College Affairs, the individual student's advisor, the Registrar and his superiors. Disciplinary files shall be maintained by the Dean for Community
Life, and he will exclude from those files information which does
not bear directly on official disciplinary actions taken as consequence
of misconduct.
Counseling files shall be available only to members of the counseling
staff, and their contents shall not be made available to others in or
out of the College without the mutual consent of the student involved
and the College Counselor, except under legal compulsion or in cases
where the safety of persons or property is involved.
It will be the responsibility of the Registrar to exclude from the
central student files information which does not bear directly on
the academic performance of the student.
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II
Policy on the Confidentiality of Student Records
Information relating to individual students or alumni, and kept by
the College is held in confidence by the institution and its officers. Access
to such information is limited to those administrative officers, to other
members of the administrative staff, and to faculty who must utilize that
information in order to perform their duties effectively. All members of
the College and all College employees who have access to student and to
alumni records must understand that their access is privileged and that
the information to which they have access is to be treated as confidential.
Further, all members of the College who contribute to the store of information which inevitably accumulates as a candidate seeks admittance, enrolls, and continues in student status should take pains to contribute only
such information as is factual and useful to them in the pursuit of their
particular institutional responsibilities.
From the general rule of confidentiality certain specific information
pertaining to a student or to an alumnus is excepted, and College officers
normally may, on request, provide the following information:
the name of a student or of an alumnus
class
periods of enrollment
home address and phone
campus address and phone
birth date
name(s) and address(es) of his parent(s) or guardian(s)
field of study
degree

B.

When information
released in as
the needs of the

c.
D.

0

admittance to another institution of higher learning
financial aid or fellowship
employment
provided that it is clear to the person to whom the request has come that
the application was initiated by the student or alumnus himself.
IN ALL OTHER INSTANCES INFORMATION ABOUT A PERSON
FROM INSTITUTIONAL RECORDS MUST BE CONFIDENTIAL
UNLESS ITS RELEASE IS REQUESTED IN WRITING BY THAT
PERSON.

III
Guides on Confidentiality
A.

When in doubt about the propriety of a request for specific informa-
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Director of Pu
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H.
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be matters of
1. political or
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fessional or

Even this information, however, is not to be provided when the request
for it is likely to lead to solicitations of various kinds.
Other information from the permanent academic record may be
provided when it is clear that the request, even though not directly from
the student or alumnus concerned, is made in connection with an application for:

Special research
lege or by
ual student '" ""'"rl

I.

tion, the person receiving the request should refer the person making
it to the Registrar or to the Dean for Community Life.
When information from College records is to be released, it should be
released in as factual a form as is possible, and it should not exceed
the needs of the person requesting it.
Requests by an accrediting agency evaluating the College are honored, with a reminder of the confidentiality of the material.
Special research projects, whether conducted by members of the College or by outside agencies or individuals, involving use of individual student records must have the approval of the President.
Members of the College must be prepared to supply recommendations on present and former students. In all such cases College records may be used as sources of information so long as it is known
that the student or graduate has initiated the inquiry.
In those cases where the public media seek information about a student, members of the College are expected to volunteer no details.
Those who may be approached should refer all such inquiries to the
Director of Public Information who, at his discretion may answer
relevant questions if he is informed.
A student may review his own permanent academic record form,
disciplinary record form, records or' loans and other financial aid
made available to him from the College. o entry is to be made on
these records without the provision of concurrent notice to the individual concerned.
.quest

H.

Unless provided voluntarily by the student, the following are not to
be matters of record in an office of the College :
1. political or social activities or views
2. membership in organizations other than those included in the
official extra curriculum of the College or those which have professional or honorary or academic significance.

I.

Records in the office of the College Counselor will be maintained
subject to the limitations on disclosure imposed by the normal rules
covering privileged information.
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College Policy on the Confidentiality of Faculty R eco1·ds
Official information about present or former members of the Faculty
is maintained by the Dean of the Faculty. Such information is considered
to be confidential. Confidential evaluations and private information
should not be released in their original form under any circumstances.
All requests for information about a present or former faculty member
addressed to members of the College faculty or administration or student body should be referred to the Dean of the Faculty, except when the
person receiving the request has been requested to release information
about a faculty member by that member himself.
Persons answering requests for information about members of the
Faculty should follow the same principles which pertain to the confidentiality of student records.
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John Radford Abbot

230Elm St.
Concord , Mass. 01742

Milton Academy
JK -24-25

FRESHMAN CLASS
As of July 15, 1972

WH-109-lll

Ma rk Leslie Baird

tOS North St .
Milford , Conn . 06460
MiUordH .S.
JH-ll3

Room Numb eTs of the F1·eshman Class are listed under their pictures .
Abbreviations for the dormitories are:
AE - Allen East
AP - 121 Allen Place
AW- Allen West
C- Cook (A, Band C)
E-Elton
G- Goodwin

HR - High Rise
J - Jarvis
JH - Jones Hall
JK - Jackson Hall
N - Northam Towers
NC- North Campus
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NR- Non-Resident
SM- Smith Hall
90-92V- 90-92 Vernon St.
W- Woodward
WH - Wheaton Hall

John Radford Abbot
230Eim St.
Concord , Mass. 01742
Milton Academy
JK -24-25

Steven B. Abrams
Meadow Rd.
Old Westbury , N .Y. 11568
Wheatley School
J -12:H25

Stanley Morton Ackert
45 Mt. Morris Ave.
WhitePiains , N .Y . 10604
White Plains H.S .
NC-110

Kent Emerson Allen
126 Nortontown Rd.
Madison. Conn. 06443
Hopkins Grammar School
NC-116

Ste\•en P hilip Alpern
3302 Barrington Rd .
Baltimore , Md. 21215
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
WH-IO!Hll

Old Westbury , N.Y. 11568
Miss Porter 's School
E-201

Robe r t Ar anson
177CalebSt.
Portland, Me . 04102
Deering H .S.
JH-124

William Clayton Baker
7332 Brightside Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21212
Milton Academy
J -224-229

Gino Armando Barra
180 East 79th St.
New York, N.Y. I0021
Collegiate School
NC-122

Ma rk Leslie Baird
lOS North St.
Milford , CoM . 06400
MiUordH .S.
JH-113

Peter Mason Baker
25 Stratford St.
West Roxbury , Mass. 02132
Boston Latin School

E-102

Dita Gr ace Amory

Box 336

Meredit h Beth Adler
212 Winding Brook Rd.
NewRochelle,N .Y. l0804
New Rochelle H .S.
JH-217

Rica rdo Aguayo
11Pu1aski0r.
Hartford , Conn . 06106
HarUord Public H .S.

NR

Richard Lee Ashley, Jr.
15 West Northern Parkway

Baltimore, Md. 21210
Boys ' Latin School
.1 -108-ll3

William Harris Ba r rows
2029 Swnmit Ave.
St. Paul, Minn . 55105
St. Paul Academy and Summit
School
JH-115

tres.

ident
lll
Vernon St.

Hall

Donald Alan Baseman
215 Barclay Circle
Cheltenham , Pa . 19012
Cheltenham Senior H.S.
NC.l27

And r ew Hobby Bassrord
18 Stockade Rd.
West Simsbury, Conn . 06092
Loomis School
NC·JOO

John Durham BatUe
3200 Garfield St.
Washington, D.C. 20008
St. Albans School
WH·3J3
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Donald Christian Baur
70 Parks ide Ter.
Meriden , Conn . 06450
Maloney H .S.

NC-110

Carol Jean Bawdea
1290 Lakeside
Birmingham , Mich. 48009
Phillips Exeter Academy
JH-315

ElizaMth Burr Becker
SO Highland Ave .
Buffalo, N.Y. 14222
The BuffaJo Seminary
J -221 -223

Evan Thomas Bell
2220Grubbs Mill Rd .
Berwyn. Pa. 19312
Episcopal Academy
JH-11 5

Bonnie Sue Bernstein
69 Pitt Rd.
Springfield, N.J . 07081
Jonathan Dayton Reg. H.S .
JH -220

Philip James Biel uch
110 Westerly Ter .
Hartford , Conn . 06105
Northwest Catholic H.S.

Patricia Wilson Blake

Teresa Grle.r Blake
··MeaOOwgate''
Lav..Tenceville , N.J . 08648
Stuart Count ry Day School
NC-226

La Rambla 8th St . No. 731

Ponce , Puerto Rico 00731
Canbbean Schoollnc .
E -301

E liz.abeth Middleton Boles
I ln\'erness Rd .
Wellesley HHl s. Mass. 02181
Dana Hall School
JH-322

NR

William JeHrey Bolster
5 Old Field Place
Rowayton , Conn . 06853
Brien McMahon H.S.
E -112

Louis Kuhn Benjamin II
60 West 57 St .
New York . N.Y. 10019
CinciMali Country Day School
JK-24-25

Dnid Stephen Bilski
Metacomet Rd .
Farmington , Conn . 06032
Farm ington H.S.
J -224-229

Karen Suz.anne BlakHI«
Crosstown Rd.
West Dover. Vt . 05356
Wilmington H.S .
JH -320

Gfi)Hrey Hollen Boot)
2St . Johns Rd .
Cambndge, Mass. 02138
Browne &: Nichols School
J - 1~- 1 25
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Daniel William Benninghorf
22 Lake Dr. South
Riverside , Conn. 06878
Brunswick School
WH-lO!HII

Geoffrey Parku Bingham
21 Woodlawn Ave.
Northampton , Mass. 01060
Northampton H.S.
WH-313

Pamela Gail Berger

24 Downing Ave.
SeaCliff,N .Y. 11579
North Shore H.S.
JH-209

Jennifer Brooke Binu.n
418Dorset Rd.
Devon. Pa . 19333
Germantov."n Friends School
NC-209

Ronald Jay Blitz.
7720 New Second St. .
Melrose Park, Pa . 19126
Oleltenham H.S.
JH-123

Nanc} Tanner Bock
25DamonRd .
Holden . Mass. 01520
Wachusetl Reg. H.S.
JH -217

Charles Louis Rorie
303 West S~ingfield Ave .
PhiladelJ*!ia , Pa . 19118
St . Paul's School

Roger\\'ainwright Bowie, Jr.
2012 Druid Hill Ave.
Baltimore , Md. 21217
Gilman School
JK-306

,J;~Il3

Major Capers
731 Southern Blvd
Bronx . N.Y 10455
Benjamin Franklm H.S
J -3068

Nicholas Fr~erkk Brady. Jr .
Black River Rd .
Far Hills, N.J . 07931
St. George's School
JH-102

Stacey Anne Bredhoff
IS West 81 St .
NewYork, N.Y. t0024
Columbia Grammar School
WH-211

Philip VanSant Brewer
SNob Hill Rd .
Wayland, Mass. Otm
Wayland H.S.
NC-100

Mary Cynthia Brey
107 West Moreland Ave.
Philadelphia , Pa . 19118
Springside School
E -317

Leslie VanEuen Broatch (Mrs.)
10 Cedar Land Court

Laurie Douglas Brov.-n
122 Rocky Brook Rd.

Michael Morgan Brown
1138 North Vandeventer

William Pearce Brown, Jr.
414 Glenwyth Rd.
Wayne, Pa . 19087
EpiscopaJ Academy
NC·IOI

Cromwell , Conn . 06416
MilfordH .S.
NR

I Buger
gAve.
Y.U579
-eH.S.
~

Anne Gilman Brown
243STracy Place,N .W.
Washington. D.C. 20008
Stone Ridge Country Day School
of the Sacred Heart
~e

Bint.en
!!Rd.

Dwight Larcom Brown
30 Woodland Rd.
Longmeadow , Mass. 01106
Longmeadow H.S.
JH-117

New Canaan , Conn. 06840

Fayetteville, Ark . 72701

New Canaan H.S .
E -202

Keot School
JH-202

E·2C17

i.l9333

riends School
09

Othar Lee Burks. Jr.
1012 Tyler St.
Jacksonville . Fla . 32209
Bishop Kenny H.S.
NC-113

Marvin Douglas Burruss

73 Westview Dr.
Greensburg , Pa . 15601
Hempfield Area H.S.
NC-IZ7

John William Buss. Jr.
1900 Rtttenhouse Square
Philadelphia , Pa . 19103
Episcopal Academy
WH· ll3·115

Matthew ll anoey Cahn
486 Ewing St.
Princeton. N.J . 06540
Princeton H .S.
JH -23

Elitabelh Greer Candler
t74TouraineRd .

Grosse Pointe, Mich . 48236
University-Liggett School
WH-222

mer Bock
on Rd .

ass. 01520
Reg. H.S.
111

Major Capers
731 Southern Bl vd
Bronx , N Y tCN55
Benjanun Franklin l-I .S .
J -3068

Mildr~ Caraballo
360 Wie rlield St .
Brooklyn . N.Y. I1227
Bushwic k H S
E -306

Sle\en

8ruc~Carlo"

34 Lyman Rd
West Hartford . Conn . 0611 7

Wtlham H Ha ll H.S
JK-302-303

·ight Bo"·le, Jr.
dHillAve .
:, Md. 212l7

'School
,·306
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Je£rrey Sherman Carter

n Snowberry Lane
New Canaan , Conn . 06840
Ne w Canaan H.S.
NC· t24

Dorothy May Casey
tOOlerrySt .
Me xico, Me. 04257
Mexico H.S.
11 5 Vernon

Candace J ulia Cassin
63 Virginia Rd .
Concord, Mass . 01742
Marymount School of New York
NC-210

Frances Ca roline Chick
Farm St.
Dover, Mass. 02030
The Winsor School
NC-200

Barbara Lynn Clark
470 Valley Rd.
Cos Cob, Conn . 06807
Greenwich H.S .

E-202

Steven Gano Cecil
29500bservatory Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45208
Walnut Hills H.S.
JH-105

J eHrey Chuan -Che Chin
15 Blake St.
Belmonl.Mass . 02178
Browne & Nichols School
J -22-1-229

Ca th erine Anne Clark
1408 Ponus Ridge Rd .
New Canaan , Conn . 06840
New Canaan H.S.

JH-305

Cheryl Jean Cernak
78PJainSt.
Eastham I)( on, Ma53 . 01027
Northfield-Aft . Hennon School
NC-213

Maria Corinne Christoph er
54 Farm Rd .
Sherborn. Mass . 01no
Dover-Sherborn H .S.
CC-22

Virgi nia Mars ton Clark
IOJ Holt Rd .
Andover, l\lass. 01810
The Winsor School
WH-215·217

Linda Jean Cherkas
41 Valley Hill Dr.
Worcester, Mass. 01602
Doherty Memorial H.S.
CC-22

Allen Lee Church
63Cove Ave.
Norwalk , Conn . 06855
Norwalk H.S.
WH-118

E ileen Marie Clarke
1I Country Lane
Collinsville, Conn. 06022
Canton H.S.
JH-3 17

Ann Valerie Chesnes
1075 Maple Ave.
Hartford, Conn . 06114
Bulkeley H.S.
NR .

Susan Hla ckweJJ Ch urchill

Box88
EastNorwich , N. Y. I1732
Ethel Walker School

E-207 ·

John Patrick Clifford
507 Ferry Rd .
Orange, Conn. 064n
Hopkins Grammar School
JK-26

I
James\\ are Cobbs. Jr.
311 Old Church Rd .
Greenwich . Conn 06830
Taft School
JH-106

George Good~ in Coe

P.O. Box32
Bassett. Va 24055
Millbrook School
J . J08-113

P eter Douglas Coffin
Exeter Rd.
Hampton F'alls . N.H. 03844
Brooks School
J-126-128
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If opt' Denise Cohen
138 West Walnut Park Dr.
Philadelphia , Pa . 19120
Philadelphia H.S. for Girls
JH-213

Jodi E llen Cohen
322 Pine Tree Dr.
Orange, Conn. 064n
Amity Reg . H.S.

NC-209

Martha Cohen
15 Washington Ave.
Northampton , Mass. 01060
Northampton H.S.
NC-228

Linda J ean Cherkas
41 Valley HiU Dr.
Worcester, Mass. 01602
Doherty Memorial H.S.
CC-22

AUe n 1..« Church
63CoveAve.
NorwaJk, Conn . 06855
Norwalk H.S.
WH· l18

Eileen Ma rie Clarke
11 Country Lane

CoiJinsville. Conn . 06022
Canton H.S.
JH-317

llope Denist Cohen
J \\.'est Walnut Park Dr
hiladelphia , Pa . 19120
ladeljXJia H,S _for Girls

JH -213

Ann Va le r ie Chesnes
1075 Maple Ave .
Hartford , Conn . 06114
Bulkeley H.S.
NR .

Susa n B l ack ~·e JI Ch urchill
Box88
EastNorwich , N.Y. 11732
Ethel Walker School

E-207 -

John Pa trick Clifford
507 Ferry Rd .
Orange , Conn . 064n
Hopkins Grammar School
JK-26

J odi E llen Cohen
322 Pine Tree Dr.
Orange, Conn . 064n
Amity Reg. H.S.
NC-209

Ma rtha Cohe n
15 Washington Ave.
Northampton, Mass. 0 1060
Northampton H.S.
NC-228

Seth II . Cohe.n
11 Nirvana Ave.
Great Neck , N.Y. 11023
J . L. Miller-Great Neck North
Senior H.S.
NC-128

Charln Da \ id F rederic Cohn
4448 Tibbett Ave.
Riverdale, N.Y. I0471
Ri\..-erdale Country School
J-130

Ra ndall Bruce Cole
tOO Finley St .
Manchester, Conn . 06040
Manchester H.S.
NC-116

Abigail E\·ereu Collier
103 East 75th St.
New York, N.Y. 10021
The Brearley School
JK-201

Peter Bolton Collins
11 Elmwood Lane
Fair Haven , N.J . 07701
Rumson -Fairhaven Reg. H.S .
NC-102

John ll enry Connelly
9Nisl8Dr.
Hamden. Conn . 06S18
HamdenH .S.
JH·117

\'lrginia Conti
Ill AkbarRd
Stamford. Conn . 06902
Sacred Heart Academy
E -201

Wi ll ia m Douglas Con M·ell
Ill Columbia Ave.
Swarthmore , Pa . 19081
Swarlhmore H.S.

Sa muel Bro"'n Corliss, J r.
143 Woodland Circle
Downington , Pa . 19335
Haverford School
JK-102-103

Anne II ope Cornrel
21 Lehigh Rd.
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
Wellesley Senior H.S.

CC-22

Landon School
NC-120

Junl' li e len Cowan
24 Glenwood A'•e .
Portland, Me . 04103
DeermgH .S
NC-201

Robert C~ge Cox
39 Braman Rd .
Waterford . Conn . 06385
Waterford H.S.
JH ·l04

Harr y Richard Co)'er
91 Deerfield Rd .
Windsor, Conn . 06095
Windsor H.S .
NC-128

Louisa May Craib
62MernmacSt .
Woburn . Mass . 01801
Woburn Semor H .S
NC-217

l\lar) ann Belli Crea
6-10 Kmgs Highway
Woodbury. N.J . 08096
West De~ ford H.S.
JH-221

Timoth~ \I bert Cross
Sprmg H1ll Rd .
Easl Sa ndwich . Mass 02537
Brooks School
Jll -23

Eric llan·ey Co~·in
508 New Mark Esplanade

Rockville. Md. 20850
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Robert Andrew Cole
6 Crocus Lane- Apt . 48-D

Farmington, Conn . 06085
Highland Park H.S.
NR

NC-113

Susan Brad bur) Curtis
8 Harbor View
Marblehead, Mass. OHH5
Pingree School

E-206

Omar llussein Dahbour
4511 SangamoreRd .
Washington, D.C. 20016
Walt Whitman H.S .
JH-106

Elizabeth Virginia Davis
141 North Bristol Ave .
Los Angeles , Calif. 90049
Westlake School

Judy Marie DelGiudice
25 CharlesSt .
New Yo rk, N.Y. 10014
Marymount School

E-302

Elizabeth Laird Dean
Route No. 3, Box 1474
St. Charles, ru . 60174
Rosemary Hall
CC-22

Ralph Francis DeLucia
26 Richard Dr.
Hamden , Co.nn . 06514
Choate School

Keith Shearman Dempster
1.225 Woods Rd.
Southampton, Pa. 18966
Germantown Friends School
J -126-128

CliHord Scott Deutschman
239Central Park West
New York, N .Y. l0024
Fieldston School
J -308-3q

James Edward Devery
57 Cumberland St.
Hartford , Conn . 06106
Bulkeley H.S .

NR

Robert Joseph Demers
35A Giddings St.
Hartford , Conn . 06106
Bulkeley H .S.
J -224-229

Julie JeUers Dodge
1836 EHz.abet.h Place
Jacksonville, Fla. 32205
Jacksonville Episcopal H .S.

Jon Marston Donnelly
19HopeSL
Ridgewood , N .J . 07450
Ridgewood H.S.

JH-306

J -108-113

Jonathan Edwin Doolittle
Walker Lane
Woodbridge, Conn . 06525
Hopkins Grammar School
NC-114

Rebecu Lisa Dorlson
17 Stonehenge Rd .
Weston, Conn . 06880
Wes1onH .S.
JK-201

Barry K. Dougla&
73 Meadow Woods Rd.
Great Neck, N.Y. 11020
Great Neck South Senior H .S.
NC· l02

Sheila Jean Driscoll
Waterloo Rd .
Devon , Pa . 19333
Conestoga H.S.
NC-213

Lori London Durr
259 Newton Rd.
Woodbridge, Conn. 06525
Amity Reg . H.S.

Rebecca Charlotte Dunn
224 Oxford St.
HarUord, Conn . 06105
Mount St. Jose5il Academy

NC·238

NC-215

Virginia Loulse Durnford
llOWebster Rd.
Scarsdale, N .Y. 10583
Eastc hester Senior H.S .
NC-229
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WH -205-207

Friederike Delius
Gruenstr 12
48 Bielefeld , Germany
Bavink-Gymnasium
WH-218-220

NR

CurUs Tredwell Dwyer
280 Breezy Way
Lawrence, N .Y. 11559
Gunnery School
NC-136

rie DelGiudice
!harlesSt.
rk, N.Y. 10014
nount School
·205-207

~u DeuLschman
·al Park West
·k, N.Y. 10024
;ton School

108-31~

Friederike Dellus
Gruenstr 12

48 Bielefeld, Gennany
Bavink-Gymnasium
WH-2IS.220

James Edward Devery
57 Cumberland St.
Hartford, Conn. 06106
BulkeleyH.S.

NR

Richard Pierce Eadie, Jr.
3 Black Birch Rd .
Westport, Conn . 06880
South Kent School
NC-114

Dawn Star Eberhard
Box 100
NorthCllatham , N.Y. I2132
lchabod Crane Central H.S.
WH-211

Ca therine Anne Eckert
302 Boyer Rd .
Cheltenham, Pa . 19012
Cheltenham H.S.
WH-201

Mark l-1arris Eckman
1457 Wistar Dr.
Wyncote , Pa . 19095
Cheltenham Senior H.S.
JH -204

Susan HunUing Egbert
22ctubRd.
Upper Montclair, N .J , 07M3
Miss Porter 's School
NC-217

Benjamin Chiedu Egbuna

Barry Jay Ehrlich
17 Gardner Rd .
Brookline, Mass. 02146
Brookline H.S.
NC-132

Franklin Henry Ellis Ill
75 Wilson Lane
Needham, Mass . 02192
Groton School
WH-112-114

Susan Lynn Ellman
675SummitSt.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J . 07632

Sally Alexandra Engelhard
"Cragwood"
Far Hills , N.J . 07931
Foxcrort School
WH-201

l'tlyra Frances Engers
40 lookout Circle
Larcbmont , N.Y. 10538
Mamaroneck H.S.
J -217

Jill Elba beth Englund
R.F .D. Box 55
Ossipee, N.H. 03864
J -219

RandaU Jay Enos
37 Otipman Rd.

Beverly, Mass. 01915
St . John 's Preparatory School

Marie Louise F'arnslrom
Washington Corner Rd .
BemardsviUe, N.J . 07924
Kent Place School

WH-313

E·2ll9

Sheila Mary Faulkner

John Louis Fauxbel
Louis Lane
Plainfie1d, Conn. 06374
St. Bernard Boys H .S.
NC-1211

St. Peter's Church , Amawbia
East Central State, Nigeria
Okongwu Memorial Grammar
School

Dwight Morrow H.S.
WH-215-217

JH-120

l Uu. Dorison
lehenge Rd.
•Conn. 06880
ttonH.S.
JK-2C)l

.ouise Durnford
'ebsterRd .
Ue, N.Y.l0583
;ter Senior H.S.
NC-229

Barry K. Douglas
73 Meadow Woods Rd.
Great Neck, N.Y. 11020
Great Neck South Senior H.S.
NC-102

Curtis Tredwell Dwyer
280 Breezy Way
Lawrence,N.Y . ll559
Gunnery School
NC-136

748 MoWltain Rd.
West Hartford, Conn . 06117
William H. Hall H.S.
NC-237

Richard lra Feinberg
45 Wood Lane South
Woodmere, N.Y. ll598
Woodmere Academy
NC-103
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Elaine Iris Feldman

64 Seminole Circle
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
William H. Hall H.S.
JH-306

Fred Cleveland Faulkner. Jr.
6407 Eberhart

Chicago, DJ . 60637
Loomis School
WH-112·114

Robert Heywood Fernald
18 Reservoir St.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Middlesex School
J-131

Mark Raymond Ft.Uing
IIOSt. AJbansWay
Baltimore, Md . 21212
Gilman School

Debonh Ellen F illion
39 Westfield Ter.
Middletown , Conn . 06457

John Fischer, Jr.
331 Davis Ave.
Oilton Heights, Pa . 19018

MercyH .S.

Episcopal Academy

J -224-229

E -309

NC-115

Wayne Paul Franco
79 Two Stone Dr.
Wethersfield, Conn . 06109
Wethersfield H.S.

Carlyle Fnser
17CliffRd.
Weston, Mass. 02193
Noble and GreenoUIIh School
JH· 2&-27

Kim Elizabeth Free.ark
803 Lake Ave.
Wilmette, Ul . 60091
New Trier Township H.S . East

James Sherman Gascoigne

Suitland, Md . 20023
Suitland Senior H.S .
JH-222

Leanne Evelyn Garofolo
260 Forest Dr.
Wethersfield , Conn. 06109
Bulkeley H.S.
JH-316

Donald Mark Gesickl
23Jennifern Ave.
Dover, N.J . 07801
Morris Catholic H .S.

Linda Jeanne Gesualdi
441 Coppermill Rd .
Wethersfield , Conn . 06109
Wetbenfield H.S.

JH-120

NR

NR

Lynn Mershon Garnett
4714 Park Lane

JK-201

2939 Glengary Rd.

Junius Blair Fishburn
25 Prescott Ave.
Bronxville , N.Y. 10708
Bromcville H.S.
J · l26-128

James Earl Forbes
1071birdSt..
Scotia , N.Y. l2302
Scotia-Glenville H.S.

Ellubelh Jane Freedgood
165StateSt..

Paula Angela GaUeUe
3 Blueberry Lane
Avon, Conn. 06001
AvonH .S.

Brooklyn Heights , N .Y . 11201

Brooklyn Friends School
WH-222

John Sanford Gates , Jr.
246 West Laurel Ave.

Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120
University School
J·llS.ll9

Lake Forest , Dl . 60045
Groton School

Eric Gibson

Robert Alfred Gibson

1 Princes Gate

London, S.W. 7, England

7 Rock Creek Rd.
New Haven , Conn. 06515

AigJon College

James Hillhouse H.S.

J·I08-113

JK-307-306
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JH-107

J -314--316

E ·312

Debra Ann Gerad
20 Kimball Rd.
Wethersfield , Conn . 06109
Wethersfield H.S .
WH-202

Nathaniel Macleod Gllrord
8 Madison Circle
Newport News, Va . 23606
Kent School
WH-113-115

Richard William Goode
36Mill Lane

Hingham, Mass . 02043
Noble and Greenough School
J-126-128

Margaret Randolph Greenough
34 Prince St.
Beverly , Mass. 01915
The Pingree School
WH-201

James Earl Forbes
107ThirdSt.
Scotia , N.Y. 12302
Scotia.Clenville H.S.
J -314-316

"""

11201

10!

Paula Angela Galiette
3 Blueberry Lane

Avon, Conn. 06001
Avon H.S.

James Arthur Glllesple
404 Walnut St.
Yeadon, Pa . 19050
Mitchell School
WH-313

Michael Spencer Gilman
192 DeMott Ave.
Rockville Centre , N.Y. Il 570
South Side Senior H.S.

Ralph Brian Gilmartin
3143 Birch Place
Wantagh , N.Y. Il793
Chaminade H.S.

William Waller Glnsbt-rg
11365thAve.
New York , N.Y. 10028
Dalton School

J -114-116

WH -118

J -224-229

Dorothea Meta Sophie Glatte
4 Fraser Place
Hartford , Conn. 06105
Hartford Public H .S.
NR

Leonard Paul Goldschmidt
22 Lancaster Rd.
West Hartford, Conn . 06119
William H. Hall H.S.
NC-105

Jonathan David Gombt-rg
1203 70th Ave.
Philadetjilia, Pa . 19126
William Penn Charter School
J -314-316

Amy Lynn Golden
Alan Golanskl
5011 Saratoga Circle
12 Pontiac Rd.
Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
Fayetteville-Manlius Senior H.S.
William H. Hall H.S.
NC-202
JK-302-303

Stan Edward Goldich
1104 Summit Lane
Oreland, Pa . 19075
Springfield Township H.S.
NC-132

E-312

Sberyl Gail Greenberg
82371bouron Ave.
Philadeljilia , Pa . 19150
Philadeljilia H.S. for Girls
NC-238

Debra Ann Geracl
20Kimball Rd.
Wethersfield, Conn . 06109
Wethersfield H.S.
WH-202

•
Nathaniell\tadeod Gitrord
8 Madison Circle
Newport News, Va. 23606
Kent School
WH· Il3-ll5

Margaret Randolph Greenough
34 Prince St.
Beverly , Mau. 01915
The Pingree School
WH-201

Susan Ellen Grey
I Quarry Lane
Norwalk, Conn. 068Sl

Charlet Matthew Gross

NorwalkH.S.

3 Maryland St.
Cranrord , N.J . 07016
Cranford H.S.

NC-226

NC-115
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Alan James Gurchin
224 Sargeant St.
Hartford, Conn . 06105
Northwest Catholic H..S.
NR

Elisabeth A. Clare Hanley
329 Franklin St.
Framingham , Mass. 01701
MarianH .S.
WH-20&-208

Carol Ann Bannon
19 Roberts St.
Watertown, Conn. 06795
Watertown H.S.
NC-238

Peter llenry llansen
2441 Webb Ave.
Bronx , N.Y. 10468
Fordham Preparatory Scnool

Stephen Carl Haydas~
ISO Oleshire St.

Debra Ann lleidecorn
340 Evandale Rd.
Scarsdale, N.Y.l0583
Edgemont H .5.

Hartford , Conn . 06114
South Catholic H.S.
NH

Alan Sbane Hergert
Route 1, Box 407
Auburn, Wash . 98002
Olarles Wright Academy
J-114-116

Hadley Warren Hines
116 Meadowbrook Rd.
Weston, Mass . 02193
Beaver Country Day School
NC-237

ChrislophuCorham Harris
102 Sudbury Rd.
Concord , Mass . 01742
Concord-carlisle Reg . H.S.
NC-123

Peter Ke.lth Watson llarris
5 Porter Meadow Rd.
Topsrield , Mass . 01983
Governor Dummer Academy

Lisa Miriam lleilbronn
841 Stony Brook Or .
Blue Bell , Pa . 19422
Gwynedd Mercy Academy
E -213

Oa vid Leroy Henderson
706 Annursnac Hill Rd .
Concord , Mass. 01742
Concord-Carlisle H.S.
JH -24

Old Greenwich, Conn . 06870
St. Mary H-5.

Margaret Louise llenog
BraxmarOr.
Hanison , N .Y.l0528
Harrison Junior-Senior H.S.
NC-207

Janice Marlena Hester
1440Bronx River
Bronx,N .Y. l0472
The Masters School

Russell Taylor Hic.ks
144 Hickory Hill Rd.
New Britain , Conn . 06052
Hotchkiss School
J -132-137

Paul Byron lligginbotbam
329 Arena Ave.
Nashville , Tenn . 31203
Pearl H.S.

Nancy Hirschhorn

David Hobbs
462 Haywanl Mill Rd.
Concord, Mass. 01742
Concord-Carlisle H.S.
JK-26

Mark Uollingsworth, Jr.
Farm St.
Dover, Mass. 02030
St. Paul's School
NC· l34

Frank Albro Holmes
71 Belmont St.
Fall River, Mass. 02720
Governor Dummer Academy
J -224-229

J -101

WH-211

<llestnut Hill Rd.
Killingsworth , CoM . 06417
HamdenH .S .
E-312

JH-307
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J -332-337

Wenda Leigh Harris
9 Archer Lane
Lynnfield , Mass . 01940
Lynnfield H.S.
JH-215

Mark llassan Henderson

24 Mid.brook Lane

E-'102

JK-306

uris
i.
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demy

Wenda Leigh Harris
9 Archer Lane
Lynnfield, Mass. 01940
Lynnfield H.S,
JH-215

Mark Hassan Henderson
24 Midbrook Lane
Old Greenwich , Conn . 06870
St . MaryH .S.
E-402

Paul Byron Higginbotham
329 Arena Ave .
NashviUe, Tenn. 37203
PearlH.S.

JK-306

JH-121

Richard Eric llolez
11 Lovelace Dr.
West Hartford, Conn . 06117
William H. Hall H.S.
E -102

JH-107

Leslie Condiclllyde
Spook Hollow Rd.
Far Hills , N.J . 07931
Miss Porter's School
WH-202

Gail Debi Ingber
842Commonwealth Ave .
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159
Beaver Country Day School
NC-230

Karen Ann Jeerers
18 Linwood DrWilbraham , Mass . 01067
Minnechaug Reg . H.S.
liS Vernon

Christopher John Jennings
17 Contentment Island Rd.
Darien , Conn . 06820
Tilton School
NC-109

Clifford Goodwin Johnson
t30WellsFarm Dr .
Wethersfield , Conn . 06109
Wethersfield H.S.

Stuart Robert llorling
54 Ellsworth Rd.
Larchmont , N.Y. 10538
Mamaroneck H .S.

Henry Valentine l-lolz II
114MilanAve.
Norwalk. Ohio 44857
St. PaulH .S.
NC-123

Rochelle Fran Homelson
II Guernsey Rd .
Bloomfield, Conn . 06002
Bloomfield H.S.

Aud.rey Joan lludson
9818 Arnon Olapel Rd.
Great FaDs, Va . 22066
Langley H.S.

Peter Gage Humphrey
Tl East Court St.
Warsaw, N.Y. I4569
Hill School

JK-201

Judith Anne Hudson
Hamilton . Route No. 3
Annapolis, Md . 21403
National Cathedral School
NC-200

James Ronald Jackson Ill
3040Joshua Rd .
Lafayette Hill , Pa. 19444
Plymouth-Whitemarsh H.S.
E -101

Margot ltelene Jane
217-3154 Ave .
Bayside, N.Y. 11364
Benjamin Cardozo H.S .
NC-236

NR

Frank Albro Holmes

71 Belmont St.
FaD ruver, Mass . 02720
Governor Dummer Academy
J-224-229

Ead Johnson
1120 Ponus Ridge Rd .
New Canaan , Conn . 06840
Kent School
JH-202

Julia Ellen Johnson
1214 West Street Rd.
WestChester, Pa . t9380
The Tatnall School
NC-221

Margaret Rhodes Johnson
8716 Fernwood Rd.
Bethseda , Md. 20034
Westover School
NC-203
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NR

Michael Charles Johnson
4 Sun Valley Court
Northport , N.Y. l1768
Northport H.S.

Raymond Eugene Johnson
25John Dr .
Vernon, Conn . 06066
Rockville H.S.

JK-306

NR

Hichard WIHiam Joh ns ton
23 Ron arm Dr .
Mountain Lakes, N.J . 07046
Mountain Lakes H .S.
J -3 14-316

Theodore Kim ba ll Jonas
I8200rury Lane
Alexandria , Va . 22307
Groveton H .S.
J -301

Anne Tryon Jones
ll4 West Broadway
Gettysburg , Pa. 17325
Shipley School

Penny Ann Ka likow
857 Fifth Ave .
NewYork , N.Y. l0021
The Birch Wathen School
E -310

Arlene Susan Kanter
20 Marvin Lane
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159
Newton South H.S.

J -114-116

Clark Albert Kaempf
23 Shady Lane
.
Dobbs Ferry , N.Y. 10522
Dobbs Ferry H.S.
J -338

J ane Tay lor Ka plan
9 Brandeis Rd.
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159
Newton South H.S.
E -314

Mitchell Ala n Karlan
1 Stewart Ave.
Nutley, N.J . 07110
NuUey H.S.
J -132-137

David Ala n Ka tzka
88 Deepwood Rd.
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577
Roslyn H.S.
J -32&338

Andrew Woolner Ka ufman
9 Kingston Rd.
Scarsdale , N.Y. 10583
Seandale H.S.
NC-125

Ka thy J . Kawamura
718St . J ames Place
Newport Beach , Ca1il. 92660
Newport Harbor H.S.
JH-320

All1on Ma rie Kaye
90 Stevenson Rd.
New Haven, Q)nn . 06515
Richard C. Lee H.S.

Mary April Keller
P .O. Box214
Nome , Alaska 99762
NomeH .S.
WH-209-210

Charles Lederer Kellner
348 Hartmann Rd.
Newton , Mass . 02159
Newton South H.S.
JH-22

E llea J a ne Kelly
963 HulJ 's Highway

Daalel Steven Kelman
71 Stanwood St.
Providence, R.I. 02907

Richa rd Andrew Johnson
253 Beverly Hills Rd .
Fort Lee, N.J . 07024
FortLeeH .S.
J-101

Roger Paul Johnson
7036 Bennett
tbicago , Ul. 60649
University of Cllicago Lab H.S.
J ·332-337

E lba beth ll adley J on«
8700SemlnoleAve.
Philadell1tia , Pa . 19118
Miss Porter's School
NC-203

Gary Ste phe n J ones
106RivervlewDr.
Harrington Park, N.J . 07640
Northern VaiJey Reg. H.S.

E-213
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Southport , Coon . 06490
The Noroton School
E -210

JK-315

E-302

OassicalH.S.
NC-136

Cynthja Marie Krvu

858Donna Dr
Orange, Q)nn . o&.n
Amity Reg. H.S.
NC-2:16

Dnid l
Apanado p
Mexico !

Colegio

te

oe
n

a

Anne Tryon JonH
114 Wesl Broadway
Gettysburg, Pa. 17325

JeHrey Evan Kelter
IOPineTreeDr.

Westport , Conn . 06880
Staples H.S.
JK-101

srupleyScl"<>OI
JK -31~

Arlene Susan Kantu
20 Marvin
02159
Newton Centre, Mlh H S
NewtonSou
· ·
E-302

Laa': .

Malcolm Adam Kirby
681 Black Rock Rd.
Bryn MaWT , Pa . 19010
Booth School
NC-107

Susan UarrieUe Kepnes
18 Judkins Rd.
Medford, Mass. 02155
Medford H.S .
JH-224

Oavkl Alan Kleinberg
4 Glamford Rd .
Great Neck , N.Y. 11023
J . L. Miller-Great Neck
North Senior H.S.

JH-20

Kathy J. Kawamura
ns St . James~Uce92660

Newport s::~bor
NewJlll JH-320

lY
;490

101

H.s.

Daniel Steveo Ketma.n
71 Stanwood Sl.

Providence, R.i . rtJ!liJ1
Classical H.S.
NC-136

Jobn Konik
171 Hillcrest Ave.
New Britain, Conn. 06053
Pulaski H.S.

NR

Cyntbia Marie Krusz
858 Donna Or.
Orange , Conn . 06477
Amity Reg. H.S.

NC-236

Thomas Eric Koren gold
20xfordSt.
Oievy Oiase, Md. 20015
Landon School

JH-205

David Robert Kyle
Apartado PostaJ No. M-7832

Mexioo 1, D.F,, Mexico
Colegio Nueva Granada
J -330

Elizabeth Miner Ketcham

Upper Sl. Regis P .O.
Upper St. Regis, N.Y. 12988
National Cathedral School

JH-307

Debra Ann Klingler
1000Concord Ave.
Drexel Hill, Pa. 19026
Mount st . Josetn Academy

JK-206

James Parker K1ng
9WillardAve.
Worcester . Mass. 01&02
Tabor Academy
JH-109

Frederic llarrls Knapp
RFD No . 3, Mountain Rd.
West Redding , Conn . 06896
PbUJips Academy

JH-22

Eliubelh Anne Kowaleslll
68 Santangelo Circle
Middletown, Conn. 06457
MercyH.S.

26 Ridgewood Dr.
Rockville, Conn . 06066

NC-202

NR

Peter J\o1ont.eilh Langdon
Codfish Hill Rd .
Bethel , Conn. 061101
Riverdale Country School

NC-135
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Amy Ellen Kravitz

Rockville H.S.

Thomas WIWam Langfitt, Jr.
71 Merbrook Bend
Merion, Pa. 19066
Episcopal Academy
J -308-313

Bruce Cameron Klomonth
431 South Reuter Dr.
Arlington Heights, m. 60005
Arlington H.S.
JH-122

Neil Oavkl Kobrosky
S3 Briarcliff Rd.
Longmeadow, Mass . Oll06
Longmeadow H.S.
J-132-137

Howard Steven Kruger
123 Manchester St.
Hartford, Conn . 06112
Kingswood..Oxford School

NR

Bennet Lapidus

5-«!KariSl.
Fair Lawn , N .J . 07410

Hill School
JK-26

Gerald Francis Laplante
8 Princeton St.
Westfield, Mass. 01085
Westfield H.S.
J-11Hl6

Anthony Ste,•en Lapoll a
8 Hunters Lane

Dodd Robert Latimer
381 Valley Forge Rd.

Norwalk , Conn . 06850
Central Catholic H .S.

Devon, Pa . 19333

John Irwin Lcbeaux
269WalnutSt.

Peter Michael Lebovitz
427 North 29th St.
Allentown , Pa. 18104

J -322

Conestoga Senior H.S.
E -107

Judith Pauline Lederer

Mercersburg Academy
E -101

n -34 Austin St.
Forest Hills, N.Y. U375
ForestHillsH.S.
NC-221

JK-107-108

Alexander Leo Lepak, Jr.
33 Barber St.
W'mdsor, Conn. 06095
Loomis School
NR

Barbara Ruth Levi
18Farringtoh Ave.
Nortb Tarrytown , N.Y . 10591
Sleepy Hollow H.S.
WH-204

Steven Ellwood Lewis
690SouthSt.
Needham , Mass. 02192
Needham H.S.
J -301

Gladwyne, Pa. 19035
HarritonH .S.
NC-216

Shrewsbury, Mass. 01545
Shrewsbury Senior H.S.

J-101

James Edward Lenahan
409 Dogburn Lane
Orange, Conn. 064n
Oloate School

Susan Elaine Lewis
1709 Martins Lane

Melinda Gale Lichter
5801 Aylesboro Ave.
Pittsburgb , Pa . l5217
Taylor Allderdice H.S .
WH-218-220
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Walter Evan Lawn
RFD No. 2, Pinney St.
Ellington, Conn . 06029
Cranwell School
J -301

Frances Gaither Lawrence
423 Sandy Valley Rd.

Geoffrey Glover Lee
804 Richard Rd.
Point Pleasant, N.J . 08742
Point Pleuant H.S.
J-101

Michael WUliam Lema
3051Aveland Rd.
Stamford, Conn . 06905
Rippowam H.S.
JH-105

ll arry John Lew
15FoleyDr.
Southington, CoM . 06489
Southington H.S .

Scott Fosler Lewis
135 Mohegan Dr.
West Hartford , Conn. 06117
Kingswood-Qxford School

E-407

J -101-113

Daniel Wardwell Lincoln
6 Burgess Rd .

Worcester, Mass. 01609

Deborab Ann Uncoln
8 Oak Cliff Rd.
Wellesley Hills, Mass . 02181

Pomfret School
J -132-137

Dana Hall School
JH-317

Westwood, Mass . 02090
Winsor School

JH-213

France& Gaither Lawrence
423 Sandy Valley Rd.
Westwood, Mass. 02090
Winsor School
JH-213

Michael William Le.ma
305 Loveland Rd.
Stamford, Conn. 06905
Rippowam H.S.
JH-105

Scott Foster Lewis
13S Mohegan Dr.
West Hartford, CoM . 06117
Kingswood.Qxford Scbool
J·IOIHIS

Deborah Ann l..lncoln
BOakCiilfRd.
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181
Dana Hall School
JH-317

John Timothy Linehan
191 Springer Lane
West Yarmouth , Mass. 02673
Noble and Greenough School
JH -25-27

Carol Ann Livingston
R .R. No . 1
Morrisonville, OJ . 62546
Taylorville Senior H.S.
NC-210

David James Macko
37 Deyo Hill Rd.
Binghamton , N .Y. 13905
Johnson City H..S.
E-107

Michael Mark Madore
350 Blue Hills Ave.
Hartford, Conn. 06112
Hartford Public H .S.

Mitchell Ted Mandel
817 North Berks St.
Allentown, Pa . 18104
William Allen H .S.
JH-122

Paul McClellan Martha , Jr.
10 George St .
Andover, Mass. 01810
Andover H .S.

NC-1()7

JH-24

Richard Sears Lovering
3630North Upland St.
Arlington , Va . '1.221.11
Brooks School
J -118-119

ltachel Romy Maier
Woodcock Lane
Lincoln , Mass . 01713
Lincoln.Sudhury Reg. H.S.

JK-207-208

David Allen Ludlum
Princeton , N.J . 08540
Princeton H.S.

Robert J . luke
52 King Philip Dr.
West Hartford, Conn . 06117
Northwest Catholic H.S.

E · lll

NR

P .O. Box 230

Adrlen Patrice Mally
4700 Atlantic Ave.
Atlantic City, N.J . 08401
Atlantic City H.S.
JK-315

lydia Deming Manchester
32 Clearwater Dr.
Westwood, Mass. 02090
Westwood H .S.
J -219

West Hartfod, Conn. 06107

Ellen Mann
19 Fairmont St.
Be1mont , Mass. 02178
The Buckingham School
E -214

Leigh Lindsay Mann
l2S Front St.
Marblehead, Mass. 01945
Marblehead H.S.

Peter Blake Markert
Star Route
Gilbertville, Mass . 01001

E-307

JH-109

Robert Stratford Martin
158 Washington Ave.
Cbatham , N.J . a7928
Chatham H .S .
E-115

Marilyn Marx
UK Oakmont Rd .
Highland Park, OJ. 60035
ltighland Park H.S.
E -314
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Quabbin Reg . H.S.

James Schuyler Marsh
83 Grennan Rd.

Conard H.S.
NC·101

Michael Daniel Maus
Plains Rd.
Moodus , Conn . 06469
XavierH .S .

Susan Anne McGill
150 Three Mile Rd.
Glastonbury, CoM. 06033
Glastonbury H.S.

JK-101

JK-206

Margaret C. McGrail
94 Tamarack Rd .
Westwood, Mass. 02090
Westwood H.S.
WH-213

Burton Jonathan Megargel
11 Vine st.
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
LawrenceviUe School

Patricia Je.an l\1cllugh
42 Birchwood Lane
Willingboro, N.J . 08046
John F . Kennedy H.S.
JH-309

Bruce Wentworth McKay

Thomas Dean Melkus

James Uslang-Chung Meng
7CobbAve .
WhitePiains, N.Y. 10606
White Plains H.S .
JH-123

David Farbod Meriwether
333 Westover Rd .
Stamford , Conn. 06902
Rippowam H.S .
JK-102-103

Jay Gordon Merwin, Jr.
555 North St.
Greenwich , Conn . 06830
St. George's School
J -102-104

William Baxter Metz
4705 Hill Top Lane

Tury Lynn Michel
Rogers Rd. R.D.
Far Hills, N.J. 07931

Millbrook School
J -323-325

Robf:rt Keith Meyers
Route 156, Hamburg Rd.
Lyme , Conn . 06371
St. Bernard Boys' H.S.
JH-:Ij)

Mlc.hael GeorJe Morrltt
R.D. No. 2
Mechanicsburg. Pa. 17055
Hill School

Mary Carol Monaghan

JH-111

R .R . 2, Box 127 AAA
Elkhart , Ind. 46514

Mic.hael Davidson McShurley
7993 East Galbraith Rd .
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243
Indian Hill H.S.

Old Westfield Rd .

Russell , Mass . 01071
Ac re Brook Academy
JH-126

J -31&-319

Elkhart H.S.
J -132-137

Andrew KeUb Men
904 Laburnum Lane
Wyncote, Pa . 19095
Gennantown Academy
J-11&-119

Robert Daniel Mesnard
140Soulh Devon Ave.
Devon , Pa . 19333
Haverford School
J-301

Frederica Morgan Miller
5300 Wilkens Ave.
Pittsburgh , Pa .
Garrison Forest School

George lra Minter
203 Hughes Rd.
King of Prussia , Pa . 19406

Upper Merion Area H.S.

Michael Terrance Mistretta
ll2 School St.
Manchester, Conn . 06040
Manchester H.S.

NC-234

J-332·337

JH-21

Cincinnati , Ohio 45243
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J -338

Gill School
WH-201

241 O:leswold Lane
Haverford, Pa. 19041
The Shipley School
WH-2«>-207

Cbukwugotie C. N"·o&u
23 Adeniji St.., Suru-Lere
Lagos, Nigeria
Federal School o£ Science
J-132-137

Jane Glynn OlbuJ
308NassauSt., S. E .
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 52403

The Madeira School
NC-216

Michael Davidson McShurley
~ ~ast Galbraith Rd.
Cincmnati, Ohio 45243
Indian Hill H.S .
J-338

•rbod Meriwether
Nestover Rd.

Ord, Conn . 06902
>powamH.S.

JK-102-103

Ieith .Meyers
Hamburg Rd.

Conn. 06371
rd Boys' H.S.
H-20

Mit':helle Ann Moreschi
909 Croton Rd.
Wayne, Pa . 19087
Baldwin School

Deborah Elizabeth Moser
2201 Cross Country Blvd .
Baltimore. Md . 21209
The Park School

Nancy Bartoo Motley
Haven St.
Dover, Mass. 02030
The Winsor School

NC-224

NC-223

NC-234

977 Saigon Circle
McLean , Va . 22101
Langley H.S.
JK-206

John Stuart Neill
2311 Rosendale Rd .
Schenect.ady , N .Y . l2309
Pomfret School
WH..at&-318

George Henry Niland
4Cosma Rd.
North Easton, Mass. 02356
Tabor Academy
WH-118

Stephen llaN·ood Norris
8007 Navajo St.
Philadel!ilia , Pa . 19118
William Penn Cllarter School
WH-317·319

Victor F . Novak 11
3115East St.
Pittsburgh , Pa . 15214
Shady Side Academy
WH-320-322

Gregory Litlle Noyes
Pleasant Valley Rd.
Amesbury , Mass. 01913
Amesbury H.S.
J-302·304

Cbukwugot.le C. N"·osu
23 Adeniji St.., Suru·Lere

Michael Thomas O'Brie.n
12 Diana Lane
Windsor, Conn. 06095
Loomis School

David John O'Connell
1435 Neipsic Rd.
1lastonbury, Conn . 06033

Ailghletle Ode.n
420rient St.
Meriden, Conn . 06450

Glastonbury H .S.

WeaverH.S.

J -32S-328

NR

194·NB·B4

Franklin Cirillo Ognelodh
1180Hancoc.kst.
Brooltlyn , N.Y. ll221
Bushwick H.S.
J -102· 104

l>ool
11

Sea.n Edward O'l\'1alley
Upper River Rd.
South Hadley, Mass. 01075

Reynolds Lent Onderdonk

William N. Necker
215Gien Rd .
Woodcliff Lake , N.J . 07675

St. Jose!11 Reg . H.S.
WH-118

Jay Gordon Merwin , Jr.

555 North St.
Greenwich, Conn . 06830
St. G<!o'!le'sSchool
J -102·104

Terry Lynn Michel

Rogers Rd . RD.
Far Hills, N.J . (17931
Gill School
WH-201

Lagos, Nigeria
Federal School of Science
J -132· 137

rgeMolfiU
lo.2
g , Pa . 17055

Holly Louise Naka

Mary Carol Monaghan
241 Cheswold Lane
Haverford , Pa. 19041

The Shipley School
WH-205-207

Jane Glynn Olbe.rg
308 Nassau St., S. E .
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 52403
The Madeira School
NC-216

Loomis School
E· ll5

Grover O' Neill Ill

James Joseph O'Neill

16 Greearee Lane

161 East 79th St .

Malvern , Pa. 19355
st . James School
J -318-319

New York , N .Y. l002J
O.Oate School
J -120-122

9220tildsAve.
Drexel Hill, Pa . 19026
Cardinal O'Hara H.S.
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J-323-325

Nancy Lee Openshaw
10Topsail Rd .
Rowayton, Conn . 06853
Brien McMahon H.S.
E -214

John Riggs Orrick, Jr.
7519 Club Rd.
Baltimore Md. 21204
Gilman School
E-410

Thomas Hudson Osgood
7205 Meadow Lane
Olevy Olase, Md . 20015
Landon School

Mallard Drew Owen
55 Linden Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226
Poly Prep Country Day School
JH-206

Deborah Packer
28 Uncoln Dr.
New Canaan , Conn . 06840
New Canaan H.S .
JH-309

Kenndh Michael Padach
305 Gulph Hills Rd .

Robert Stanley Parzych
149 Bingham St.
New Britain , Conn . 06051
New Britain H .S.
E-ll6

Claudia Anne Perry
4Coral Cove
East Norwich, N.Y. 11732
Oyster Bay H.S.
J-217

Teresa Ann Pasqulne
418 Foulkstone Rd.
Wilmington , Del. 19803
The TatnaU School
NC-212

NC-124

Cuyler Mallory 0\•erholl
350 Indian Rock Rd.
New Canaan , Conn . 06840
New Canaan H.S.
E -315

Judith Lynn Owen
1539 Marian Rd .
Abington, Pa. 19001
Abington H.S.
JH-302

Ellubetb Linnea Page
1301 Fairacres Rd.
Rydal , Pa. 19046
Abington H.S.
JH-302

William Francis Partridge, Jr.
16 Windham St.
Hartford , Conn . 06106
BulkeleyH .S.
NR

Jacob Floyd Pauerson
435 West Alkire

Sara Elizabeth Patterson

Sugar Land, Texas 71478
St. John 's School

Shaker Heights . Ohio 44118
Hathaway Brown School

E-4()2

JH-321

Mary Johnson Penniman
850 Park Ave.
NewYork, N.Y. 10021
Milton Academy
E-203

Robto:rt J•mes Peterson
4 Porter St.
Granby, Mass. 01033

Mart Joseph Petronzi
359 Jones Hill Rd.
West Haven , Conn . 06516

Granby Jr.-sr. H.S.

Notre Dame H.S.
J ·132-137

Radnor, Pa . 19087
Upper Merion Area H.S.
.I JH-26

Dean Allen Perton
6Z1 Maitland Ave.
Teaneck , N.J . 07666
Teaneck H.S.
J-308-313

2626Courtland0val

JH-111
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Cynthia Sue Pre\ley
3718Pieasant St .

Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
Mariemont H.S.

NC-230

yler Mallory Overholt
150 Indian Rock Rd.
w Canaan, Conn. 06840
New Canaan H.S.
E-315

izabelh Linne:a Page
.301 Fairacres Rd.
Rydal , Pa. 19046
Abington H.S.
JH-302

Judith Lynn Owen
1539 Marian Rd.
Abington, Pa . 19001
Abington H.S.
JH-302

\VIIUam Francis Partridge. Jr.
16 Windham St .
Hartford, Conn. 06106
Bulkeley H.S.

NR

Robert Frederick Pickard, Jr.
178DivisionSt.
East Greenwich, R.l.02818
East Greenwich H .S.

J-=

Jonathan Davis Porter
5607 Eastboume Dr.
Springfield, Va . 22151
Loomis School
JK-101

Winthrop De Forest Piper
105 Egremont Ave.
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
Pittsfield H.S.
J -120-122

Gregory Pau.l PoUer
97 Massasoit Dr .
Warwick , R.J . 02888

Pilgrim H.S.
JH-125-127

Uelen Todd Platt
Taunton Lane
Newton. Conn. 06470
Kent School
JK-320-322

James Edward Pratzon
989 North Farms Rd.
Wallingford , Conn . 06492
Mark T . Sheehan H.S.
J-302·304

Stephen James Poole
113 Chatham Place
Wilmington , Del. 19810
Mount Pleasant H .S.
J-102-104

Ronald IIermann Preis
32 Farmstead Lane
Windsor, Conn. 06095
Windsor H.S.

NR

Andrew Hobart Porter
743 Parkes Run Lane
Villanova, Pa . 19085
Haverford School
JH-126

Neil Joseph Prendergast
23 Rochester St .
Scottsville, N.Y . t4546
Hightstown H .S.
J -108·113

·.:....

I..
gli:r:abeth Patterson
6 Courtland Oval
·Heights, Ohio 44118
tway Brown School
JH-321

,James Peterson.
IPorter St.
by, Mass. 01033

.byJr.-Sr. H.S.
JH-Ul

Mary Johnson Penniman
850 Park Ave.
NewYork, N .Y. l0021
Milton Academy

E-203

l\1a.rk Joseph Petronzi
359 Jones Hill Rd.
West Haven , Conn . 06516
Notre Dame H.S.
J -132·137

Cynthia Sue Prevey
3718 Pleasant St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
Mariemont H.S.
NC-230

Donald Glenn Rebhun

2S Meadow Woods Rd.
Great Neck, N .Y . U020
Great Neck South Senior H .S.
JH-114

William Parsons Prowell
555 Park Ave.
New York , N.Y . l0021
Hotchkiss School
JH-104

Scott Wallace Reid
113 Riding Trail Lane
Pittsburgh , Pa . 15215
Lawrenceville School
J -302-304

Robert Benedict Pu.rce.ll
748 South Ave.
New Canaan, Conn. 06840
Fairfield Preparatory School
.JH-207

Penny Eda Resnick
295 Arkansas Dr.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234
Brooklyn Friends School
E -216
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David II . Rahm
133Grot.keRd.
SpringVaJJey, N.Y.I0977
Spring Valley Senior H.S.
J-332-337

Thomas Wynne Richards
359Thornbrook Ave.
Rosemont, Pa . 19010
Episcopal Academy
NC-125

William John Ra"·den
217 Alden Ave.
New Haven, Conn. 06515
Notre Dame H.S.
JH-21

Prince Isaac Riley
5734 South Maryland Ave.

Chicago, m . 60637
University of Chicago Lab H.S.
J-132·137

Jacqule Robb

IS Beach St.
Marion , Mass . 02738
Old Rochester Reg . H.S.

E-306

Carla Louise Rosati
1091 Liberty St.
Springfield , Mass. 01104
Classical H.S .
NC-212

Leonard Jay Rosen
2701 Rockwood Ave.
Baltimore, Md. 21215
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
J -332-337

Phyllis Kate Roberts
60Soundview Ave.
White Plains, N .Y . 10606
White Plains H.S.
NC-203

George Patrick R05e
83Vista Dr .
East Haven , Conn . 06512
East Haven H.S.
NC.J26

Debbie-Ann Roth
11 St. Elmo Rd.
Worcester, Mass . 01602
Doherty Memorial H .S.

J -221-223

Debra Jo Rochelle
30 Farwood Dr.
Olagrin Falls, Ohio 44022
OrangeH .S.
WH-200-208

Linda An.n Roseboom
36BamumRd.

New Fairfield , Conn . 06810
ImmacuJate H.S.

NC-223

David Atwater Rountree
70Windsor Rd .
Needham , Mass. 02192
NeedbamH.S .
WH-317-319

Donald Victor Romanik
62 Anderson st .
New Haven , Conn . 06511
Notre Dame H.S.
E-116

Barry Allen Roaen
28 Edge mont Place
Teaneck , N.J . 07666
Teaneck H.S.
J -120-122

Michael Lucien Roy
40Ellenst.

Norwalk, Conn . 06851
Fairfield College Preparatory

School
J -102-104

Elihu Benjamin Rubin
57-13 223rd st.
Bayside, N.Y. U364
Benjamin Cardozo H.S.

J-320

Lucien Vandevoir Rued
13 Harvard St.
Hartford , Conn . 06106

BulkeleyH.S.

NR

RJchard Bruce Ruchman
200 Overlook Ter.
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. U577
Roslyn Senior H.S.

J -338

Walter John Rudnick
1355 East 7th St.
Plainfield, N.J . 07062

St. Benedict's Preparatory
School
NC- 108
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Laura E\·eleth Roper
34050st . N .W.

Washington, D.C. 20007
National Cathedral School
NC-200

Joy Beth ROlen
24GriggsRd.
Brookline, Mass. 02146
Brookline H.S.
JH-311

Carol Pam Rubin
u Wendy Lane
Closter, N.J . 07624
Northern Valley Reg. H.S.
at Demarest
E -301

Gregory John Sacca
36 Mayflower Rd .
Winc::bester, Mass. 018'9o
Berwick Academy
JH-204

Ellen Shapiro
msJuniper Ave.

Elkins Park, Pa . 19117
Cheltenham H.S.
WH·222

Laura Eveleth Roper
34050St. N.W

W~shington, D.C.

2oo.n

NatJOnaJ Cathedra] Schoo
NC-200
I

Joy Beth Rosen
24GriggsRd
Brookline, Mass. inl46
Brookline H.s .
JH-3u

Carol Pam Rubin
11 Wendy Lane
Closter, N.J . 0762.4
Northern Valley Reg. H.S.
at Demarest

E-301

Gregory John Sacca
36 Mayflower Rd
tnchester • Mass. oi89o
Berwick Academy

JoDonna Sue Scala
63HoytAve.
Rumford , R.I. 02916
Mary C. Wheeler School
E -315

Gregory Schieman
541 Prospect St.
East Orange, N .J . 07017
Clifford Scott H.S.
J-320

Jane Reid Schoenfeld
l332 Braemer Dr .
Lexington , Ky . 40502
Kent Place School
WH-202

Abby Pearl Schwartz

Richard WIHiam Schweikert
26 Ridgewood Ter .
Maplewood , N .J . 07040
Columbia H.S.
NC-135

Deborah Ann Scott
212 Twin Lake Rd.
North Branford, Conn . 06471
North Branford H.S.

David Michel Sharar
20 Clearview Dr.
Framingham , Mass. 01 701
Framingham South H.S.
JH-121

Willette Yvonne Sharp
P .O. Box675
Kingstree, S.C. 29556
Kingstree Senior H.S.
JK-320-322

2200 Central Rd.
Fort Lee, N.J . 07024
Dwighl Scbool
JK-206

JH-209

Mary Cutler Scholfield
367Taylor Ave.
Glen Ellyn , 01 . 60137
Glenbard West H.S.
JH-321

Uarry Robert Schuh
12 Cumberland St.
Manchester, Conn. 0604{)
Manchester H.S.
J -138

Richard Martin Secunda

Salvador F . Sena
674 Griswold St.
Glastonbury, Conn . 06033
Glastonbury H.S.

25 Lincoln Parkway, Apt . I
Bayonne, N .J . 07002
Bayonne H.S.
J -120-122

NR

w·

JH-204

Ellen Shapiro
7l2S Juniper Ave.
Elkins Park , Pa . 19117
Cheltenham H.S.

WH-222
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John J . Shaskus
149 Berlin Rd.
CromweU , Conn. 06416
CromweU H.S.
J -302·304

William James Shea , Jr.
70 Flagler Ave.
Cheshire, Conn . 06410
Northfield·Mt . Hermon School
J -IOIH07

Eugene Yuan-Chu.n Shen
70 La Salle St.
NewYork, N .Y . l0027
Phillips Exeter Academy

E-407

Karen Gwen Siegel
304 Old Farm Rd .
Wyncote, Pa . 19095
Cheltenham H.S.
JH·221

Thomas Mark Shults
309 Clearview Rd .
Hanover , Pa. 17331
Hill School
NC·l36

Melvin RJcbard Shuman
36 Mandalay Rd.
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159
Newton High School
JK· 26

John Nelson Sidebotham
102MapleAve.
Hastings-on-Hudson, N .Y . 10706
Hastings H .S.
E_.12

Jeffrey Stuart Siegel
41Mapl;eSt.
Marblehead, Mass. 01945
Marblehead H.S.
JH-124

Eliubeth Bolden Siener
78 East Orchard Ave .
Providence, R .I . 02906
Lincoln School
E -216

Andrew Peter Sigal
t70SummitDr.
Cranston , R.I . 02920
Providence Country Day School
J -331

Richa.rd Edward Sigler
3712 Fords Lane
Baltimore, Md . 21215
Gilman School
J -308-313

Raymoad John Sikora
312 West Avon Rd.
Avon, Conn . 06001
AvonH.S.

Emily Rogers Smllh

NR

Ellaabeth Craig Smith
4663 Palisade Ave.
NewYork,N .Y . lG471
Rosemary Hall

8 Deer Park Court
Greenwich , Conn . 06830

East Hartrord H.S.

Wyncote, Pa. 19095
Oteltenham, H.S.

Rosemary Hall

Gordon Reid Smith
Collins Rd .
Colwnbia, Conn . 06237
WmdhamH .S.

WH-320-322

NC-228

JK-315

NC-229

WH-321-323

Margaret Eloise Smith
4946 Highland Ave.

Pamela Jeanne Smith
1102DevonshireDr.
Oiampaign , 01 . 61820
Cbampaign Centennial H.S .
WH-211

Robin Dunn Smith

Harold Arthur Smullen

300 Ridgewood Ave.
Hamden , Conn . 065t7
The Day Prospect Hill School

West Haven , Conn . 06516
West Haven H.S .

J -214-216

J -306

Randall Lawrence Smyth
27 Orchard Rd.
Farmington , Conn . 06032
Farmington H .S.
NR

Petu Anthony Silkowski
23Tiffany Rd .

East Hartford, Conn. 06108

St. Louis, Mo . 63113
SumnerH .S.
JK-319-321

JoAnn Slutsky

401 Greenwood Ave .
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36South St.

iidebotham
!Ave.
on, N.Y. 10706
1H.S.
2

ward Sigler

Us Lane
, Md . 21215
,School
8-313

ogers Smllh
Park Court
h, Conn. 06830
nary Hall
C-229

\.rthur Smullea
South St.

>'en, Conn. 06516
HavenH.S .

J-306

Jerfrey Stuart Siegel
41 Maple St.
Marblehead, Mass. 01945
Marblehead H.S .

JH-124

James E. Solomon
6754 South Constance
~icago, 01 . 60649
University or Olicago Lab H.S.
JH-U

Peter LesUe Spielman

Laura Gilmour Stell
3206WakeDr.
Kensington, Md . 20'795
Walter Johnson H.S .
J -214-216

Charles Prescott Stewart Ill
5454 Albemarle Ave.
Pittsburgh , Pa. 15217
St. Paul 's School
J -332·337

Paul Windom Sutton Ill

Robert WUlla m Swttney

Stephen John Swiatkiewics

Barbara JeanCeorgla Sobotka
138 Audley St.
KewGardena, N.Y. 11418
Kew Forest School
E-210

Wayne Phillip Sokolosky
80 South Montowese St.
Branford , Conn . 06405
BranfordH.S.
NC-126

Janet Susan Stahl
mLovelySt .
Avon, Conn. 06001
AvonH.S.
E -316

Edward Ballou Staudinger
... Prospect St.
Woonsocket, R.I . 02895
Cranwell School

Western Reserve Academy

E-412

JK-306

Ellubeth Ann Steyer
89Griffeo Ave.
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
&andale H.S.

130 South McCadden Place
Los Angeles, Calif. 90004

E-307

JK-:>m-208

Cbarles Albert Solomon
161-16 ll8th Rd.

Jamaica , N.Y. ll434
Millbrook School
J -138

115 West 86th St.
New York, N.Y. 10024
Stuyvesant H.S.
JK-107· 108

Raymond John Slkora
312 West Avon Rd.
Avon , Conn . 06001
AvonH .S .

NR

Cordon Reid Smith
Collins Rd .
Colwnbia , Conn. 06237
WindhamH .S.
WH-321.a23

Margaret Zoe Sulro
The Westlake School

George Gibson St«le
211 Highland Ave .

Salem , Ohio 44460

1845 Madison Rd.

4600S. W. Northwood.Ave.

26Gold5t.

Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
Cincinnati Country Day School
J -106-107

Portland, Oregon 97201
WilsonH .S.
JH-206

East Hartford, Conn. 06118

Allan Fruer Taylor

East Hartford H.S.

NR

Randall Lawrence Smylh

27 Orchard Rd .
Farmington, Conn. 06032
Farmington H.S.

NR

Laurie Cermana Tanner
29 Barney Hill Rd .
Wayland, Mass. 01778
Wayland H.S.
JH-305

Thomas Steven Thacher
3979 Washington St.

Sally EUt.abdh Tarbell
no Giddings Ave .
Windsor, Corm . 06095
WindsorH .S.

r1 Pineywoods Ave.
Springfield, Mass . 01108

Nils Othon Tdaeyan
17DolmaRd.
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Classical H.S .

St. George's School

San Francisco, Calif. 94118
Thacher School

JH-215

J -326-328

JH-125-127

E-t14
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Robert Prescott Thompson , Jr.
2000 PapenniU Rd.
Huntingdon Valley, Pa . 19006
William Penn Charter School

Ellen Allee Thomson
19 Leatherstoclting Lane
Scarsdale, N.Y.I0583
Scarsdale H .S.

E-410

JH-311

Robert Arthur Towner
280FirstAve.
New York, N.Y. l0009
Friends Seminary

Richard J ay Trachlmowlc&
22 Crestlan Circle
Worcester, Mass. 01604
Doherty Memorial H.S.

J -:nl-313

J-138

Steven Wllliam Usdin
3 Newcomb Blvd.
New Orleans, La . 70118
Isidore Newman School

Ruth Elaine Veal
41 Santina Dr.
Manchester, Conn . 06040
Manchester H.S.
WH-202

J -123-125

Stephen John Thoren
29 Amaryllis Dr.
Windsor, Conn . 06095
Windsor H.S.
J-3m

Susa n Ca rol Thorn
235 Superior Blvd .
Elkhart , Ind . 46514
Elkhar t H.S.

J oanne Beth Tlersteln
1029 Fairview Place
Hillside, N .J . 07205
Hillside H.S.

JH-322

NC-232

Glennon J ames Travt.
8ExmoorDr.
st. Louis, Mo . 63124
St. U>uis Priory School
NC-134

Steven David Triggs
2503 East Bay Dr.
Largo , Fla . 33540
Choate School
J-326-328

James Anthony Vieira

Lucy Lyma n Viele
63 Argyle Park
Buffalo , N.Y. 14222
Abbot Academy
J -221-223

77 Mill Rd.
Falmouth , Mass . 02540
Lawrence H.S.
J-108-113

Deborah Re nee Tyner
513-46th St., S.E . No . 2
Washington , D.C. 20019
Eastern H.S.
JH-220

John Davis Wlggln
40< Spring St.
Manchester, CoM. 06040
Manchester H.S.
NC-109

Janet Let: Witter
Caroline Lothrop von Stade
189 North Parkview Ave.

Columbus, Ohio 43209
The Madeira School
J -214-216

Peter Dreier Voorhees
1 Pierrepont St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
South Kent School

NR

Anne Pou Wadde.n
4530 Cathedral Ave ., N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20016
Holton-Arms School

Richard Cabot Walton
10 West Hill Place
Boston , Mass. 02114
Browne & Nichols School

Eleanor Duane Ward
1040Allen Creek Rd .
Rochester, N.Y. 14618

JH-224

JH-207

E-310
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Columbia School

35TumerCourt
Princeton, N.J . 08540
Princeton H.S.
JK-315

Susan Carol Thorn
235 Superior Blvd.
Elkhart , Ind. 46514
Elkhart H.S.
JH-322

Steven David Triggs
2503 East Bay Dr.

Largo , Fla. 33540
O.Oate School
J-326-328

Joanne Beth Tierstein

1029 Fairview Place
Hillside, N.J . 07205
HillsideH.S.
NC-232

Patricia Jean \Yeinl.hal
620 Gettysburg St.
Pittsburgh , Pa. 15206
The Ellis School
NC-201

Susan E laine Welsselberg
12 Broad Axe Lane
Wilton, Conn . 06897
WiltonH .S.
JH-315

467 Kerr Lane
Springfield, Pa . 19064
Springfield H .S.

John Warren Welch

James Watson Wilson, Jr.
31 Otsego Rd.
Worcester, Mass . 01609
Milton Academy
J -138

Tracey Mor gan Wilson
43SpringGlenDr.
Granby , Conn. 06035
Granby Memorial H.S.
E-217

Zelma Lee Yarber
5959 South Carpenter

Kath leen Barrett Yates
99RiverRd .
Mystic , Conn . 06355
The Williams School

J-332-337

Deborah Renee Tyner
513-46th St., S.E . No.2
Washington , D .C. 200 19

Eastern H .S.
JH-220

ucy Lyman Viele
63 Argyle Park
uffalo, N.Y.14222

'bbot Academy
J-221-223

Eleanor Duane Ward
1040AJJen Creek Rd.
Rochester, N .¥ . 14618

Columbia School
E-310

John Davis Wiggin
404 Spring St.
Manchester, Conn. 06040
Manchester H.S.

Andrew Bevan Williams
421 Conestoga Rd.
Devon, Pa . 19333
Germantown Friends School

Robe:rtWiiUams
605 Howard Ave.
New Haven, Conn. 06519
Hotchkiss School

NC-109

Jl:l-113

NC-123

Janet Lee Witter
35 Turner Court
Princeton, N.J . 08540

James David Wyatt
11 Josan Dr.

Andrew lkluglas Yarree

Waterford , Conn . 06385

Beverly, Mass . 01915
Beverly H .S.
J -224-229

Princeton H .S.
JK-315

Waterford H.S.
J -123-125

13 Crestline Circle
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Clticago , lll. 60621
Englewood H .S.
E -3 16

NC-224

Margaret Jeanette Young

Gloria Anne Zahh
1341 Hudson Rd .

Laurel Diane Zeidman

The Bronx H .S. of Science

Teaneck , N.J . C17666
Teaneck H.S .

J -214-216

E -217

Hanison, N .Y . IOS28
Harrison Junior-senior H.S.

324 South Third Ave.
Ml. Vernon, N .Y. IIlf>SO

490 Harrison Ave.
E -317

Mark King Kim Zen

2231 Hyde St .
Honolulu , Hawaii 96822

Punahou H.S.
E-414

Leslie Ann Zheutlin

Caveswood Lane
Owings Mills, Md. 21117

The Park School
WH-222
Brooke Ba ell

224-22ndSt.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90402
(Westlake School for Girls)
Marymount College

W-22

Stade Carlin Booms
4539 Alton Place, N.W.
Was.bington, D.C. 20016
(Immaculata Preparatory
School)
Bennett College
194-NB-82

\\!illiam Streit Cuningha m

200 Guernseytown Rd.
Watertown, Conn. 06795
(TaftSc:bool)

Univ. of Rochester
121-AP·Bl

SuunOun.ham
Herrick Rd.

Sharon, Conn. 06069
(St. Margaret'sSchool>
Hartford College for Women
194-NB-C4
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Transfer Students Fall 1972

~It

King Kim Zen

2231 Hyde St.
1lulu, Hawaii 96822
Punahou H.S.
E..ol14

Leslie Ann Zheutlln
Caveswood Lane
Owings Mills, Md . 21111
The Park School
WH-222
Brooke Basseu
Santa Monica, Cam. 90402
(Westlake School for Girls )
MarymoWlt College

Joanne Ellen Beers
41 BWlkerhill Dr.
HWltington, N .Y . II743
(John H. Glenn H.S.)
Hartford College for Women

W-22

G-2S

Marion Jameson Bevans
Glen Alpine Rd.
Morristown , N .J . 07960
(Kent Place School)
Skidmore College
121 -AP-Dl

Anne C1ageU Bonn Iwell
211 Gates Ave .
Montclair, N .J . 07042
(Kimberley School)
Wheaton College

Linda Alice Borawski
16 Bright view Dr.
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
(Northwest Catholic H .S.)
HarUord College for Women

Trinity College (special)

JH-:104

NR

NR

Ronald Francis Daley
259 Preston St.
Windsor, Conn . 06095
(Windsor H .S. )
Univ . of Conn .&utheastl!rn
Branch

Damien Thomas Davis
12 Rockledge Dr .
West Hartford , Conn. 06107
(Northwest Catholic H.S.)
Fairfield Univ .
121 -AP-Bl

Lisa Gould Demartin!
375 Hillcrest Rd.
Englewood, N .J . 07631
<Northfield School)
Colby College

224-22ndSt.

Stade Carlin Bonrus
4S39Alton Place, N .W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
<Immaculata Preparatory
School)

Bennett CoUege

David John Biggers
313 Tuscany Rd.
Baltimore, Md . 21210
<Gilman School J
Johns Hopkins Univ.

JH-110

Sarah Bell Bullard
107 H.ighland Rd .
Andover , Mass. 01810
(Dana Hall School )

Reid Thompson Birdsall
26 Father Peter's Lane

New Canaan, Conn . 06840
(New Canaan H.S.)
Univ . ofHartford
216-NB-84

Thomas Christopher Coughlin
450 Ocean Ave.
Stratford , Conn . 06497
(Stratford H.S .)
Univ . of Ariz.
216-NB-B4

194-NB-82

WUiiam Streit Cunningham
200 Guernseytown Rd .
Watertown , Conn . 06795

<Taft School )
Univ . of Rochester
121-AP-BI

Nlf

Susan Dunham
Herrick Rd .
Sharon , Conn . 06069

<St. Margaret's School)
HarUord College for Women
l94-NB-C4

Constance Campion Eckels
tMrs .)
160 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn. 06Hl6
(Hanover H.S.)
Univ . ofN .H .
NR

AE-2A

Hassan H. Fareb Dudu

Somali National Bank, Credit &
Savings Section

Mogadishu, Somali
(Sheikh Secondary School)
SUNY, New Paltz College

NR

Katherine Barham Epes
Susan , Virginia 23163
tGennantown Friends School )
Boston Univ .
121-AP-Cl

Robert Cooney Farrell
355 Fairfield Ave.
Hartford, Conn . 06114
(St. Thomas Seminary )
SL Mary's Seminary

WH-315
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James Sean Fitzpatrick
20 Northwood Rd.
Newington, Conn . 06111
(Newington H .S.)
Univ . of Calif. at Los Angeles
121-AP-82

Shawn Elalne Flavin
978West Rd .
New Canaan, Conn. 06840
(New Canaan H.S.)
Boston CoUege

C-C-33

Barbara Lee Frazer
Meyersville Rd.
Green Village, N.J . 07935
(Northfield School )
Trinity CoUege (visiting )
JH-22$-.227

Gayle Brooks Freeman <Mrs.)
83 Prospect St . C-2
Naugatuck, Conn . 06770
<San Carlos H.S.>
Matlatuck Community College

NR

Amy Carol Golbert
9 Old Pond Rd.
Great Neck, N.Y. l1023
(John L . Miller North H.S.)
Simmons College
121-AP-C2

Cheryl Imelda Hahn
318 Neapolitan Way
Naples, F1a. 33940
(John Jay Senior H.S.)
Bradford Junior College
HR·702

Theirri~

E. Lerner (Mrs.)
1334 Oxford St.
Berkeley, Calif. 94709
(Mt. Rainer H.S.)
Univ . of Washington

NR

Dean Edward llammer
7715 Morgan Lane
Philadelphia , Pa. 19118
(Cheltenham H.S .)
TempleUniv.

AE-2.8

Carolyn Jane Hoskins
3t0TyneAve.
Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130
<Murfreesboro Central H.S.)
Queens College
N-301-30:1-AB

Anthony Curtis Hammond
52 Cambridge Place
Brooklyn, N.Y. Il238
(East Orange H .S.)
Hamilton College
AW· IA

Doloret: Anne Healy
9HelenaDr.
Chappaqua, N.Y. l0514
(Horace Greeley H .S .)
Mount Holyoke College
121 -AP-03

Barbara Marie Henderson
(Mrs.)
287 Cotswold St.
Hartford, Conn . 06106
(Douglas H.S J
Hartford College for Women
NR

Marianne Margaret Horoschak
93lligh St.
Ansonia , Conn . 06401
(Ansonia H.S .)
Douglass College
l2l· AP·D1

Ellen Holton Humphreville
14 Guthrie Place
New London, Conn . 06320
(The Madeira School)
Wheaton College

Frederlc.k Henry Jackson
22Mah1Ave.
HarUord, Conn . 06120
<HarUord Public H .S.
Howard Univ .

HR·2C2

NR

Candace Martha Jans
Box 958 (Tonset Rd .)
Orleans, Mass. 02653
(Nauset Reg. H .5.)
Wheaton College
l2l ·AP· D3

Catherine Amy Cruger Johnson
11 Maple St .
Farmington, Conn . 06032
~ < Farmington H.S.)
St . John 's College
NR

Donna Sue Peller
242 Pepper Ridge Rd.
Stamford, Conn. 06905
( Rippowam H.S.)
Sarah Lawrence College

C·B_.,

Roberta Lianne Johnson
2ReikerFord Rd., P .O. Box225
St. Clair , Mo. 63t1rl
(St . Clair H.S.)
Sweet Briar CoUege
WH-223

Lois S. Kimmelman
319South Sterling Rd.
Elkins Park , Pa . 19117
<Oleltenham H.S.)
Case Western Reserve Univ .

Douglas Lewis Kochanowsky

C·B-41

AW·tA

ll1MarlinRd .
New Britain, Conn. 06053
(St . 1bomas Aquinas )
Boston CoUege
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Gordon Lewis Kyle
211 Great Neck Rd
Waterford , Conn . 06385
(Waterford H.S.)
Boston Univ
121 -AP-82

Barbara Anne Lennon
t60akDr .
Upper Saddle River, N.J . 07458
{Northern Highlands Reg . H.S.)
Skidmore College
121 -AP-04

Jonathan Frederick Relk
80 Westerly Ter.
Hartford, Conn. 06105
( Hartlonl Public H.S.)
Sarah Lawrence College
121·AP·B4

Ibert
td.
'. 11023

Cht.tyl lmeld a Hahn

rthH.S.)
,ege

318 Neapolitan Way
Naples, Fla. 33940

(John Jay Senior H.S .)
Bradford Junior College
HR·702

Theirrie E. Lerner ( l\1r& .)
1334 Oxford SL.
Berkeley, Calif. 94709
CML Rainer H.S.)
Univ. or Washington

NR

Susan Blair Littlefield

&Cushing St.
Providence, R.I . 02906
(Lincoln School)
Smith College
121· AP..c4

Gordon Baldwin Madge
20 Dickerman St.
Watertown , Conn. 06795
(Royal H.S.)
Northwestern Community
CoUege

Kalhl L. Marks
83 Garden Rd .
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
<Scarsdale H.S.)
Skidmore College
HR-601

Mitchell Moses J\terln
464 Bloomfield A.ve.
Bloomfield, Conn . 06002
<Bloomfield H.S.)
Middlebury College

NR

NR

td erson

I.
6106
)

Women

Marianne Margaret Horoschak
93Higb St.
Ansonia , Conn . 06401
<Ansonia H.S.)
Douglass CoUege
l21·AP·Dl

Betty l.l\1orningsLar
S Willow Crescent
Brookline, Mass. 02146
(Brookline H.S .)
Smith College
SM-201

William Joseph Ogonowsld
58 Main St.
Terryville, Conn. 06786

(Terryville H.S.)
Univ . o{ Hartford
121-AP-83

Damon Mark Pappas
418 Farmington A.ve., F..fi
New Britain, Conn . 06053

<Conard H.S.)
Northwestern Community
College

NR

...
1.)
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Elizabeth DeLancey Pelgrift
46 Arlington Rd.
West HarHord, Conn . 06107
(CharleeSchool)
La Sorborme, Univ. or Paris

Elizabeth Love Provost
200 Garden St.
Farmington , Conn . 06032
(The Austin School )
Greater Hartford
Community College

Barbara Radke (Mrs.)
158 Hunter Or.
West Hartford, Conn. 06107
<Roy C. Ketcham H.S.)
Union College

NR

catherine A.my Cruger Johnson
11 Maple St.

Farmington, Conn . 06032
_(Farmington H.S.)
St. John 's College

NR

le
I

James Wolfenden Peckham
lOS Goodspeed Ave.
Meriden , Conn . 06450
(PiattH .S.)
Hobart Colleg_e
E-405

Donna Sue Petter
242Pepper Ridge Rd .
Stamford , CoM . 06SK)5
( Rippowam H.S.)
Sarah Lawrence College

Leslie Diane Pollock
272 Old Short Hills Rd.
Sbort Hills, N.J . 07f118
(The Highlands School l
Randolpb-Macoo Woman 's

Patricia Anne Powell
7049 Olappel
Chicago, ru. 60649
<Central H.S.l
Loyola Univ .

C-B-4 1

CoUege
121 -AP.Cl

C-B-42

Thomas Michael Russell
111 Beverly Rd .
West Hartford , Conn. 06119
(Northwest Catholic H.S.J
New College

Crissey Ann Safford
89 Woodland Ave.
Keene, N.H. 03431
(KeeoeH .S.)
Trinity College (exchange)

NR

C-C--12

NR

NR

Barbara Anne Lennon

160akDr.
UpperSaddleRiver , N.J . 07458
(Northern Highlands Reg . H.S.)
Skidmore College
121-AP-04

Jonathan Frederick Relk
80 Westerly Ter .
Hartrord, Conn. 06105
(Hartrord Public H.S.)
Sarah Lawrence College
12l·AP-84
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Peter Appleton Schuller
International College
Beirut , Lebanon
(Wooster School)
Carnegie-Mellon Univ.
G-43

William Warren Stahl

" Deerfield"
Dalton, Pa . 18414
(Abington Heights H.S.J _
Ke)'ltone Junior College
121 -AP·Pl

Memt
l\lary Anne Allen '75
ItO Sbadburn Ferry R4

Buford, Ga. 30518
Wheaton College
Full Year
E·313
Louis Patrick Tortora

43 Linwood St.
Andover, Mass. 01810
(Central Catholic H.S.)
Fairfield Univ.
12l·AP.c:J

Holly G. Ulzig (Mrs .)
66BrownSt.
Bloomfield, Conn . 06002
(Bloomfield H.S.)
Greater Hartford
Community CoUege

Cynthia AUrldge ·n

Jonathan Abney While
24 Meadow Brook Lane
Reading, Mus . 011167
(Reading Memorial H .S.)

Univ. ofMe.
W· U6

NR

Martha Ann Wiser

IS Hibben Rd.
Princeton, N.J . 08540
(Princeton Day School )
Smith CoUege
HR-403

Susan Perrin Wood
51 Coolidge Rd.

Concord, Mass. 01742
(Concord Academy )
N.Y. Univ.
12l·AP·D4

5069Pine VaUey Dr.
FayetteviUe, N.Y. 1
Wellesley College
Full Year
JH·304
Allee L. Auul '7<1

919 Rolandvue Aven
Ruxton, Maryland %1
Vassar College
Full Year
JH-323
Kristine Bast '74

Willow Lane
Am.bler,Pa. 19002
Smith College
Full Year
JH-323
Nanty Bryson '7<1

Glf:nn Arnrn Woods

7 Longmeadow Dr.
Meriden , Conn . 06450
(Maloney H.S.)

Morgan State College
12l·AP·B3

40 Breezy Knoll Rd.
E. Longmeadow, Mass. 0
Wheaton College
• FuJIYear

Cathy Clark Young
1206 Sixth Ave.
FarmviUe, Va. 23i01
(Naugatuck H.S.)
Simmons College

NC·20B

Lots E. Bures 74
57 Pen-y Hill Rd.
Shelton, Conn. 06484
Coon . College

12l·AP·DI

Full Year
W·31
Cyuthla Caravatt "14
274 Westport R<l.

Wilton, Corm . 06897
CoM. College
Full Year
JH-223

Visiting Students

Janet Carter '74
5210Congreas st.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Wheaton College
Full Year
SM·202
Susan Cobean '74

UnllDeV. Beretta
60 Windmill St.
Pawtucket , R.I . 02860
!at Semester CRC)

Hillery D. Cowan
4 Leone Close

ScarsdAle, N.Y. 10513
tst Semester
JH·:!25-227

Leonard T. Reed
328 Brook.side Ave.

Allendale, N.J . 07401
1st Semester

Yorkshire Rd., R.D.S
Doylestown, Pa . 18901
Wheaton College
Full Year

E·212
Kathryn Cogs"·ell '75

Kathlee-n J . Bnceland
(Mrs.)

179 Hillside Ave.
Hartford, Conn. 061(16
Full YearNR

Julia L . Caccia to

Via Nostra Signora Di Lourdes 89
Rome, 00167. Italy
L&t Semester( RC)

Virginia A. Caccia to

Via Nostra Signora Di Lourdes 811
Rome, 00167, Italy
tat Semester CRC)

Kathy Mae Kelsey

131 Highland Ave.
Metuchen , N.J. 08840
1st Semester
CRC)

Nancy McNally
65 Highland Ave.

Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
lst Semester
CRC)

Susan E. Payton (1\trs.)

c.:::::.

NewCity, N.Y. I0956
Full Year

NR

Brian R. Sharry

58Gienbroolr.Rd.
West Hartford, Conn. 06107
1St Semester
CRC)

Elb.abelh F . Shepherd
cfO Western Reserve Academy
Hudson , Ohio 44.236
1st Semester
(RC>

Launl A. Smith
2118BeecbSt.
lligbland Park, lll . 60035
Lit Semester

(RC)

Nut Meadow Crossing
Concord, Mass. 01742
Wheaton College
Full Year
E·215
Lawrie Dtmorest '75

54 Briar Rd.
Wayne, Pa. 19087
Wheaton College
Full Year
90-92V·B3
Dore.tta DiNello 'N

44 Belmont St.
Hamden, Conn. 06517
Mt. Holyoke College
Full Year
(RC 1st Semester)

Debra Doaiger '74
112lligbview Ave.
Nanuet, N.Y. l0954

SmH.hCoUege
Full Year
G-25
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Members of 12 College Exchange
Mary Anne Allen ' 75

Joc:elyn L. Dowdy '74

UOShadbum Ferry Rd.
Buford, Ga . 30518

1 Alexander Rd.

Margaret M. Kidney '74
1837 Harte Rd.

Bloomfield, Conn . 06002

Wheaton College
Full Year
E -313

Jenkintown , Pa. 19046

Smith College
FuJI Year
JH-2ll

Mt . Holyoke College
Full Year
1St Semester)

Anne Eaton '74

Monlque Lemaire '74
41 Hemlock Dr.
Natick, Mass. 01760
Wheaton College
Full Year

Cynthia AUridge '73
5069PineValley Dr.

Fayetteville, N.Y. l3066

me

121 Journey's End Rd.
New Canaan, Conn. 06840

Janet Pou.lsea '75
73 Longlane Rd.
W. Hartford, Conn. 06ll7
Mt . Holyoke College
Full Year

NC-227
Betsey Sherman '74
212 North Mountain Ave.
Montclair, N.J . 07042

Wellesley College
Full Year
JH-304

Wellesley College

Alice L . Azrael '7<1

Vassar College
Full Year
JH-323

Shereen Edelson 'H
18 Usher Ave.
Plainville, Conn . 06062
Mt . Holyo ke College
Full Year
NC-1A

Rhonda Lewls'74
10 Sbepard Rd.
Bloomfield , Conn . 06002
Wheaton College
Full Year
SM-202

Krisline8ast ' 74
Willow Lane
Ambler, Pa. 19002
Smith College
Full Year
JH-323

Joleen Elitabrook '74
109 East Main St.
Yarmouth, Me . 04096
Mt. Holyoke College
Full Year
J0..92V-B1

Jodi Ueberste.in ' 74
440 Groveland
Highland Park , Ill . 60035
Mt . Holyoke College
Full Year
JH-313

Livingston, N .J . 07039
Wheaton College
Full Year
JH-313

Nancy Bryson '74
40 Breezy Knoll Rd.
E . Umgmeadow, Mass. 01028
Wheaton College
• Full Year
NC-208

Diane A. Fiorini ' 74
Hillcrest Rd.
Beverly Farma, Mass . 01915
Wheaton College
2nd Semester

Ellz. Uncoln ' 74
251 Lawrence Ave.
Highland Park, N .J . 08904
Smith College
Full Year
90-92V-A2

Barbar a Tennent '75
Olandler Mill Rd.
Kennett Square, Pa . 19348
Mt. Holyoke College
1st Semester
WH-219-221

Loq E. Bures '74
57 Perry Hill Rd .
Sbelton, Conn . 06484
Conn . College
Full Year
W-31

Rand Foreman ' 75
160 Puritan Dr.
Scarsdale, N.Y . 10583
\\beaton College
Full Year
JH-312

Cynthia Caravalt '74
274 Westport Rd.
Wilton , Conn . 06897
Conn . College
Full Year
JH-223

Marilyn Formal '74
553 Wayland Ave.
Providence, R .I. 02906
Wheaton College
Full Year
JH-223

Nancy Marks ·n
55 Sunset View Dr.
Tiverton , R.I . 02878
Conn . College
1st Semester
WH-219-221

Rosallnd Twine '74
40 Cassidy Park
Greenwich , Conn. 06830
Smith College
Full Year
JH-211

Janet Carter '74
5210 O>ngress St.
Fairfield , Conn . 06430
Wheaton College
Full Year
SM-202

LaeUUa 1-~ rothingham '74
32Country Club Rd .
New Canaan. Conn . 06840
Wheaton College
Full Year

Ruth l\tllchell '74
810 EucUd Ave .
Elmira , N.Y. I4901
Mt. Holyoke CoiJege
Full Year
JH-226

Diane Ward '74
104PineTopTrail
Bethlehem, Pa . 18017
Wheaton College
Full Year
W·31

Susan Cobean '74
Yorkshire Rd ., R .D .3
Doylestown, Pa . 18901
Wheaton College
Full Year
E -212

Carol Greenfl~ld '74
58 Green Park
Newton , Mass . 02158
Mt. Holyoke CoiJege
Full Year
JH-226

Lynne Morton '74
138 South Brush Dr.
ValleyStream , N.Y.ll581
Vassar College
Full Year

NC-208

Olwen WUJJams '74
2tfn Hillside Rd.
Fairfield, Conn . 06430
Wheaton College
Full Year
SM-202

Elil. A. Haggerty ' 74
Bayville Rd.
Locust Valley, N .Y. 11560
Wheaton College
Full Year

Anne O'Connell '74
31 Cryllal St.
Harrison, N .Y . lOS28
Vassar College
Full Year
E -313

Christopbe:r Wright '74
4260 Roland Rd.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46208
Conn . College
Full Year
J -321

919 Rolandvue Avenue
Ruxton, Maryland 21204

Kathryn Cogswell '75
Nut Meadow Crossing
Concord, Mass. 01742
Wheaton College
Full Year
E -215

Full Year
NC.219

NC-223

m

Ann M. Lokey '74
Woodward Way I N .w.
AUanta , Ga . 30327
Wellesley College
Full Year

E-212

NC-205

G-25

Lawrie Oe.more.sl '75
54 Briar Rd.
Wayne , Pa . 19087
Wheaton College
Full Year
90-92V· B3

Ali on E . llale '75
395SpringSt .
Portland, Me . 04102
Mt. Holyoke College
2nd Semester

Lucille. Pendleton ' 74
4727 Woodway Lane, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
CoM . CoUege
Full Year
NC·214

Dore.lla DiNe.llo '74
44 Belmont St.
Hamden , Conn . 06517
Mt. Holyoke College
Full Year
( RC lst Semester)

ylvla W. llorner '75
280 Ocean Ave.
Lawrence, N .Y . Il559
Wheato n College
Full Year
91}.92V..C4

Donna Pollock '74
57 Lawrence Rd .
Weston , Mass. 02193
Mt. Holyoke College
Full Year
WH·214-216

Debra Donlger '74
112HighviewAve.
Nanuet, N .Y. l0954
Smith College
Full Year

Colleen Keefe '74
120 Sun Ridge Lane
Stratford, Conn . 06497
Wheaton College
Full Year
WH-214-216

Brenda Pomaranll ' 74
98 Lyman st.
Pawtucket , R .I . 02860
Wheaton College
Full Year
SM-202

G-25
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Wellesley College
Full Year
E -215
Unda Shevchuk '74

591 Arcll St.
New Britain, Conn. 06051
Wheaton College
Full Year
NC-214
Joan Silverman '74

79Ridgellr.

SusanneTilney ' 75
Fowler Rd .
Far Hills, N .J . 07931
Wheaton College
Full Year

NC-227

Student Organizations
THE CERBERUS
The Cerberus Is the campus service organization whose members are the official
hosts of the College. They give tours of the campus to visitors and ,perform other functions for such offices as Admissions, Development and Student Services. Membership
Is open to all undergraduates.
1\IATHER HALL BOARD OF GOVERNORS
The Mather Hall Board of Governors sponsors all-college social functions, IncludIng dances, concerts, and off-campus activities at other colleges. They look into problems arising within Mather Campus Center and attempt to make creative suggestions
which may Increase the usefulness of the building for student activities. Membership
Is open to all students.
STUDENT EXECUTIVE COl\11\IITTEE
The Student Executive Committee consists of all students elected to serve on faculty committees, the undergraduate members of the Trinity College Council, and several students elected "at large. " Formed in the fall of 1971 to conduct student elections and to fill vacancies in student seats on faculty committees, the Student Executive Committee was authorized In a referendum in May, '1972, to exercise broader
powers of student government.

The Chapel
Trinity Is firmly committed to the position that religion plays an Important role
In the life of the College as well as in the full development of hum an life.
Trinity College was founded by members of the Episcopal Church. The Charter.
granted May 16, 1823, provided that the College "shall not make the religious tenets
of any .p erson a condition of admission to any privilege In said college," whether as a
student or teacher. From this beginning Trinity has existed as an independent college
having both this historic relationship with the Episcopal Church as well as a Chapel
and Chaplaincy.
Founded in freedom, Trinity is proud that a diversity of religious affiliations exists
In its student body. Trinity provides resources and an atmosphere where the rel!g!ous
dimension of life is taken seriously and examined. In the College Chapel a community
of commitment witnesses and celebrates the religious perspective and raises the issues
which it reveals In contemporary life. All its members may find in the College not only
a place for deepening their own faith as a part of the educational process but also a
place where the educational process is confronted by the perspective of faith.
The Chapel of the College seeks to minister to all the students of the College.
The Chaplain of the College likewise serves, in cooperation with Jewish, Roman
Catholic. and Protestant clergy, the members of the College.
Weekday services are conducted by members of the College. Sunday services consist of the Eucharist at 10:30 a .m. and College Vespers at 5 :00 p.m. The Chapel often
brings prominent Christian thinkers and leaders to the campus and also sponsors
musical and dramatic events for the College and cooperates with the various areas of
the life of the College.
COl\Il\IITTEE OF THE CHAPEL
This committee. consisting of members of the student body, faculty , and administration and Chaplain, plans and directs all of the activities of the Chapel. Students are
elected to it In the spring of each year. The Committee is assisted in this by the
following organizations which are responsible for various areas of the life of the Chapel.
ACOLYTES
Students serve at all of the services of the Chapel In such capacities as torch
bearers, assisting at the Eucharist, etc.
CARILLONNEURS AND CHOffi Listed under Musical Groups .
LAY READERS
The responsibility of leading the services of the Chapel Is shared by the entire
College. Students and faculty members conduct weekday services and read the lessons
at the Eucharist and College Vespers .
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CRUCIFERS
Each year certain members of the Senior Class are given the responsl•blllty and
honor of carrying the Processional Cross of the Chapel at the services.
USHERS
Students usher at the Sunday service and special events In the Chapel, as well as
take up the offering and assist the congregation.
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COLLAGE
Collage is a
Interest In the arts

Debate and Drama
ATHENEUJU

The Atheneum, the oldest organization at Trinity, debates current economic and
political questions in Intercollegiate and intra-club competition. Membership in this
society is open to students of all classes who are interested ln forensics.
THE JESTERS

rs are the official
1erform other func·vices. Membership

!unctions. lncludey look Into probreatlve suggestions
vltles. Membership

,d to serve on fac, Council, and sev1duct student electhe Student Exec) exercise broader

The dra matic organization, The Jesters, is one of the College's oldest and m ost
active clubs and has maintained and fostered the dramatic arts at Trinity with a high
degree of interest and ability.
The Jesters welcome all w.ho would like to participate In any phase of play production.

Musical Groups
THE CHAl\IRER PLAYERS

The Chamber Players is a group that performs chamber music and small orchestral
numbers throughout the year. The group has combined wl.h the orchestras of several
other schools to perform larger numbers and has made r ecords and appeared on radio
shows.
THE CHAPEL SINGERS

Students with special musical talents are often invited to participate in services
and other Chapel events. The Chapel Singers is made up of a quartet of soloists who
are joined, on occasion, by other singers and instrumentalists. Participants receive
remuneration for their performing. Members of the Chapel Singers are chosen through
audition and are usually soloists and section leaders in the Concert Choir.
COLLEGE BAND
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All student instrumenta lists are encouraged to try out for the College Band which
performs throughout the year at major a thletic events, in formal concerts, and at
other events where musica l players are needed . Rehearsals are in the evening. For
further details check bulletins in the Music Department of the Austin Arts Center.
THE CONCERT CHOIR

Having been formed when Trinity became coeducational, the Concert Choir has
established for itself a n excellent r eputation as one of the finest groups of its kind.
The Choir regularly is heard in campus concerts, radio and TV appearances, on
recordings. and in performances at other colleges and cities. Members of the Choir
develop skills In performing a great diversity of music ranging from intricate
Renaissance polyphony to the newest in multi-media works. Customarily, during the
Spring Vacation the Choir makes a Concert Tour ei ther in the States or abroad.
Membership in the Choir is by audition in the fall. All undergraduates and graduate students may apply,
GLEE CLUB

The Glee Club, open to all undergraduates, gives many concerts throughout the
year at other colleges, on P a r ents Day, at Christmas time and hosts other college choir&
and glee clubs on campus in the Trinity T erm. The club also tours different areas of
the United States and Canada on its annual spring tour.
THE GUILD OF CARILLONNEURS

This group pla ys the Chapel's thirty-bell Plumb Memorial Carillon before all
Chapel sessions as well as on special occasions and gives free lessons to all Trinity
students desiring to learn to play the Carillon.
THE PIPES

Whether delighting audiences at parties and conventions from Boston to Miami
Beach, appearing on such stages as Bushnell Memorial in Hartford and Carnegie Hall
in New York, performing at countless schools and on numerous television and radio
shows or releasing s everal albums on Capitol Records, the Pipes, Trinity' s m ost act ive
singing group, have earned themselves an enviable reputation among college singing
groups. The group lends its careful and varied vocal blending a nd sophisticated and
distinctive acoustic guitar work t o arrangements of ma ny modern folk and rock songs.
While possessing a tradition of 33 years, the Pipes, who have recently gone coed,
nonetheless continue to change their style and m aterial a s the tastes, desires and members of the group change. Auditions are h eld early each fall to r eplace losses due to
graduation.

Publications and Radio
te responsibility and
~ lees .

COLLAGE

Collage is a magazine of literature and the arts. Its purpose is to stimulate student
Interest in the arts and to provide an opportunity for students to gain experience in

e Chapel, as well as
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the area of magazine publication. Contributions of prose, poetry, sketches, photographs
and other art forms are welcomed.
THE IVY
The Ivy, the College yearbook, Is distributed to all sophomores, juniors, and seniors
at registration in September. It is published during the summer and Includes activities
of the entire year. Books a re mailed to the members of the graduated Senior Class at
their homes late in the summer. Freshmen and members of the faculty may purchase
surplus copies at S5.00 each.
The Ivy staff is composed of members of the four classes. Freshmen are encouraged to try out. The Ivy offices are located In Seabury Hall.
THE TRINITY REVIEW
The purpose of The Trinity Review Is to stimulate, through weekly meetings, an
Interest In writing and to provide an outlet for the creative efforts of both undergraduate and graduate students.
The Review is published periodically and the Board of Editors will consider all
material subm itted.
THE TRIPOD
The Tripod is the official student newspaper of the College. As such, it provides
the most effective and comprehensive communications within the College. It is published weekly during the academic year and subscriptions for students are included
in the annual General Fee.
The Tripod attempts to give complete coverage of campus news and to provide an
opportunity for the expression of student opinion and criticism. In addition, It regularly presents articles concerning intercollegiate, metropolitan and national affairs.
All students, regardless of previous experience, are encouraged to apply for positions on the news, review, sports or business staffs. The editorial board welcomes contributions from all members of the College.
The offices of The Tripod are located In Seabury Hall.
WBTc-Fl'I
WRTC-FM, Hartford's first noncommercial radio station, maintains studios In the
•b asement of Cook-B dormitory. Radio Trinity broadcasts popular, folk , jazz and classical music, as well as varsity football and basketball games. An extensive educational
schedule Is maintained, including foreign-language program, lectures and discussions.
Daily news is provided by the United Press International wire service.
The station Is owned and operated by students who, regardless of previous experience, fill positions In announcing, sportscasting, technical engineering and production.

Religious Groups
THE GREATER HARTFORD CAJ\IPUS MINISTRY
The Greater Hartford Campus Ministry Is afflllated with the New England
Christian Movement. Directed by an ecumenical board, this ministry provides a campus
minister who serves the colleges and universities of the area.
HILLEL SOCIETY
Th e Hlllel Society offers to the Jewish students at Trinity a program of religious,
cultural and social activities. Included are lectures and discussions, films. Friday
evening services. bagels and lox brunches on Sunday morning and several mlx ors with
Hillel Foundations at neighboring colleges. Hillel is sponsored by B'nal B'rlth of
Hartford.
NEWl'IAN APOSTOLATE
Newman Apostolate brings together members of the Roman Catholic Church. The
activities of this organization are under the sponsorship of a priest assigned by the
Archbishop of Hartford.
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Social Clubs and Fraternities
ALPHA CHI RHO, 114 Vernon Street. was founded In 1895 at Trinity College In
Northam 11. At the present time this Phi Psi Chapter Is one of the 21 chapters located
throughout the United States.
ALPHA DELTA PHI, 122 Vernon Street, was founded at Hamilton College In 1832,
and now consists of 29 active chapters In this country and Canade. The Phi Kappa
Society at Trinity was the .p arent organization out of which the Phi Kappa Chapter
was founded here in 1877.
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON, 98 Vernon Street, was organized at Yale University In
1844 and was among the first of the national fraternities chartered at Trinity College.
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Jf Editors will consider all

The Alpha Chi Chapter, founded here in 1879, Is one of 49 chapters of DKE In the
United States and Canada.
P I KAPPA ALPHA, 94 Vernon Street, an outgrowth of a local organization, Tau
Alpha, was established at Trinity In 1953. PKA. which was founded at the University
of Virginia in 1868, is the largest national fraternity represented on campus, with over
130 active chapters throughout the country.
PSI UPSILON, 81 Vernon Street, was founded at Union College in 1833. It Is one
of the oldest college fraternities in the country. The Beta Beta Chapter was founded
h ere in 1880, being organized from the local society known as Beta Beta.
ST. ANTHONY HALL. 340 Summit Street, was established at Trinity in 1850,
thr ee years after the fraternity was founded at Columbia University. There are active
chapters at M.I.T ., Williams, Yale, Columbia, Virginia, North Carolina and the Universities of Pennsylvania and Mississippi. The Hall is the oldest of the resident fraternities .
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Special Interest Groups
Al\IER ICAN INSTITUTE OF P HYSI CS

The student section of the American Institute of Physics is designed to stimulate
interest in the field of physics by sponsoring lectures, films and programs of interest to
students of physics and related sciences.
CHESS CL UB
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T he Chess Club represents the College In Intercollegiate chess tournaments, and
also provides the opportunity to play chess on campus in an organized fashion. The
Chess Club Is open to all chess enthusiasts, and those wishing to learn the game.
CINEST UDIO

CINESTUDIO Is the motion picture theatre operated by the Trinity College Film
Society in the Krieble Auditorium of the Clement Chemistry Building. CI ESTUDIO
presents, seven days per week, a yery extensive a nd varied program of 35mm films .
encompassing the latest releases, original classic films and many forei gn films which
would not otherwise ·be seen in Hartford. The theatre Is operated on a commercial
basis entirely by students under the advisorship of Mr. Lawrence R. Stires, Jr. Any
profits gained from the operation are applied to r enovations of the theatre, running
costs and toward the rental of certain artistic films of small commercial potential
which do. ·h owever, represent an Important functi on of the Film Society. All students
are welcome to assist with the operation of the theatre. There Is considerable opportunity to learn the business and technical aspects of a commercial cinema.
The Trinity Film Society hopes in the future , through the operation of CINESTUDIO, to sponsor student film making on campus and to assist with the establishment of furth er courses in cinema at the College.
CRO WN INVEST I\IENT LEAGUE

The Investment League was formed to distribute and administer a S4.000 fund
given bY the Crown Foundation In a securities portfolio. Students have complete
control of the fund. The profits are used for a scholarship for a senior student in
economics. Membership Is open to any Interested student.
ECONOMICS CLUB

The Economics Club was established to provide lectures by noted economists on
contemporary economic problems. Membersh!p is open to all interested students.
I N T ERNATIONAL STUDENTS' ORGANI ZATION
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Formed in the Spring of 1963 to h elp orient foreign students at Trinity and to facill·
tate contacts between them and Americans, the International Students' Organization is
open to everyone in th e college community. Meetings are held twice a month with an
additional evening program open to t he public once a month.
OD SQUAD

The Od Squad Is a volunteer organization which works with children between the
ages of seven and thirteen in the Charter Oa l~ T errace and Rice Heights sections of
Hartford. Among the activities it sponsors are tutoring, counseling. recreational trips,
sewing and cooking lessons, arts and crafts and modern dance. Mem·bership is open
to all members of the Trinity community.
PHILOSOPHY CLUB

Once a month. the college philosophers m eet to h ear guest speakers or to discuss
contemporary philosophical questions. Announcements of these events will •be made in
t he Tripod and on posters in Mather Campus Center. and all students are cordially
Invited to atten(\.
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POLITICAL FORUl\1

The Pollt!cal Forum. organized for the purpose of stimulating political awareness
and activity on the Trinity campus, provides through lectures, debates and conferences a wider perspective a nd a more intelligent view of problems facing this nation
and the world.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

The Psychology Club is organized to expose students to current work in many
areas of psychology, The club regularly sponsors talks and discussions by visiting
professors, professional people and students. The club also arranges field work in the
community and organizes tours of local institutions.
REVITALIZATION CORPS

The Trinity Chapter of the Revitalization Corps is one of the social-work organizations on campus. The Chapter' s goals are to aid the Hartford community through
educational and recreational programs, and at the same time, to make the Trinity
student more aware of his environment and of himself. Membership Is open to all
students, faculty and administration.
SPANISH CLUB

The Spanish Club, founded in 1954. places special emphasis on understanding and
attaining an applicable knowledge of the language. The club features movies, lectures
and discussions in Spanish for the benefit of its members.
TRINITY COALITION OF BLACKS (TCB)

The Trinity Coalition of Blacks was organized for the advancement of Black
awareness. It is concerned with educating itself and the College as a whole in Black
arts and history, both past and present. In cooperation with faculty, administration and
students, it is developing a more cognizant campus in an effort to make Black life at
Trinity more comfortable. Many members of the association cooperate with organiza·
tions in the Hartford area which are engaged in fostering Black rights and achievement.
TRINITY COl\11\IUNITY ACTION CENTER (TCAC)

The Trinity Community Action Center is a student-run organization involved In
the city. It sponsors such activities as tutoring and r ecreation programs. Members also
help in political campaigns, and work with various community organizations on such
issues as education. welfare rights , consumer protection and police. TCAC also helps
students interested In studying the city to arrange courses and independent study.
TRINITY DRAFT COUNSELORS

The Trinity Draft Counselors is an organization to train and to coordinate the
efforts of various members of the College Community who wish to assist and counsel
individuals desiring to better understand the various options made available to them
under the Selective Service Laws. The services available include not only acquainting
individuals with the law, but h elping them sel ect from the various options and
assisting them in securing fair treatment under the law .
TRINITY FILl\1 SOCIETY

The Trinity Film Society's aim is to promote an interest among the undergraduate
body in the use of film as an art medium. The Society will present from time to time
progran1s in this sphere: moreover , every attempt will be ma de to get film makers to
accompany and lecture on their work. In the future . the Society will provide facilities
for Trinity students who wish to make films of their own.
TRINITY WOliiEN'S ORGANIZATION

(TWO)

Besides sponsoring the annual Women's Week activities. TWO m eets regularly to
discuss the role of women at the College and in the larger society. Membership is
open to all interested m embers of the community.
YOUNG DEl\IOCRATS AND YOUNG REPUBLICA::\'"S

These two organizations sparkplug campus activity in the elections by posters and
debate supporting one of the candidates.
Th e highlights each year are campaigning and canvassing for local and national
political figures, working as a general organizer for either party, and sponsoring local
and party leaders as speakers.

Informal Sports Organizations
TRINITY CORINTHIAN YACHT CLUB

Yes, Virginia. there is a sailing club. h ere at Trinity even. We have four T ech
dlnghys. three of which float. two of which sal! and a partridge In a pear tree. And we
sail. or so they say. We also race. but only b ecause we have a sense of humor. For
those of you who are wondering how we came about, we have something or rudder
to tiller you , and we don' t tell tales. (Do we keel you with our puns ?) Anyhow,
sailing is a breeze, so throw us a line, and sea for yourself.
TRINITY HOCKEY ASSOCIATION

The Trinity Hockey Association was formed to promote interest in hockey and
to offer students a chance to play the sport on a formal basis. The Athletic Department arranges an intercollegiate schedule with teams from comparable colleges as well
as practice games against some prep schools.
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Emergency Information
DJness

From 8 a. m., Monday to noon on Saturday, the Medical Office in
Wheaton Hall is open 24 hours a day. If you cannot report to the Office,
call 246-3932 or 527-3151, extension 231 or 380. From noon on Saturday
until 8 a. m., Monday a nurse is on call for emergencies. She may be
reached by calling the Mather Campus Center front desk.
What to do in Case of Fire

Know the location of the fire box nearest your room.
Do not try to fight a fire; contact the Fire Dept. (522-1234).
Do not panic.
When the fire horn sounds, evacuate the building immediately. Do
not pull any more fire boxes.
In case of fire outside your room, leave the door shut. Heated gases
and smoke may be on the other side. Feel the door, if it is hot or seeping
smoke, block the door and stuff the cracks.
If you must open the door, do so cautiously. Stand behind the door
bracing yourself against it. The next room may contain superheated air
under pressure, a blast of which may prove to be fatal. Be ready to close
the door quickly, if necessary.
Plan an alternate escape route from each room. Fire and smoke can
block your normal escape route. Open a window a crack at the top and
bottom for fresh air. Hang a sheet out the window to signal rescuers.
Do not jump.
If a room is filled with smoke, get down on your hands and knees.
The air at the lower part of the room is fresher and contains more oxygen, fewer gases.

Campus D.
The following list Is
campus. If you wish to
administration or staff.

FOB
Adjudicative matters
Bookstore information
Bowling AlleY information
BursarY emPloyme!lt
Calendar informatwn
career counseling and
Catering requests
Changing courses
Club and organization
College bills
.
Community affatrs,
counseling
Course information
Dean's Excuses
Dorm maintenance and
Dorm policies
Dorm programs
Draft Information
Dropping a course
Ecological matters

You Can Help by Taking the Following Precautions

Do not block fire doors or exits with trunks, furniture, draperies, etc.
Do not tamper with fire boxes or fire fighting equipment.
Do not try to fight an electrical fire with water or soda acid extin·
guishers; you can be electrocuted.
Do not overload electrical circuits.
Do not smoke in bed.
PROCEDURES IN EVENT OF A BOMB THREAT

A
•
•
•
•

bomb threat should be taken seriously. Person receiving call should:
Note exact time of call,
note as correctly as possible wording of threat,
describe any voice characteristics,
immediately notify Police Headquarters, Detective Division,
Tel. 527-0112, giving all details,
• then immediately notify Director of Campus Security, Ext. 264,
the Dean for Community Life, Ext. 433 and a security guard on
duty at the time.
If the caller specifies that a bomb is located in a particular building,
floor, classroom, auditorium, or other place of assembly, the entire building should be evacuated. Doors and windows should be left open. Should
there be an explosion the gases resulting from detonation (which cause
injury and damage) may escape more freely, thus reducing the impact
of the explosion.
After the building has been searched by Police, Fire and College offi.
cials, and it is ascertained there is no further threat, one of the College
officials will announce that the building may be reoccupied.

Emergency loans
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.
Game Room informatwn
Game Room programs
Health insurance claims
Housing (on and onflrfo,gra•m~
Human relations
1 D. cards
Iilness, accidents and
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Jobs off campus
Jobs on campus
Laundry and linen
Leave of Absence .
LibrarY informatiOn
Lost and Found
Master calendar of
Mather Hall Board of
Meal tickets
News releases
NotarY Public
Open semester programs
Parking stickers.
Part-time employment
Payment of bills
PaY phones
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The following list Is designed to help you find various types of assistance on the
campus. If you wish to pursue a matter after a discussion with a member of the
administration or staff, please contact his immediate superior.

FOB

SEE

e of Fire

Adjudicative matters
Bookstore Information

Dean for Community Life
Bookstore Manager or Dean for Student
Services
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Director of Financial Aid
Calendar Secretary, Mather Caiiil>uS
Center
Director of Career Counseling
Calendar Secretary, Mather Campus
Center
Registrar
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Associate Comptroller
Director, Office of Community Affairs
College Counselors. Chaplain, or Com·
munity Life and Student Services staffs.
Registrar
Dean for Community Life
Department of Buildings and Grounds,
Resident Assistants, or Dean for
Student Services
Resident Assistants or Dean for Student
Services
Associate or Assistant Dean for Student
Services or Resident Assistants
Chaplain, Registrar or Trinity Draft
Counselors
Registrar
Director of Buildings and Grounds, or
Deans for Community Life and Student
Services
Business office
Dean for Educational Services
Director of Financial Aid
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Medical Office day nurse
Dean for Student Services
Assistant Dean for Community Life
Dean for Student Services
Director of Health Services or Community
Life staff
Director of Athletlcs
Director of Career Counseling
Director of Financial Aid
Dean for Student Services
Dean for Educational Services
Librarian or Chief of Reader Services
Mather Campus Center front desk or Director of Ca~Ill>us Security
Calen dar Secretary, Mather Campus
Center
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Director of Food Service or Dean for
Student Services
Director of News Bureau
Assistant to the Treasurer
Dean for Educational Services
Director of Campus Security
Director of Financia l Aid (on-campus) or
DirP.ctor of Career Counseling (offcampus)
Associate Comptroller
Director of Buildings and Grounds
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career counseling and interviews
Catering requests
Changing courses
Club and organization information
College .b ills
Community affai rs, Hartford area
Counseling
Course information
Dean's Excuses
Dorm maintenance and repairs
Dorm policies
Dorm programs
Draft information
Dropping a course
Ecological matters
Emergency loans
Exchange programs
Financial aid
Game Room Information
Game Room programs
Health Insurance claims
Housing (on and off campus)
Human relations programs
I. D. cards
Illness, accidents and Insurance
Intramural activities
Jobs off campus
Jobs on campus
Laundry and llnen service
Leave of Absence
Library information
Lost and Found
Master calendar of events
Mather Hall Board of Governors
Meal tickets
News releases
Nota ry Public
Open semester .p rograms
Parking stickers. violations and appeals
Part-time employment
Payment of bllls
Pay phones
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SEE

Post Office Information

Chief postal clerk or Dean for Student
Services
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Publications Supervisor or Central
Services
Audio-visual Director
Assistant Dean for Student Services or
Director of Athletics
Advisor and Dean for Community Life
Associate Dean for Student Services
Registrar
Dean for Student Services
Dean for Student Services
Dean for Student Services
Calendar Secretary, Mather Campus
Center
Assistant Dean for Student Services
Assistant Dean for Student Services or
Chairmen of the Student Budget Committee and Student Activities Committee
Dean for Student Services or Associate
Comptroller
Associate Comptrolier
Associate Comptroller
Director of Career Counseling
Dean of Faculty or Associate Dean for
Student Services
Director of A thlet!cs
Audio-visual Director
Director of Athletics
Director of Campus Security
Associate Dean for Student Services
Calendar Secretary, Mather Campus
Center
Dean for Student Services
Audio-visual Director
Director of Career Counseling
Advisor, Dean for Community Life and
Registrar
Director, Office of Community Affairs

Posters, publicity, ditto operation
Printing
Projectors and screens
Recreational programs
Reduced course load
Resident Assistant program
Registering for a course
Room assignment
Room changes
Room keys
Scheduling of events
Student activities
Student Activities Budget
Student concessions
Student organization accounts
Student payroll
Summer employment
Summer school
Swimming pool
Tape recorders
Tennis courts
Thefts, vandalism, etc.
Travel Information
Use of college facilities
Vending machine ope-ration
Visual aids
Vocational interest tests
Voluntary withdrawal
Volunteer work
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Day: Ext. 277 or 264
Night: 527-3151
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Day: Ext. 231, 380
Night: 246-3932
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